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In Front of the Console

Sharon Shanks
484 Canterbury Lane
Boardman, Ohio 44512 USA
+1 330-783-9341
sharon.shanks@gmail.com

Passion is something planetarians do not lose
There’s a saying that goes “if you don’t use it, you lose it.” I have to
make a shameful confession with that in mind: while playing trivia
last week, I missed the question”The Crab Nebula is located where?”
The answer, of course, is Taurus, but I couldn’t get that fact out of my
brain in time to earn full points on the question.
Does this mean I have to give up my planetarian honor badge?
This got me thinking about retirement, and the fact that because I’m
no longer actively using my store of fun facts and information about
all things relating to astronomy and space science on a daily basis, I am
forgetting them.
But what made me a good planetarian was never my mental warehouse of facts. It was—and is—my passion for the field and for all it
entails, especially the need to share and educate.
Glen Moore, a fellow retiree from Wollongong, Australia, recently wrote on Dome-L that “I have noticed than most of my Planetarium friends are now retired but still contributing. Perhaps planetarians
never ‘retire’ or perhaps we need a more appropriate title.”
Ah, there it is—planetarians don’t retire. Once a planetarian, always
a planetarian.
Another thought related to the idea of being “retired” occurred
to me during the Pleiades Conference in St. Louis, Missouri. It was so
enjoyable to see old friends and familiar faces, and also hear about and
appreciate the work being done by the coming generation of planetarians.
Glen noticed that his retired friends are still contributing to the field,
and I noticed the same thing at the conference. One group I especially
noticed was the cadre of “retired” IPS presidents.
Joanne Young was there, but I won’t count her as retired yet, as
her term isn’t officially finished until the end of 2018. But there were
others: Thomas Kraupe, Dave Weinrich, Susan Button, Martin George,
Jon Elvert, Martin Ratcliffe, Dale Smith, and Jeanne Bishop (and apologies if I missed someone).
Eight. Eight former presidents, still very active with IPS, half of them
“retired” and the others still working in the field. They serve as committee chairs and leaders, project supporters and idea makers. I am sure that
some are weary of the load they still carry on behalf of their commitment to planetariums, but their passion keeps them going.
I think we all owe them a huge “thank you” for being planetarians.
And we forgive you if you forget a fact now and then.

Another fun issue follows
Speaking of Susan Button, please notice that her name is the byline
on three stories and her regular Mobile News column for this issue. It is
no secret that Susan is one of the hearts of the American Planetarium
Operator in Italy project (the other belongs to Loris Ramponi), and also
began the Week in the U.S. project, which launched this year to great
success. You can read about both inside, and also hear about IPS President Shawn Laatsch’s experience in Italy.
She also is responsible for securing the prizes for the InternationSharon Shanks has been Planetarian editor since Vol. 35 No. 3 (September 2006). She retired in 2015 from the Ward Beecher Planetarium at
Youngstown State University in Ohio, returning to her journalism roots
after a pleasantly passionate career among the stars.
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al Day of PlanetarCorrection: Please note two errors brought
ium’s special focus
to my attention in the September 2017 Planon mobile planetarietarian. In the research article “Illuminating
ums in 2018. The IDP
the aurora: Exploring science communication
has been around for a
in the planetarium” on page 8, the authors are
from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
number of years, but
not Madison. Author Jean Creighton’s email
participation hasn’t
address was incorrect. The correct address is
been championed by
jcreight@uwm.edu.
IPS until recently. We
are hoping to change
that, and Susan almost single-handedly is leading the resurgence, starting with the portable dome community.
It also turns out that portables are featured in articles as well. Guilherme Marranghello shares the passion that got his “pretty little planetarium” constructed in Brazil in Under One Dome on page 49.
He mentions me in his story, and I thought I’d explain the back story
on that. When he made contact with IPS, he described it as a “pretty
new planetarium,” as it just opened this past spring. He sent a picture,
and I replied that it also was a “pretty little planetarium” with the
emphasis on “pretty.” See if you agree with me when you see its picture.
From Costa Rica, Marco Avalos shares experience gained from being
the first portable planetarium in that country. His tips and tricks begin
on page 16.

So much research!
Perhaps the best article this issue is by Dr. Timothy Slater, who tells
about the genesis and evolution of the iSTAR research database starting on page 10.
As someone who has written grant applications and other proposals that required literature searches into planetarium efficacy, I realized quickly something that Dr. Slater states in his paper: that scholarly
evidence of planetarium effectiveness is hard to find.
As I note on this issue’s cover, the iSTAR database is a boon for education researchers, and really for everyone in the field who needs to cite
a study to prove to administrators, funders, and stakeholders how
important a planetarium is for education.
I also appreciate his mention of Planetarian and its role in the
research field. I have been working diligently over the past 10 years to
not only raise its status in the science publication arena, but also to
make it more valuable to IPS members and to planetariums in general.
It was nice to be recognized by a fellow editor.
Planetarian, like planetarians, wears many hats. The trick is to keep
a balance: between information about innovations and technology,
matched with news about people and places; between the latest in fulldome, partnered with history and tradition; between peer-reviewed
research and sharing personal stories.

Did you get yours yet?
Finally, just in time for gift-giving, LEGO has released the Women of
NASA kit that we featured in the March 2017 issue. My husband assembled mine for me (so I would not take time off from editing).
And, did you notice, that Andy Weir, author of The Martian, has a
new book out? It’s fiction, titled Artemis, based on the moon, and no
need to guess what I’m doing next.				
I
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President’s Message

Shawn Laatsch
Emera Astronomy Center
167 Rangeley Road
Orono, Maine 04469 USA
shawn.laatsch@gmail.com

A busy council meeting in St. Louis
Iit was so nice to see many of you in October in St. Louis, Missouri, at
the Pleaides Conference, which brought together all seven U.S. regional planetarium associations. There were 370 in attendance, including
numerous international participants.
A special thank you is due to Anna Green and her staff at the James S.
McDonnell Planetarium for providing an opportunity for so many of
us to come together and share what we do in our domes!
Two key highlights for me were Dr. David Hurd’s Armand Spitz
Memorial Lecture/Margaret Nobel Address. For those of you not familiar, this is an inspirational lecture given traditionally at GLPA (Spitz)
and MAPS (Nobel) conferences respectively. David did a phenomenal
job of reminding us all why we are in our domes—to inspire the next
generation with enthusiasm and engage them in learning. His eloquent
talk had us all thinking, laughing, and remembering why we are so
passionate about sharing the universe with those who walk in through
our doors.
The second highlight was a panel talk by the “old team” of retired
Mercury 6 engineers from McDonnel Douglas who worked on the
Mercury and Gemini spacecraft when the company was known as
McDonnell Aircraft Corp. It was incredible to hear this talented team
reminisce about working with astronauts and the design process that
went into these historic missions.

sion and closed out the call for abstracts as of the end of October. The
programming committee began the process of reviewing submissions
in St. Louis and will be continuing to review these over the next month
or so. Notifications will be sent out as soon as the process has finished.
Currently Marc Moutin and his team are planning to open conference registration around mid-December of this year, so do keep watch
for announcements from Toulouse.
Cité de l’espace is a perfect location for the 2018 IPS Conference and
our hosts have wonderful keynote speakers lined up. In addition to
delegate and vendor sessions during the conference, do take time to
explore the grounds, which feature an Ariane V rocket, MIR station
modules, and numerous other satellite.
Make sure to register early if you plan on attending the banquet, as
it will be in the very special Cloister des Jacobins founded in 1215 CE, a
spectacular site featuring amazing architecture! I hope to see all of you
in Toulouse for IPS2018 Conference. The conference dates are July 1-5,
so mark your calendars now and plan to attend.

Action during council meeting
For two and a half days prior to the conference, IPS had its council
meeting and special Vision2020 workshops to continue transforming
our society and broadening our reach to the dome world. Thank you
to Jon Evert and his team, who have been stewarding this process and
facilitating changes which are much needed to improve our services to
you our members.
As a result of the meetings I have a variety of things to report out to you.
Do feel free to contact me if you have any questions on these items.
First to report: We have a new IPS website! Special thanks to Alan
Gould and Sharon Shanks, who worked with Jon Elvert to make this
happen. The site went live during our meeting and is much more
visually engaging and easier to use than the previous versions. If you
haven’t checked it out, please go to www.ips-planetarium.org to see the
site and explore the numerous resources available to you there.
Second, IPS has a variety of new membership levels and options and
formally kicked off a membership campaign at the Pleaides meeting.
New types of membership, including students and career starters,
along with reduced rates for members who are part of an institutional or corporate membership, are now available. Check out the options
on the new website.
As part of the membership drive, we also have new IPS pins! Thank
you to Ann Bragg and Mike Murray for working on the membership
campaign! New members will receive pins when they join, and existing IPS members can pick them up at conferences.
IPS2018 at Cité de l’espace in Toulouse has had 226 paper submis-

IPS President Shawn Laatsch has worked at planetariums around the world
and now calls the Emera Planetarium and Science Center at the University
of Maine in Orono home.
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Officers and council hear the treasurer’s report from Ann Bragg. Photo by
Jeanne Bishop.

Edmonton selected for IPS2020
The site for IPS2020 was chosen during our council meeting.
Congratulations to Alan Nursall and Frank Florian at Telus World of
Science in Edmonton, Canada, with assistance from Ian McLennan, for
being selected. This was the third time Edmonton had bid and goes to
show that perseverance is rewarded. The theme for IPS2020 Conference is “Big Sky: Think big, dream big!” Conference dates are June 21-25,
2020 and a film festival will take place on June 18-19.
Thank you to Carolyn Sumners at the Houston Museum of Natural
History and to Nathalia Rippe from Planetario de Bogota for submitting bids for IPS2020. The IPS officers and council encourage you to bid
again for future IPS conferences. A reminder to anyone interested: bids
for IPS2022 are due in writing to the IPS officers by June 1, 2018. Please
contact us if you are interested in submitting a bid or require information on the submission process.
(Continues on page 8)
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The night skyline of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, the site of the 2020 IPS Conference.

A tale of three
conferences

All readers should know by now that
the International Planetarium Society has
its 25th biennial conference coming up in
Toulouse, France, in 2018. Set for 1-5 July at
Cité de l’espace, registration will open this
month on the conference website at www.
ips2018toulouse.org.
It also selected the site of the 2020 conference during the council meeting in October:
Telus World of Science in Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada.
The 2020 conference will be held 21-25
June under the theme “Big Sky: Think Big,
Dream Big.” Plans call for discussion on how
horizons can be expanded for the 21st century
planetarium. More details will be announced,
of course, as the date draws closer.
And, if two conferences on the horizon
aren’t enough, IPS also is now accepting bids
for the 2022 conference.
Written bids are due to the current officers
on June 1, 2018, and the initial presentations
by prospective hosts will take place during
the council meeting on June 30-July 1 prior to
the Toulouse conference. All prior bidders are
more than welcome to apply again.
More information is available from President Shawn Laatsch (shawn.laatsch@gmail.
com) and President Elect Mark SubbaRao
(msubbarao@adlerplanetarium.org).
Information also is available on the IPS website at
www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=conferences.

Apply for a conference stipend
Please note that applications are now being
accepted for stipends to attend the Toulouse
conference. The stipend covers only the cost
of registration; all other financing are the
responsibility of the applicant.
The deadline for applications shall be March
31, the year of the conference. More information is available on the website at www.ipsplanetarium.org/page/stipends, where the
application form also may be found.

Call for officer nominations
The IPS now announces the call for nominations for the offices of president-elect, secretary, and treasurer for 2019-20. Martin George,
chair of the Elections Committee, is keen to
receive nominations, which can be sent to
him at martingeorge3@hotmail.com.
Nominations also will be received from the
floor at the 2018 IPS Conference in Toulouse,
France.
The IPS election process is your chance, as a
member, to have your say in who you would
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like to see filling these important positions
and how the IPS is run.
Note that the terms of office for secretary
and treasurer are two years each with a limit
of three consecutive terms. The office of president-elect is two years, followed by two years
as president and two years as past president.
If you are interested in nominating a person
or standing for one of these positions, or if you
would like to discuss the duties of IPS officers,
feel free to contact Martin.

Many thanks to Ted Pedas
Included among business at the October IPS
Council meeting was announcement of a gift
to support the Week in the U.S.
Ted Pedas, retired director of the Ted
Pedas Planetarium at the Farrell Area School
District in Farrell, Pennsylvania, had made
a donation of $1,000 to support the continuation of the professional development
opportunity, and also committed to continue funding hereafter.		
I

The centennial of the planetarium is approaching!
The first public presentation in a planetarium setting took place in 1923. The 100th
anniversary of this event—the Planetarium Centennial—will be a huge opportunity for all
of us, not just to celebrate our history, but to present what we have become and to highlight what we plan to achieve in the future.
The centennial should serve to globally showcase what planetariums nowadays offer
to their patrons and to society as a whole.
With this in mind, members of the IPS Council agreed during their last session that the
centennial should be held as a year-long, global series of events and activities. Although
the celebration is still six years ahead, the time to start planning is now. Thus, a new
working group to prepare for the anniversary was formed, and I am the lucky volunteer
to coordinate this group. Our first step of the preparations, right now, is to collect ideas
and feedback.
While there are already many ideas in place, many more are needed. We seek all kinds
of ideas from everyone in the community:
planetarium staff, vendors, students, scientists— we ask everyone to provide their
thoughts! Which concrete activities would
you suggest in order to make the centennial a
long-lasting success? What else do you think
is relevant to realize the maximum potential
of this centennial?
Please let me know your thoughts; either
directly to bjoern-voss@gdp-planetarium.org
or through your affiliate representative.
Also, we have proposed a workshop to be
held at IPS2018 in Toulouse during which we
want to work with you to collect and and
evaluate further ideas for the centennial. Stay
tuned!
—Björn Voss
Planetarium Münster, Germany
Society of German-Speaking Planetariums
Zeiss Model I
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Vision2020 Update: Making strides to improve efficiency
Jon Elvert
Chair, IPS Vision2020 initiative
Baton Rouge
Louisiana 70802 USA
jelvert1@gmail.com
The Vision2020 team met with the IPS Council prior to the Pleiades conference in St. Louis, Missouri this past October. The focus of
this joint meeting was to propose a strategy for council to consider on
how best to improve the efficacy of IPS governance and representation
while maintaining affiliate identity. V2020 summarized the need for
restructuring by emphasizing:
•• Current officer-affiliate representative structure not as equitable
in representing planetariums worldwide
•• How much of world is not represented by current affiliate model?
•• Geographical areas with planetariums that are not members
•• Areas with members that have no representation
•• Equitable representation that diminishes the dominance of larger
affiliates
The council was presented with two restructuring models that would
replace the current affiliate representation. In each model, 10 – 12 board
members would be selected to represent IPS membership.
After a full day of facilitated group discussions and workshoplike interactions on the pros and cons of restructuring, a last minute
“compromise” model was reached and agreed upon.
This compromise scenario includes a board member structure that
both represents members geographically (equal representation from
continents and/or regions) and numerically (number of members from
each geographical areas). Council voted to move forward with the
compromise model, and tasked V2020 with working out the details of
this model.

Next steps along the journey
A summary of the next steps to be taken includes drafting a mechanism for transitioning from IPS’ current governance structure to the
agreed upon new “compromise” model. Recommendations for this
process on how to get from here to there include:
•• Define number of board members and who they serve (both
geographically and number of members)
•• Define how board members are selected and/or elected, and the
duration of their tenure
•• Develop job description(s) and define rolls for such board members
•• Consider how transition to board members is implemented
•• Define role of paid staff as presented at council meeting
•• Propose what the role of affiliates will have in this new model
•• Propose procedure on how new model would evolve as the IPS evolves
Other considerations:
•• Number of voting executive officers
•• What changes to the Bylaws need to be made
•• How the new governance model relates to strategic planning
V2020 also announced that the Society’s new website was officially launched on 10 October, the first day of the Pleiades conference. The
redesigned website, however, is still undergoing some minor construction and updating.
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In addition to the governance restructuring task, V2020’s team
continues to work on their individual goals directly related to IPS’ Strategic Plan. These goals support membership growth and sustainability,
strategies for promoting greater visibility and awareness, and ensuring
financial sustainability for the future. Included in these objectives are:
•• Resume recommendations for the sliding scale membership fees/
benefits for business, corporate, and institutional levels
•• Cultivate external funding sources
•• Explore other opportunities and income streams that provide
funding opportunities to support the goals of IPS
•• Investigate the possibility of an IPS Foundation
At the council meeting in Toulouse, France next summer, V2020
hopes most of the work mentioned above will be complete and ready for
I
further discussion. Fingers crossed. 				

(President’s Message, continued from page 6)
There is a very special anniversary coming up in our field: the projection planetarium will be 100 years old in 2023! Bjorn Voss has agreed to
be the chair of the Centennial of Planetarium Task Force. This group
will be brainstorming way to celebrate our field as a whole and review
how far we have come since the first stars were projected in a dome.
Bjorn is looking for ideas and input, so please contact him if you
have ideas, knowledge of planetarium history, and/or suggestions for
unique celebrations. Bjorn will have a panel session at the IPS2018
Conference to gather ideas as well.
During our Vision2020 session at IPS Council this year, our primary
focus was on governance of our organization. Jon Elvert and his team
researched a variety of similar organizations and came up with some
recommendations for updating our structure to be more efficient.
Council moved forward by discussing possible options and deciding
on one which they felt best meets our future needs, which is moving
from a council structure to a fully elected board. Vision2020 has been
asked to flesh out the details and implementation plan for moving IPS
forward and given a deadline of having this ready to send out to our
membership for a vote following the IPS2018 Conference in Toulouse
next summer.
The plan will be presented to you as part of our general business
meeting in Toulouse, and I highly encourage you to attend and send
us your feedback.
As I write this I’m preparing for a visit to the World Science Center
Congress in Tokyo, Japan to present on the future of digital fulldome planetariums. This is an opportunity to reach new planetarians and recruit
new members to IPS along with sharing a vision about how incredibly
versatile and diverse our domes have become. Planetariums now have
been able to branch out and inspire education in astronomy, multiple
other sciences, engineering, art, culture, and so much more. I’ll report
back in the March 2018 issue about this event. 			
I
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Illuminating Learning in the Dome:
Constructing the international STudies of Astronomy
education Research DataBase
Timothy F. Slater, Ph.D.
University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming. USA
timslaterwyo@gmail.com
Ever since the very first carefully positioned, star-like pinpoints of light were shown
to students under a planetarium dome, educators have wondered about the true educational effectiveness of the planetarium. One
might naturally assume that the planetarium represents the ultimate astronomy teaching tool. Rather than braving all manner
of windy weather and annoying insects by
going outside night after night after night for
decades with mentoring elder sky watchers to
learn the sky, the planetarium allows one to
readily demonstrate all heavenly motions and
phenomena that can be seen from anywhere
on Earth—even during daytime hours. In this
sense, the educational promise of the planetarium is hindered only by the imagination of
its operator.
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Over the last century, most people who
have visited a planetarium of any sort
report that their visit is a grand experience.
Even in the current digital age where children are bombarded with complex scientific visualizations and more-realistic-than-life
special effects using CGI on their mobile
smart phones, planetarium visitors generally describe their experiences as positive across
the board. As such, most people intuitively
believe that a planetarium should inherently be a superior educational learning environment to a traditional classroom. And, at the
same time, most people tacitly assume that
acquiring a planetarium in their community
is probably worth the distributed cost.
Given the high cost of constructing a dedi-
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cated brick and mortar planetarium facility—
or even the cost of purchase and maintenance
of a portable planetarium using an inflatable dome—administrators and education
stakeholders throughout time have often
demanded some semblance of evidence of a
planetarium’s educational effectiveness. Such
a request seems reasonable, and one might
naturally assume that planetarium educaProfessor Timothy F. Slater, Ph.D. holds the
University of Wyoming Excellence in Higher
Education Endowed Chair of Science Education
and is a Senior Fellow at the CAPER Center for
Astronomy & Physics Education Research. He is
also the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Astronomy & Earth Sciences Education and a co-author
of the book Research on Teaching Astronomy in
the Planetarium published by Springer in 2017.
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tion research methods and results would be
widely available in the scholarly education
research literature. In other words, a quick trip
to a nearby university library should readily
result in sufficient planetarium education
research data to satisfy even the most skeptical stakeholders.
The problem is that it doesn’t.
At the same time, when discipline-based
astronomy education and planetarium education researchers begin any systematic research
study—graduate students, for instance,
working on their dissertations—the first step is
to conduct a thorough review of the scientific
literature (Plummer 2015; Slater, Slater, Heyer,
& Bailey, 2015).
In days not so far in the past, the three-fold
task was: first, to visit the university library
to look at databases and published literature
reviews to find articles or dissertations about
planetarium education; second, to make
photocopies from illuminating microfiche
readers or by spending hours making photocopies one page at a time of long awaited
items ordered through interlibrary loan; and
third, to then create a critical summary of
the research landscape in order to establish
an as yet unsolved education problem that
was both useful to the broader community and pragmatically something that could
be studied given the limited time and fiscal
resources available.
Today this task of surveying the literature
seems many times easier given the powerful
Internet-based scholarly articles, proceedings,
and theses aggregators such as ERIC, ProQuest,
GoogleScholar, ResearchGate, and Academia.
edu. Yet, simply searching online databases for “planetarium education” or “planetarium learning effectiveness” most often yields
sorely disappointing and vapid results. In
other words, planetarium education researchers building comprehensive literature reviews
have much the same challenge as those aforementioned people trying to readily establish
the tacitly assumed educational power of the
planetarium as a teaching tool—the readily
available scholarly evidence of effectiveness is
far more difficult to find than one might wish.

Where is all the planetarium
effectiveness evidence?
Planetarium educators and enthusiasts are
left with the question of where are all of the
educational effectiveness studies and hardearned community knowledge reports about
successfully teaching in the planetarium? To
our surprise, written accounts for most astronomy teaching strategies and planetarium
education research results are far more widely
dispersed than we anticipated.
Although some reports of planetarium
learning do readily appear in a traditional literature search, the number of “hits”

when searching is vastly smaller than if one
were doing a survey of numerical problem
solving in physics education research, or
mapping skills in geosciences education
research. Certainly, decades of work have
been described and documented in Planetarian, but this represents only a tiny fraction
of what is known globally about learning in
the planetarium. Perhaps the larger problem
is that the most successful and busy planetarium educators are busy educating in the planetarium, rather than writing archival articles,
as the veteran Planetarian editors can willingly attest.
Moreover, much of what is known about
teaching and learning in the planetarium
does not appear in the scholarly literature at
all. Instead, this teaching knowledge is sometimes captured in professional association
meeting presentations, regional planetarium
educator newsletters, the 1970’s Spitz Planetarium Director’s Handbook edited by Michael
Bennett, or even books such as LHS’s Planetarium Activities for Successful Shows (PASS)
booklets (Gerald Mallon and Alan Gould),
among many others. At the same time, much
of the systematic planetarium research studies
are done in pursuit of graduate degree requirements—unpublished masters theses and
doctoral dissertations.
These diverse avenues distributing research
reports that are not formal refereed articles
or graduate juried these or dissertations are
collectively known as the “grey literature”
(Slater, 2015, 2016).
As an example, consider a hypothetical
planetarium director who did a first-rate,
well-conceived masters thesis in 1975 doing
a two-group controlled comparison study
of some highly valued aspect of learning or
attitude enhancement in the planetarium.
Taking years to complete, this thesis study
would probably have been guided and juried
by three to five scholars, far more than the
typical one or two peer-reviewers who referee
most scholarly journal articles. One might
reasonably assume this has potential to be a
strong and valuable study.
But, just how would a scholar today find
that study so as to either replicate it or expand
upon it? The disappointing fact is that no one
today would likely ever find this imaginary
unpublished, decades old thesis no matter
how valuable, resulting in the same study
being done over and over and over again, reinventing the wheel each time by well-intended
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but largely unaware researchers. This represents a substantial inefficiency in the planetarium education community.

Conceptualization of the iSTAR
database
Given the wealth of existing planetarium
education research and teaching effectiveness
knowledge that seems to be hidden beyond
the traditional library walls, a concerted effort
to build a system to capture a and collect these
resources was initiated. The project is led by
Dr. Stephanie J. Slater, director of the International CAPER Center for Astronomy & Physics
Education Research in collaboration with
Australia’s Michael T. Fitzgerald and graduate student Saeed Salimpour of Edith Cowen
University’s Institute for Education Research,
Brazil’s Paulo S. Bretones of the International Astronomical Union’s Working Group on
Astronomy Education, among many others,
including myself and University of Wyoming
Ph.D. candidate Coty B. Tatge.
Conceived as an internationally-accessible database of both easy- and hard-to-find
systematic astronomy education research
studies and astronomy teaching insights, this
internationally collaborative project is generally known as the international STudies of
Astronomy education Research database
project—or iSTAR for short.
The first-steps plan to create the iSTAR database was to do the hard work of finding, categorizing, and uploading astronomy education
research dissertations. Our naïve thinking
was that there were not very many—predicting maybe 50 such documents existing at the
most—and that using dissertations would be a
good way to test out our initially established
database categorization criteria.
When looking at astronomy education
research dissertations written in the 1970s,
the included literature review might have
summarized five or six previous dissertations in the field. You might imagine our
great surprise when we uncovered nearly
300 astronomy education research dissertations and theses across a myriad of topics and
utilizing diverse research methods on our first
cursory search.
Seemingly overnight, the sufficiently
difficult task of reading and categorizing a
predicted few tens of dissertations became an
arduous task of reading and categorizing the
actual number of hundreds of dissertations.
Any large database needs to be efficiently
11

Figure 1. iSTAR Database Document Categorization Scheme
Document Source
Peer-reviewed
Dissertation or Thesis
Grey literature
Type of Resource
Literature review
Empirical research
Theoretical research
Curriculum or program
evaluation
Curriculum description
or report
Position paper or editorial
Historical
Bibliography or
resource guide
Empirical Methodology
Quantitative
Qualitative & Interpretive
Mixed-methods
Learning Environment
Formal
Informal

Study Participants
Early childhood students
Elementary students
Middle & secondary school
students
College students
Second language learners
Graduate students
Pre-service teachers
In-service Teachers
College faculty
Multi-aged groups
Adult learners
Construct
Content knowledge
Affective variables
Cognitive processes
Quantitative reasoning
Spatial reasoning
Research & methods
assessment
General teaching strategies
Scientific inquiry
Nature of Science

Research Setting
Planetarium
Museum
Amateur Groups
or Activities
Extracurricular/Camps/
After-school/Scouting
Home school
Online, virtual
Citizen science
Research facility

searchable in order to be useful. After numerous iterations and valuable feedback from
the community, we decided to use a categorization scheme that identified studies as
those being quantitative or qualitative; done
in formal, school-based settings or informal,
out-of-school settings; and based on particular participant-demographic groups, among
many others. The categorization scheme used
for every entry in iSTAR is summarized in
Figure 1.
In a seemingly unending stream of surprises, another thing we quickly learned is that
dissertations completed more than twenty
years ago are not readily available in any
digital format via the Internet, and masters
theses rarely are available electronically. The implication here is that iSTAR team
members—and by “team” I mean mostly hardworking graduate students tirelessly working
late into the night—needed not only to obtain
bound, hard-copy dissertations through interlibrary loan, but also needed to carefully scan
these documents into digital PDF format. You
can probably imagine how bleary-eyed this
would make even the most dedicated research
assistant.
In some cases, university libraries no longer
had hard copies they were willing to loan,
resulting in us having to contact the original
12						

Scientific Content Focus
Area
General/Broad Knowledge
of Astronomy Content
Night Sky, Constellations,
& Celestial Motions
Stars
Sun-Earth-Moon
Solar System
Scale & Structure
Cosmology
Atoms & Light
History of Astronomy
Astrobiology & Exoplanets
Galaxies
Gravity
Cultural Astronomy
Other
Demographic Focus
Multicultural or indigenous
Gender & sex differences
Disability
Gifted
Low socio-economic status
Other
Language of
Publication
Paper written in English
Abstract only in English
Non-English publication
Location Study
Conducted
USA
Other

authors—or their families if they had passed
away—to beg for copies to be mailed back
and forth with carefully organized tracking
numbers for these family heirlooms.
These steps all had to be done before the
documents could be read, categorized, and
then uploaded, which is time consuming
and intellectually exhausting in and of itself.
Taken together, the time required to do these
thankless tasks was unexpectedly Herculean,
but incredibly valuable in the end.
Although we certainly have in no way
exhaustively collected all the extant dissertations and theses, let alone meeting proceedings and newsletter contributions, we have
made a solid start and hope that the broader
community will now voluntarily help by
creating a free account and uploading their
own research dissertations, theses, papers, and
research reports if they are not already in the
database.

Planetarium education in iSTAR’s
first-light survey
In much the same exciting way that a
new telescope will make first-light observations to “see what one can see,” we completed a cursory “what can we see?” survey of
the initially 300 uploaded dissertations and
theses. Reported in detail elsewhere (Slater,
Planetarian				

Tatge, Bretones, Slater, Schleigh, McKinnon,
& Heyer, 2016), we see that astronomy education has been being published since the 1920s
and steadily increasing today. We can also see
that the earliest researchers were also dealing
with many of the same tenaciously thorny
teaching problems that exist today: moon
phases, seasons, and gravity.
When looking specifically at planetarium
education research revealed in iSTAR’s firstlight survey, our initial observation is that
there was a dramatic change in the volume
and nature of planetarium education research
from before 1990 to after 1990. This is shown in
the histogram in Figure 2, adapted from Slater
and Tatge (2017, p. 10). In particular, there was
surprisingly little research production in the
1990s: We suspect this is a result of planetarium educators being consumed by the effort
of absorbing the combined widespread introduction of digital planetarium projectors with
the simultaneous widespread distribution of
portable planetariums with inflatable domes.
Figure 2 clearly shows a bimodal shape of
publications of empirical studies in planetarium education research over time, first
peaking in the late 1970’s (n=13) and then
again in the late 2000’s (n=17). One observation worth emphasizing is that the majority
of empirical research studies were conducted as planetarium research dissertations and
theses before 2005, and since that time the
majority of research studies are published as
peer-reviewed works in scholarly journals.
This is important for interpreting the historical context. It has been argued that dissertations and theses should be considered part of
non-peer-reviewed gray literature base, and
should not be considered or valued as seminal
or critical literature in the same serious way
that peer-reviewed journal articles are.
For example, when working with National
Research Council committees to summarize
the existing knowledge base for astronomy
education (viz., NRC, 2012), only results from
peer-reviewed articles are supposed to be
considered. However, work by Slater (2008)
as well as Bailey and Lombardi (2015) clearly
show that much of the insightful astronomy
education research results are found among
unpublished dissertation research documents,
rather than formally published peer-review
articles.
Moreover, prior to 1990, when a graduate student completed their dissertation that
work was often considered “finished” and
historically there was little motivation or
remuneration to republish the same study
results a second time in a scholarly journal.
Today, the scholarly world is a quite a bit
different and students in all fields are encouraged to publish the results from dissertations
again in the form of scholarly journals, such
as the peer-reviewed Journal of Astronomy &
Vol 46 No 4 - December 2017

Figure 2. Number of iSTAR First-Light Planetarium Education Research Semi-Decadal Reports

Earth Sciences Education (JAESE.org) or the peerreviewed research sections of Planetarian.
The data from Figure 2 lends further weight
to the critical importance of including dissertations and graduate theses related to planetarium education as part of any summarizing
reviews of the broader planetarium education
literature landscape.
iSTAR allows us to make some strong distinctions in planetarium education research before
and after 1990. Summarized in Figure 3, we see
that general changes in each of these planetarium education research attributes are generally aligned with the gradual change from an
analog to digital era. Planetarium education
research was primarily conducted and distributed through dissertations and theses using
quantitative methodologies, whereas today
the majority of research uses both qualitative
and quantitative methodologies and is more
often published through the peer-reviewed
process characteristics of journals.
Although fewer peer-reviewed articles were
published pre-1990, George Reed at West Chester
State College is responsible for the majority of those works, and today Julia Plummer
and colleagues at Penn State University have
published and continues to publish the bulk
of studies regarding the planetarium.
Planetarium education researchers from

both the analog and digital eras were mostly
focused on K-12 students’ understanding of
astronomy content; it wasn’t until digital
planetariums that researchers narrowed their
scope to focus specifically on the sun-earthmoon system, such as lunar phases and seasons,
largely due to the broadening emphasis on the
related national education standards.
Pre-1990, the School Science and Mathematics journal was the most central platform for
peer-reviewed, empirical planetarium education studies, whereas today Planetarian and
the Journal of Astronomy and Earth Sciences
Education have largely usurped that role.

Recurring themes emerge
Recurring big themes do emerge when
looking at research reports in the iSTAR database. These themes are useful for planetarium
educators to keep in mind when designing
learning experiences for their diverse audiences. I suggest these themes in no particular order of importance, and kindly remind
the reader that these are generalizations, and
exceptions do exist.
The first theme is that planetariums in and
of themselves are not automatically more
educationally effective than classrooms just
because they are a planetarium. In fact, it may
be that if the prescribed learning targets are
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memorizing star and constellation names by
rote, a planetarium-based classroom might
be actually be an unnecessary distraction
to students more familiar with a traditional classroom setting. Planetarium educators
would be well advised to plan purposeful
educational experiences for which the planetarium setting is uniquely situated.
The second is that students are unlikely to
remember facts when relayed in the planetarium any more than when facts are relayed in
the classroom. What we know from contemporary educational theory is that ideas are best
inserted into students’ long-term memory
when matched with a memorable, narrative
story that encourages students to repeatedly
think about and encounter the idea.
Remember how students seemingly
remember the smallest details from movies
they see, yet struggle with disconnected facts
presented in the purposeful learning environment of traditional schools? A corollary
to this is that students can only internalize
so much, and too many planetarium presentations present an overwhelming deluge of
facts and figures because of the limited time
allocated to a planetarium visit. Planetarium
education program designers need to be well
versed in the learning sciences and interactive
learning techniques, such as those promoted
13

Figure 3. Generalized Characteristics of Pre- and Post-1990 Eras
of Planetarium Education Research
Analog Era (Pre-1990)

Digital Era (Post-1990)

Most common document
source in iSTAR

Dissertations

Peer-reviewed journal articles

Most common research
methods in iSTAR

Quantitative only

Both quantitative and
qualitative/interpretive

Most commonly studied
participants in iSTAR

Middle & secondary school students

Elementary students

Most common scientific
content

Night-sky motions and properties

Sun-Earth-moon system

Most prolific journal for
planetarium education

School Science and Mathematics

Journal of Astronomy &
Earth Sciences Education

Facility setting

Mechanical star balls and
35mm slide projectors

Computer-driven video projection

Seating arrangement

Concentric seating around star ball

Unidirectional seating,
movie theatre-style

Teaching modality

Live-lectures ubiquitous

Turn-key multi-media
presentations common

Topic focus

Focus on moving celestial sphere

Focus on current scientific
advances+

Topic drivers

Locally controlled school
district curriculum

National, common core
curriculum standards

Demographics

Most students are native
English speakers

Rapidly growing diversity of
student demographics ++

by members of the Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium (LIPS) community.
The third is related to many planetariums’
goals for improving attendee interest, attitudes, and values about science, and sciencerelated career paths. As with the unrealized
hope that planetariums would inherently be better teaching facilities for improving
student achievement, the planetarium does
not in and of itself automatically enhance
students’ attitudes toward STEM. Attendees can have a great time at the planetarium
and thoroughly enjoy the experience, but
no extant educational theory exists that can
attribute an isolated 40-minute experience as
overriding decades of students’ negative experiences in learning STEM.
Planetarium educators need to plan extended, repeated, and purposeful learning experiences when they want to enhance students’
affect toward STEM, perhaps using student
internship programs, as an example.

The future of iSTAR
iSTAR is only in its infant stages and it is
our intention that it becomes a community nurtured, well-fed, and growing resource.
Perhaps self-serving to a researcher like myself,
we hope that iSTAR will help discipline-based
astronomy education and planetarium education researchers and graduate students to put
their energy into timely topics, to avoid reinventing the wheel by doing unnecessary projects, and to more efficiently understand the
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broader landscape of astronomy education.
Creating a comprehensive critical review and
synthesis of the literature as part of a larger
education research project is hard enough
without also have great difficulty in finding
extant research reports, and iSTAR should
make this task a bit easier.
We also hope that iSTAR will help stakeholders better argue for the next generation of constructed and designed facilities.
Rather than “yet another cool planetarium,”
perhaps more compelling cases can be made
to prospective donors by designing the “next
generation learning facility,” to which a planetarium serves as the keystone.
Finally, it is our desire that planetarium educators and show designers will have
ready access to a foundation of research that
guides better and more effective show design.
For most of the last century, the pedagogical
content knowledge of astronomy teaching
has been largely based either on the longearned expertise of planetarians or what
tacitly seems like a good idea to well-intentioned educators, and then shared informally and inefficiently from one planetarium
educator to the next. iSTAR is well positioned
to be a clearing house for systematic research
reports related to teaching and learning in the
planetarium.
What is most needed now is for the planetarium community to help contribute
resources to the iSTAR database. As of this
writing, there are 989 documents in iSTAR,
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+ This can be attributed
in part to expanded
extramural funding from
NASA to advertise
its mission science
++ During the 2012-2013
academic year, Alaska,
California, Colorado,
Nevada, New Mexico,
Texas, and the District of
Columbia classify at least
10% of their students
being as non-Native
English speakers, with
California having 22.8%
of students classified
as such (NCES, 2015).

and this probably only represents a small fraction of what could be available to the community at large. The infrastructure is in place to
easily create an account at http://istardatabase.org and upload one’s own research or to
contribute research reports, meeting contributions, public evaluation reports, informal
white-papers, articles, theses, and dissertations done by others. iSTAR depends entirely
on the gracious contributions of the community, and we enthusiastically encourage your
participation.
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The story of the first

portable planetarium in Costa Rica

www.planetarioaventura.com
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where noted.
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Established 1992

Tips and tricks from
25 years all over the country

1

Back in 1992, our first STARLAB portable planetarium became the
first projection dome in Costa Rica.
Our very first goal was to create a presentation that could reach
a lot of people, being able to receive between 300 and 500 people in
a single day and location. That usually represents about 14 shows
each day, continuously every 25 or 30 minutes, for approximately
30 students per group.
This model could provide the possibility to offer a very low cost
per individual and be affordable to basically everyone, especially in
public schools.
One thing was clear: the presentation had to be pre-recorded, so the
operator wouldn’t have to talk all the time, except for the welcome
and instructions, and later on, questions and answers if time allowed
for it. For those shows where there was no time for additional interaction, we had to make sure the audiovisual program was of very high
quality, in form and content.

Equipment setup

Vinyl cushions

2

Everything used as part of the portable planetarium has to be practical, for transportation and set up. Here are some of the main aspects to take into account:
Cabling: long extension cords, at least two of them. One for the dome blower,
the other one goes inside to the center of the dome for the electronic equipment. All
hidden and protected under the floor (see next).
Protective floor: we carry three long rubber strips that cover the whole area where
the dome will be installed. This prevents the dome from being in direct contact
with rough or humid floors. They are totally black, so they
contribute to total darkness inside the dome, and they hide
and protect the electrical extensions that goes to the central
module.
Uninterruptible power supply: at the central module, to
make sure the equipment won’t turn off during short electrical failures and to keep lights available even after a total electrical blackout.
Sitting cushions: we use 17 trapezoidal vinyl cushions
that also mark the internal circumference. This provides
appropriate comfort, while still allowing emergency exit
under the dome’s edges.
Operator chair: when required, it is a reclined beach
chair, properly covered with black cloth, allowing the operator to keep below the projection horizon.
Sound system: whichever equipment is used, we consider it must be all at the central module, projecting the sound
radially. No cabling in sight, and all black in color. We use
a 5.1 Dolby Digital small amplifier, and the speakers are just
hanging out from the central module with the sub woofer
Planetario Aventura has paid special attention to reach most of the rural areas of the
below. Be careful to don’t allow the sub woofer to vibrate the
country. Part of it has been possible thanks to our government‘s
projector, particularly the digital fish-eye lens model.
interest in the program.
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3

Evolution of our portable planetarium equipment
The equipment and electronics we use have evolved naturally
with available technologies, but we always have to consider:
•• What to use as structural support for the electronics inside the
dome
•• Illumination
•• Sound system
•• Additional visual support
•• Role and location of the operator
These aspects give the support to the dome and projector, and
completes the necessary equipment to run a full continuous show.
This accesory equipment has changed through the years as
shown in the table below.
Back in 2002, audiovisual support for the cylinder projector was made up
by a DVD player, analog video projector, and a wooden box for the the
cabling, audio amplifier, and dimmer lights controls.

Table 1
Evolution of our portable planetarium equipment through the years
Period
1992-2000

2001-2006

2007-2016

2017

Projector type

Detailed characteristics

Classic cylinder
projector

Central module: projector carrying case with a
control box for a red, blue and white incandescent
lights, individually controlled by dimmer.
Sound system: tape recorder
Visual support: manual slide projector
Operation: beach chair for the operator with a pointer
for some parts of the program

Classic cylinder
projector

Central module: projector carrying case just as support
for a wide wooden box that contains all the
additional equipment.
Illumination: individual incandescent lights
controlled by dimmer
Sound system: 5.1 digital surround sound system
(Cambridge Soundworks) with subwoofer
Visual support: small analog video projector, and
portable DVD player for the programs.
Operation: beach chair for the operator with a pointer
for some parts of the program.

Classic cylinder
projector

Central module: pine wood custom-made furniture
for all the equipment. Original projector carrying
case no longer used.
Illumination: evolved after 2012 to LED programmable
lights (Hue Philips system), iPad controlled from
inside the module. This requires a wireless router
inside the module, with no Internet connection.
Sound system: 5.1 digital surround sound system
Visual support: LCD low brightness video projector
Operation: beach chair for the operator with
a pointer for some parts of the program.

Digital fish-eye
lens projector

Central module: new pine wood custom-made
furniture for all the equipment.
Illumination: Hue Philips light system (4 standard
bulbs and 1 light strip)
Sound system: 5.1 digital surround sound system
Visual support: no longer required.
Operation: wireless control, no longer requires
operator to be at the module, and a pointer may not
be used at all, depending on interaction time.

Being a planetarian will ask many
abilities from you, not only as a scientist
and educator, but also as an artist.
18						
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This fundamental concept has
been very successful for us
here in Costa Rica, where
more than half a million
people have attended our
original dome.

The use of programmable color LED lights allows
to create visual ambiences inside the dome. For
some years we used additional small projection
cilynders that could be raised momentarily to
provide extra images during the presentations.
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Illumination: this is very important. Must be used stylishly, and
changed gracefully during the programs’ sections and music, according
to the author’s suggestion. Colored LED programmable lights (like Philips
Hue) will make it possible to create different light environments for every
situation (people’s entrance to the dome, introductory instructions, simulating sunsets, explosions, etc.) It is better to have pre-configured settings
for these lights, to be used accordingly during a presentation.
Additional video support: the classic cylinder projectors benefit a lot
from being complemented with some video, especially if darkness adaptation is required before using a star field cylinder. For this you can use a very
low brightness video projector (15 to 30 lumens is enough). LCD portable
pocket projectors are ideal and very practical for this. The whole program
can be managed by a video file in this projector, even when only the audio
is used during a cylinder projection, and surplus projector light is avoided
by covering it.
Other projection techniques: also for a program with cylinder projectors, you can use additional images here and there. This will depend on resources
and require creativity to build what you need. In our Costa Rican portable dome,
we used for many years some small cylinders, printed out in lithographic opaque
sheets, with their own small light bulb in a bendable arm to raise and lower them
during the program; their on-off switch was located inside the central module for
the operator to manipulate.
Support for a fish-eye lens digital projector: while this projector can replace
many supplements like standard video projectors, complementary projection
accessories, pointers, etc., it still needs a proper central module for protection, illumination, and as a base for sound system. We will describe next
what we have done now for our digital portable planetarium.

Even in a 5 meter portable dome you can create
a memorable experience. Use a lot of good
music and color lights so your work keeps a
high quality standard at scientific and artistic
levels.

4

The portable digital planetarium experience
At first hand, when we got our first digital projector from
STARLAB, we suddenly realized we had a new challenge: to
safely carry a very expensive, heavy and fragile projector
around the country, present it to hundreds of school kids, and
get back home with it in one piece.
From the beginning, we decided to ditch the original
carrying case as a stand for the projector, because it doesn’t protect
it enough (from our experience and point of view). We think this
projector has to be completely surrounded in the central module,
protecting it from people bumping into it.
The central module for this digital projector has to be very sturdy
and stable, and must provide housing for the other electronic equipment. While the projector itself must be handled on its own, this
central module must allow the rest of the equipment to be carried
everywhere within this module, all cabled and ready to just be turned
on at the site. So, we designed a new pine wood furniture for the
center of the dome, for about $50 in wood, paint and screws.
All painted in matte black, the housing contains all LED lights,
speakers, UPS, router, and cabling that we formerly used for our
classic cylinder projector. We added a small electronic equipment
blower that silently pushes out the hot air coming from below the
digital projector at all times.
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Fish-eye photograph of the interior of our portable digital Starlab planetarium. The central module
is a single piece of furniture that encloses all electronic equipment, and protects the main projector.
Vinyl cushions and protective rubber floor strips are
all black too.

“This is the best thing that
has happened to me in my
whole life!”
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Left: 4-year-old Luciana presents the
astronomy preeschool program. Below:
Sabina, 6, pre-records the introduction
of the program for primary school kids.

Kids presenting for kids

5

There is a special aspect in the audiovisual production that we tried in Costa Rica and succeeded.
For those programs whose target are pre-school and primary school
kids, the narrator and presenter is another kid of their own age.
The child presenter’s audio is pre-recorded, getting help with the
script, and the result is later edited to get a clean narration of the
whole program. The child is also filmed in front of a green screen for
some parts of the program, especially for welcome, instructions and
conclusion.
During the presentations, you can feel that very small kids immediately relax and start to enjoy the planetarium as soon as they hear and
see another child like them as the presenter.

6

Keep your public emotionally engaged
We want to share these techniques which can be used to create
the presentations for any kind of planetarium. Your public must
not only learn from your programs, but they must really like them.
Here are some recommendations to make your portable dome an
exciting and elegant experience:
•• Setup a good quality environment inside the dome.
•• Use color lights creatively.
•• Hide all cabling if possible.
•• Keep cushions, pillows, or whatever accessories you use in
order after each presentation.
•• Be gentle and empathic with your public at all times.
We think that planetarium programs will contribute much more
if they are not plain documentaries. So be sure to:
•• Use music. A lot of music. Carefully chose tracks that strongly
emphasize the script. At Planetario Aventura we are very fond
of epic music because we think the experience inside the dome
must be as epic as possible to be memorable.
•• Use a proper dose of subjectivity when writing the script.
Words like “wonder,” “dreamers,” “triumph,” “adventure,” etc.,
will let people catch easier the plain data.
•• Narrate it properly. Do it yourself or hire a professional narrator because proper intonation and emotion must match the
script and the music.
While it will depend on available time or final objective of your
presentation, we usually produce 15-minute programs on any topic.
Despite cushions and all, a portable planetarium may not be the
most comfortable place for extended periods of time, especially
with bigger groups near the maximum capacity of the dome.
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Visitors to the portable dome can sit or lay down on vinyl cushions
at the perimeter. These cushions and the extended rubber floor
strips provide protection to the dome’s lower edges.

7

Some final words
Back in the 90’s we didn’t know we could make a
living out of operating a portable planetarium around
the country. As a result, we kind of “invented” this job in
Costa Rica.
We are convinced that you definitely must like what
you do, and being a planetarian will ask many abilities
from you, not only as a scientist and educator, but also
as an artist.
With your portable planetarium, you have a special
tool in your hands. With it you will contribute to the
educational process of the students in a different way,
that will drive their emotional engagement with knowledge much deeper and more meaningful.
This is also a job that has a great responsibility, because
your program can motivate and impact any kid beyond
your expectations. You know that when a kid goes out
of your planetarium and cheerfully exclaims: “This is the
best thing that has happened to me in my whole life!”
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...details matter. Overlaps, folds, and exposed rivets create imperfections in your image.
Perfect projection is only possible with a perfectly uniform surface. NanoSeam has no
irregularities in the surface. None. It’s why Liberty Science Center chose NanoSeam as the
dome for the largest planetarium in North America. It’s why our prestigious partners like IMAX,
Disney, Universal Studios and Seaworld insist on NanoSeam. And it’s why we’re celebrating
over 150 Nanoseam installations in 2017.
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An eclipse expedition, family style
Dr. Joseph E. Ciotti
Director, Hōkūlani Imaginarium
Windward Community College,
Kāne‘ohe, Hawai‘i USA
ciotti@hawaii.edu
Abstract
This article describes a project-based learning experience my grandchildren and I shared
on our recent family eclipse trip. Besides being
motivational and educationally rewarding,
this type of informal learning yielded realworld findings that the children could internalize as their own contributions through the
discovery method.

The great eclipse experiment
The Great American Eclipse that swept
across a diagonal swath of the contiguous
United States on August 21, 2017 was reportedly one of the most watched eclipses in human
history. In just over 90 minutes, the moon’s
umbral shadow raced through portions of 14
states where 12 million people reside. Millions
more traveled into the path of totality, while
even more stayed home to watch this celestial
rarity via live broadcasts, thus avoiding the
massive traffic jams that followed.
For me, this was a chance of a lifetime to
share one of nature’s extraordinary splendors with my entire family and connect with
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my grandchildren on an informal teaching
level—much as I do with hundreds of students
throughout the year. As a strong proponent of
project-based learning (PBL), I realized that the
upcoming eclipse offered a unique opportunity to design a real-world experiment for my
three oldest grandchildren.
Given that individuals generally spend four
times as many years out of school as in, it’s no
wonder that much of what we know comes
from experiences outside of formal schooling.
PBL involves scenarios applicable to authentic, real-life problem solving. Besides being
motivational and adaptable to a variety of
learning styles, this inquiry approach to informal learning supports individual decisionmaking, collaboration and critical thinking.
I designed this PBL experience to allow the
grandchildren1 to explore the temperature
changes that occur during a solar eclipse. Since
all three are in primary school, the experi1 Temana Bira Ciotti (grade 2), Jedidiah Pang (grade
4) and Keilana Pang (grade 6). Also joining the team
was our daughter Piilani Pang.
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ment needed to be basic enough to match
their knowledge base, yet challenging enough
to spark their inquisitiveness.

Planning the trip
Plans for this trip were made well over 18
months in advance. The last total solar eclipse
to touch the US mainland occurred over a
generation ago. While a total solar eclipse was
visible from Hawaii in 1991, prior to this 2017
eclipse no total eclipse had taken place in any
of the 49 continental states since 1979. That
was long before personal computers became
popular or social media and digital cameras
even existed. We fully expected that this long
drought of 38 years would heighten visitor
interest nationally, necessitating advanced
reservations, especially for lodging.
We selected our eclipse site based on three
criteria: low cloud coverage, proximity to the
central path and an adventurous setting for
family to explore. That quickly narrowed our
search to the Snake River Valley near Idaho
Falls, where average cloud cover is typically
40% in August.
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Facing page: Composite photo of the Great American Eclipse on 21 August 2017. (photos by Joseph
Ciotti and Nainoa Ciotti)
Right: Entire family enjoying the comforts of our
home-base eclipse trailer. (photo by Nainoa Ciotti)
Below, left: Nighttime lessons and preparations
inside the trailer on the evening prior to the
eclipse. Bira, Jedidiah and Keilana checking out
their remote datalogger and sensors with their
grandfather. (photo Piilani Pang)
Below, right: Observing the partially eclipsed sun
with a custom-made pinhole camera. (photo by
Ignacio Lobos)

For home base we rented a riverside cabin
in Island Park, which gave us easy access to
Yellowstone National Park and the majestic
Grand Tetons in the days leading up to the
eclipse.
For the eclipse, we rented a trailer in Rigby,
Idaho, where totality lasted 2 min 15 sec.
The trailer was located on private property surrounded by an acre of open land away
from Rigby’s main thoroughfares. This buffered us from the anticipated high-volume
of traffic that was expected that eclipse day,
thereby acting as a safeguard for the children
while providing a relaxing and unobstructed
viewing site for the entire family. The trailer
also served as our research base and classroom.

Designing the experiment
Our experiment was based on a similar
activity I had conducted at the 2008 total
solar eclipse in Altai, China2. On that occasion,
only temperature readings were collected. For
2 During the Altai eclipse I had recruited the grandson of then Planetary Society President Louis Friedman, both of whom were on the trip, to join me in
this temperature experiment using a PASCO Xplorer
GLX datalogger. The air temperature for that late
afternoon eclipse in 2008 was found to drop approximately 7°F (4°C), while the ground temperature fell
about 13°F (7°C) from their expected values.

the 2017 eclipse, a photometer was added.
Air temperature variations are complicated by lower atmospheric convection effects,
thermal inertial properties of sensors in still
versus moving air, and other factors. Given
the grade levels of my grandchildren, no
attempt was made to account for these in
our experiment. Readers interested in learning more about these factors are referred to K.
Szalowski3.
So that the grandchildren could enjoy the
eclipse in its entirety without need of manipulating instruments, I selected a remote sensing
device that could automatically record data
throughout the eclipse’s 3-hour duration.
Vendors offer several portable devices, such
as PocketLab Voyager that can be connected
to a smartphone. For our experiment, I selected the Venier LabPro units used in my physics
lab. This internal-battery-powered device
allows for the connection and simultaneous
3 Szalowski, K. (2002). The effect of the solar eclipse
on the air temperature near the ground. Journal of
Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Physics, 64, 15891600.
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reading of multiple sensors. When connected
to a laptop, this remote unit can be configured
to autonomously collect data from any of the
sensors at selected sample rates and runtimes.
Once the laptop is disconnected, the remote
device will operate independently in the field.
The temperature probes were made of
stainless steel. These sensors would be used to
measure ground and air temperature, with the
latter in direct sunlight or shade. These thermistor-based probes have a response time of 90
seconds in moving air4 and an accuracy of
±0.4°F (±0.2°C).
The light sensor uses a silicon photodiode
that approximately replicates the spectral
response of the human eye and is capable of
being set for various illumination situations.
For our purposes, we selected the outdoor
sunlight setting that allows for a range of
0-150,000 lux. Since we had no mechanism
to compensate for diurnal motion, these
photometers were fixed to give sky illumination readings at the zenith.
4 Response time for still air is about 400 seconds.
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Our plan was to set up four independent eclipse stations—one for
each grandchild and a fourth for
our daughter, who joined our eclipse
team. Each station would have a
dedicated remote device and a set of
sensors, consisting of two temperature probes and a photometer. This
allowed for individualized experiments and a way of comparing
results.

Preparing for the eclipse
During the days leading up to the
eclipse, the entire family had numerous occasions to talk and ask questions, like what determined the
duration of totality and why did the moon’s
shadow travel from the west to east coast
despite the earth’s eastward rotation. The
casual settings that surrounded us—whether
on the porch watching the Buffalo River flow
lazily by or at a campfire roasting marshmallows under a canopy of stars—allowed
freedom for questions and answers to percolate uninhibited by the time and testing
constraints of a formal classroom.
The evening before the eclipse my wife and
I drove our grandchildren and daughter to the
planned observation site in Rigby to spend the
night at our rented trailer. This gave us time to
discuss the experimental procedures as a team
and make sure we were ready to start early the
next morning. It also gave the children a night
out and their parents a night off.
One distinctive feature of PBL is that
students quickly learn the meaning and
consequences of meeting deadlines. Postponement of the eclipse was not an option. We had
to be ready. That evening was spent becoming more familiar with the sensors and recording system.

Checking the equipment
The remote units and probes were connected to a laptop to verify their operation. We
created graphical readouts that visually
showed how the temperature sensor worked
by alternately cooling it down with ice and
warming it up with body heat. We repeated
this for the photometer by aiming it at bright
and dim light sources in the trailer.
Without going into depth, we briefly talked
about the temperature probe’s response time,
something they could visually see on the
stripchart as it plotted out in real time. By
likening this to their own reaction time with
a stopwatch, they realized that the eclipse’s
temperature graph should show a lag both
because the senor doesn’t respond instantaneously and the air takes time to cool off and
heat up.
All three grandchildren already had some
form of formal graphing in their schools,
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Above, left: Station setup showing the locations of the three temperature probes,
photometer and remote unit for recording
data. (photo Joseph Ciotti)
Above, right: All four stations fully set up
minutes before the countdown to start the
experiment’s 200-minute run. (photo by
Ignacio Lobos)
Right: Setting up the experimental stations
and sharing the learning experience with
their parents on the morning of the eclipse.
(photo by Ignacio Lobos)

although not as complicated as the charts
they were about to record. As a way of practicing how to read these graphs, we examined the baseline5 graphs (Graph 1) we made
earlier that morning at the cabin. The temperature and light baseline profiles were recorded
for nearly identical start and end times as our
eclipse experiment.
The children took turns interpreting the
baseline graph of the temperature and illumination readings, and forecasting what the
eclipse graphs might look like. By tracing their
finger along each curve, they were accurately
able to predict a dip in the upcoming eclipse’s
profile. This convinced me that they had a
good understanding of how graphs are read.

Setting up the eclipse stations
Early sunrise broke under a perfectly
cloudless sky and would remain that way
throughout the eclipse. After breakfast, we
programmed the four remote units to operate
on internal battery. Since we had only two
temperature probes per remote unit, each
child decided which two of the three temperature readings (air-direct sunlight, air-shade
5 The baseline data was collected at our cabin in
Island Park, Idaho, which is located 65 miles northeast of Rigby where the eclipse was observed. The
sky for the baseline data was mostly clear with less
that 10% scattered clouds.
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and ground) they would collect. They also
determined the sample rate for their own
experiment.
Once their parents arrived, they joined us
in completing the setup of our experimental
stations on a large open field. This also gave
the children time to explain their experiment
to their parents. The main housing of each
station consisted of a cardboard box obtained
from a local supermarket. The remote recording device was sheltered inside along with the
air-shade thermometer, which was positioned
horizontally through the box’s side.
The air-direct sunlight thermometer was
located vertically through the top of box, while
the ground thermometer was inserted horizontally under about 0.5 inch (1 cm) of soil. Each
photometer was mounted vertically through
the top of the box. To prevent the box from
moving, three metal kabob skewers were staked
into the ground and taped to its sides.

Observing the eclipse
The remote units were manually started at
10 a.m. MDT and ran autonomously for 200
minutes, automatically stopping at 1:20 p.m.
MDT. The children could verify that their
equipment was operating by checking the
remote unit’s LED, which blinked at their
chosen sample rate. Each child was also given
a field notebook to jot down comments and
(Continues on next page)
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reminded to approach the stations cautiously
to avoid stepping on buried thermometers or
casting unwanted shadows.
Since the equipment was recording autonomously, the children could enjoy the entire
eclipse with their family, whether gazing
through sun peeps, bouncing on a trampoline in the slowly dimming morning light or
checking out the crescent sun’s image that was
projected from a simple pinhole camera they
made. As an exercise in creativity, they each
punched out their own imaginative constellation of pinholes in aluminum foil that was
mounted in a poster board frame.
We set up an additional experiment by
placing a sheet of white foam board on the
grass for a possible glimpse of the elusive
shadow bands. During the ten minutes
preceding totality, the sky rapidly dimmed
to an eerie orange-red. It was as if nature were
allowing our eyes to dark-adapt for totality’s
brief splendor. In fact, the moon had covered
all but the sun’s limb-dark edge, bathing us in
an unworldly sunset. A minute before totality, shadow bands began rippling across our
makeshift screen and were captured on our
smartphone6.
The fleeting dazzle of the diamond ring
was soon followed by a stunning totality that
inspired spontaneous cheers and applause. It
was a magical time to share with the family.

Graph 1. Temperature and illumination profiles for baseline data taken one day before the eclipse.

Results and lessons Learned
After disassembling our stations, we reconnected each remote device to our laptop,
which instantly graphed the downloaded
data. The various profiles from each station
were virtually identical, confirming the reliability of our setup. This immediate feedback
verified the grandchildren’s earlier predictions and gave them a satisfying sense of
achievement.
The mean readouts for all four stations are
shown in Graph 2. We could easily identify the expected lags in all three temperature
curves by comparing them with the illumination graph.
While they had expected the ground to
show a different temperature profile than the
air, the difference in degree was an interesting
discovery for them. One surprise finding was
how closely matched the shaded air readings
were with those for air in direct sunlight.
Based on the projected temperature7 that
would have occurred without an eclipse, we
estimated that the drop in air temperature for
direct sunlight was 18oF (10oC). The shaded air
cooled down 20oF (11oC), while the ground
decreased by 4.5oF (2.5oC). It would be interest6 The video clip of the shadow bands can be viewed
at aerospace.wcc.hawaii.edu/ShadowBands.html
7 The projected temperature values without an
eclipse were based on a simple linear fit between the
temperatures recorded at C1 and C4.
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Graph 2. Mean temperature and illumination profiles for data collected from the four stations.

ing to examine any effect an eclipse-generated
wind might have on these results by including an anemometer at a future eclipse.
Overall, the project’s authenticity gave
everyone better insight into this celestial
phenomenon. The experience of physically
making the connection between sunlight and
temperature was especially striking. Not only
did the children sense the temperature and
brightness changes subjectively, they had also
recorded them quantitatively with objective,
verifiable agreement.
The rewards in the affective domain were
just as powerful as the scientific knowledge
Planetarian				

gained. Some were even unexpected. None of
us had ever stayed in a trailer, which added to
the excitement and novelty of the experience.
Our daughter commented that moving there
the night before the eclipse was a good mental
switch that helped everyone focus without
distractions, while simultaneously building
anticipation for the next day.
Our granddaughter remarked that holding
night class in the trailer was especially fun.
She added that during the daytime with all
the eclipse and recreational activity going on,
“it was hard to get bored.”
(Continues on page 30)
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Family eclipse expedition,
happy birthday style

Susan Reynolds Button
Chittenango, New York
13037 USA
sbuttonq2c@gmail.com

It was 1988 when I first left the classroom
to begin my career as an educator in the rarified atmosphere of a small mobile dome with
which I traveled to schools in the central
region of New York State. That was the beginning of a passion for sharing astronomical
adventures with my students, my family, and
anyone else who would listen.
One of the common lessons I taught in my
small dome was about the awesome sights we
humans can observe as a result of the orbital
“dance” of the moon, sun, and Earth. I helped
my students keep careful track of the opportunities to experience lunar and solar eclipses
in near and far away places.
We discovered that we would need to wait
until 2017 for the closest total solar eclipse
to our location. As a result, my first students
and I had been waiting 29 years for the “Great
American Eclipse,” which was easily accessible to all in the United States.

Sharing the eclipse contagion
Although retired now, my enthusiasm
for this special event never waned and this
passion was contagious. Family, friends, and
neighbors caught the eclipse bug and became
eclipse chasers. We started making plans to
travel to the centerline.
Two years ago we began to plan our viewing
experience and chose Casper, Wyoming as the
best bet for us. At that location the weather
looked very good for the time of year and there
were great travel routes for better viewing if
the weather did turn. A year ago we registered
for Astrocon, a conference for amateur astron28						

omers, so we could take advantage of the speakers, events, and the ability to book reservations
for a good price at a local hotel.
Before the actual event, we shed our cares
and woes of everyday life by immersing
ourselves in the exceptional beauty of Grand
Teton and Yellowstone national parks. Reconnecting with nature and the amazing dark
skies cleansed our souls and reminded us to
focus and appreciate each moment.
As the day of the eclipse approached, we
checked our simple equipment: eclipse glasses
and viewers, binocular filters, and camera
filters. We reviewed what to look for during
each moment of the four contacts. Maybe we
would be lucky enough to see shadow bands,
Baily’s Beads, the diamond ring effect, the
shadow, prominences, and, during totality,
planets and stars!

Picking the viewing sites
Two good viewing areas were set aside for
Astrocon attendees; we checked those out on
Sunday. One was at the Casper Community
College and the other at a park down the hill
from the college.
That night it was overcast and rainy.
Although the weather reports were good, we
worried that it would continue to be overcast
on eclipse day. However, we were delighted to
see that the next morning’s sky was clear with
only a very small amount of haze!
Although the college was only a few
minutes away, we thought there might be
trouble with traffic and so, in search of our
perfect viewing spot at the college, we left our
Planetarian				

hotel at 7a.m. on the day of the eclipse. Traffic
was light and we got there very early, in about
10 minutes, and first contact was not until
10:22:17a.m. MDT! It was not crowded and we
found a good location near a shade tree.
Luckily there were breakfast items and
coffee for purchase that we enjoyed after we
settled into our spot. We were prepared for a
great time of viewing together one of nature’s
most magnificent shows!
The excitement began as the moon arrived,
on time, accompanied by exclamations of
“ooos” and “ahhhs” as the area on the upper
right of the sun’s circle began to be covered by
the moon. As if waiting for the birth of a child,
we paced and kept looking every few minutes
to witness the progress. We ate snacks, tried
to take pictures, and enjoyed each other’s
company.
We visited some nearby groups of people to
see what equipment they brought and to talk
about the excitement.
We saw big white sheets of paper meant to
capture the shadow bands, a pinhole projector,
crescents through the holes in a Ritz cracker,
and how to make holes that also projected the
crescents by crisscrossing fingers. We looked
under our shade tree and found hundreds of
crescents on our blanket.
It gradually became darker and more than
15 degrees cooler; it felt and looked almost as
if a big storm was brewing.
Then, with much louder and more
prolonged exclamations, totality started at
11:42:42 a.m. and we removed our glasses and
filters and looked, shouted, danced, and tried
Vol 46 No 4 - December 2017

Facing page: Granddaughter Hannah and her Aunt Laura. This page, clockwise
from below left: pinhole projection from all kinds of holes, including from a
Ritz© cracker and a kitchen colander; we allowed this short-armed special
visitor to share our eclipse experience; the entire family marveling at the
progress of the eclipse. All photos provided by author.

to take it all in. I actually missed the diamond
ring, as I took off my glasses and the filters off
my binoculars. But the corona was so beautifully pearly grey, geometric, and detailed that
seeing it made up for loss of the ring.
My binoculars revealed some amazing
brilliant red prominences. You could see
the planets Venus and Jupiter and the star
Regulus. We sang “Happy Birthday” to my
granddaughter, Hannah, who celebrated her
tenth orbit around the sun on this day; it felt
like the universe helped her to celebrate as
the sun went dark, just like a giant candle was
blown out!

And then — it was over
I took one last look at the vivid prominences and the glowing chromosphere just as the
cell phone time rang a warning that the 2
minutes and 26 seconds of totality were over.
Vol 46 No 4 - December 2017					

We quickly put filters and glasses back on as
we moaned in disappointment! We exclaimed
“Wait, I want to see that again!”and “Do over!”
and ”I can’t believe how beautiful that was!”
and agreed that no picture can ever capture
those moments.
Amazingly, some people started to pack up
and left while we waited for the sun to come
back completely. We wanted to see forth
contact; why didn’t they? We needed time
to process and celebrate the entire amazing
experience together. Each of us saw and experienced different aspects of the event of totality. It was difficult to describe in complete
sentences; it took time to become coherent!
Fourth contact was just as astonishing as
total daylight returned. It all went so fast;
we were disappointed that this long-awaited
awesome event was so quickly over.
Well, we are all lifetime eclipse chasers
Planetarian		

now and looking forward to 8 April 2024 so
we can do this again. We will have another
family reunion and another chance to
prepare to see more details and to deepen
our understanding of what we saw of the
Great American Eclipse.		
I

Susan’s friend Draco ate all the cookies!
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(iSTAR, continued from page 14)
Detailed information requests about iSTAR should be addressed to the
iSTARdatabase.org Coordinator Dr. Michael T. Fitzgerald from the Institute
for Education Research at Australia’s Edith Cowan University at psyfitz@
gmail.com.
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Projected images of the crescent sun from one of the constellationlike patterns punched into the aluminum foil camera. (photo by Ignacio
Lobos)

(Eclipse expedition, continued from page 26)
The aesthetic experiences were equally as memorable for
all. Some were caught completely off guard and emotionally
overwhelmed with the beauty of totality and able to connect
with the world in a broader, spiritual sense.
Hearing these and other comments, such as “it was like
we were on a very exclusive National Geographic-led tour,”
made this family-style eclipse expedition extra special.
As one of our sons noted, there are things your children
want to learn from their parents and other things that are
better learned from a teacher. Learning from their grandparents is a wonderful middle ground. They’re already
asking about the next eclipse adventure.
I
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Teaching complements learning
First year of “Week in the U.S.” is smashing success

Left: From left, Matthias Rode, Derek Demeter, and Tilo Hohenschlaeger; photo courtesy Seminole State College; Right: David Gruber
and Michele Wistisen. Photo courtesy Michele Wistisen.

Susan Reynolds Button
Chittenango, New York
13037 USA
sbuttonq2c@gmail.com
The inaugural year of the professional
development initiative A Week in the United
States, by all accounts, has proven to be a huge
success. Each participant, hosts and winners
alike, enthusiastically reported their experiences and impressions.
The first experience was reported by Derek
Demeter, Matthias Rode, and Tilo Hohenschlaeger. Following are some excerpts from their
reports.

From Germany to Florida
Derek wrote, “I had the distinct privilege of
hosting Matthias Rode and Tilo Hohenschlaeger from Schulplanetarian in Bad SoodenAllendorf, Germany for the 2017 ‘A Week in
the United States’ program. Both Matthias and
Tilo joined me at the Emil Buehler Planetarium in Sanford, Florida, during the week of
July 17. During this time their tasks included
presenting programs to K-12 students, college
students, and the general public.”
Matthias and Tilo explain some more
details. Matthias reported, “We invested a lot
of work in participating in the ‘A Week in the
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U.S.’ contest and it was more than worthwhile
for us. It was a very impressive and instructive
time, from which we took a lot of impulses
and ideas back to Germany.
“Judging from our visit, we can say that it
is something completely different if you work
as a foreigner with someone on a common
task, rather than just travel to the United
States as a tourist.
“In this way, we have been able to experience
cultural, natural, social, and economic aspects
in and beyond the planetarium in an intensity that certainly would not have been possible
as a tourist. This is due above all to the special
commitment of Derek Demeter, who made
every effort to make our stay memorable.”
One of their experiences included group
instruction of 60 students from 10-16 years of
age from the Star Child Academy.
Derek began the activity with a planetarium show. For group activities outside, they
created three work groups with 20 students
each. Derek set up a solar telescope to show
the students a real image of the sun. He also
handed out solar eclipse goggles to everybody
Planetarian				

to have a look at the sun without the telescope.
Matthias presented his activity of building sundials and using them to find cardinal
directions. Tilo presented an activity with a
scale model of our solar system.
Matthias reported that during their “Week
in the U.S.” they participated in a lot of additional activities, among them:
•• Took a tour of the Seminole State College
of Florida.
•• Learned about the technology of the
Emil Buehler Planetarium dome, software, and projection system.
•• Visited the privately-run Museum of Arts
& Sciences in Daytona and its planetarium.
•• Took part in a visit of adult astronomy
students with their professor by presenting a guided tour of the German night
sky, demonstrating the differences in the
visibility of stars at the two different latitudes and the differences in the mythology in regards to the zodiac signs.
•• Were interviewed by the Seminole
State College public relations departVol 46 No 4 - December 2017

Top: Matthias and Tilo with students from a summer camp called Star Child Academy.
As one of his lessons, Matthias (photo right) taught students how to find the time
of day using a sundial. Below: Getting ready for their live public show. Photos by
Derek Demeter

ment, which reported on their visit on
the home page of the college (https://
www.seminolestate.edu/newsroom/articles/1367/German-astronomers-visitSeminole-States-Planetarium).
•• Got acquainted with the local culture
and nature in Florida by manatee watching and visiting the Universal Orlando
Resort, Black Hammock, Blue Springs,
the Cape Canaveral Seashore and the
Kennedy Space Center.
•• Practiced several trial runs of their
evening show with the help of Derek,
and
•• Finally, performed a show in a sold-out
planetarium.
Derek related, “The last activity I had
arranged for them was probably the challenging activity for the two. They were to present
a full live public show to a general public
audience during our Friday night public
show. Prior to their arrival (from Germany)
we hosted several Skype sessions to discuss
their plan for the show. They submitted an
outline of their presentation to me and we
went over their presentation while they were
at the planetarium.
“Since a week was a very short period of
time to learn a whole new system, I handled
the technical side of running Uniview for
them so all they had to do was present their

content. This worked very well and allowed
them both to worry about what they wanted
to say, since they had to do it in English.
“I was very impressed with their show and
they made the audience laugh and learn.
The show was very well received and many
people stopped and talked with the two after
the show was done. I was very impressed with
their presentation and thought it was professional and provided the perfect balance of
information and entertainment. I know they
were very nervous, but it didn’t show from
the audience end.”

Some overall observations
Matthias concluded that there were general
aspects of learning and didactics, which
became clearer in the course of the journey.
He listed the following observations from this
experience:
•• Americans generally tend to be more
powerful than Europeans to generate enthusiasm for what is to be mediated. Whether it is about education or
entertainment, the enthusiasm or the
emotional relation to the object is above
or equal to the object itself.
•• In my view, in Europe, there is a primacy
of the educational content as opposed to
the enthusiasm of a thing. First of all, the
value of a learning content for the learner
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is asked here. Enthusiasm and motivation also plays an important role in the
learning process, but they are subordinated to the learning content.
•• We have not learned anything from
enthusiasm, yet. I encountered something like this in the U.S. There must
be an appropriate proportion between
enthusiasm on the one hand and the
educational content on the other, if
lasting learning is to be accomplished.
However, if an educational content or
learning material is recorded in an inspiring environment, the retention performance is much higher!
•• I have to say that I remember such
moments of the journey (and of my life,
too) much better which are accompanied
by an enthusiastic mood. In this respect,
the idea of combining enthusiasm with
learning seems to work well for me.
Matthias continued, “For a secondary
school teacher with almost 20 years of professional experience, these findings may seem
trivial, but I have ‘experienced’ them within
the framework of this program and discovered them in a new way.
“I intend to put various aspects I experienced during the U.S. trip in our planetary
work into practice:
•• Implementing special sequences from
Derek Demeter’s planetarium screenings;
•• Giving the (younger) planetarium visitors a souvenir after the show (postcard
or similar);
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Susan Button, who was in Casper for the eclipse (see story on page 28)
meets with David just before his presentation of “Astronomy in the Simpsons” at the Natrona County Public Library.

•• Improving work clothes during our
presentations;
•• Methodically reviewing our moderated shows in regards to the interaction
between the presenter and the audience;
and
•• Developing more ‘participatory activities’ to improve interactivity in our
shows.”
Tilo concurred and emphasized, “After
some extra time for reflection, I can say that
the whole journey was one of the best experiences in my lifetime.”
Derek emphasized, “Matthias and Tilo got a
chance to talk with the students about what
they do in Germany and the differences in
the education systems between the two countries. The students really enjoyed the time
with them both and were impressed with
the route that Tilo took going from a nurse
to astrophysicist. I enjoyed giving this opportunity to be candid with the students, for us
to discuss together. This was a very successful
activity that I think future programs should
incorporate.”

From Italy to Wyoming

The second experience was reported by
Michele Wistisen and David Gruber.
Follow-ing are some interesting excerpts
from their reports.
Michele wrote, “Seven years ago I had the
opportunity to be the American Operator in
Italy. Frances Willard, in How I Learned to
Ride a Bicycle, truly summed up the experience for me when she said, ‘No matter how
one may think himself accomplished, when
34						

David helped Michele on the day of the eclipse by answering questions about
the eclipse and showing how an image of the eclipse could be projected onto
the side of a building. Photos courtesy Michele Wistisen

he sets out to learn a new language, science,
or the bicycle, he has entered a new realm as
truly as if he were a child newly born into the
world.’
“As a guest in Italy, I spent three weeks,
much like a child, learning many new things
each day. I was so excited about my opportunity that I hoped someday I would be able to
give that experience to another planetarium
operator.
“Last year when IPS agreed to support an
exchange program for planetarians to visit
the U.S., I knew I wanted to be a host.”
David wrote: “Michele Wistisen of the
Casper planetarium thankfully agreed to host
me on and around the time of the total solar
“Great American Eclipse.” Luckily for me,
Casper was right in the middle of the path
of totality, giving me the chance to witness
my first ever total solar eclipse. Unfortunately, because of work, I missed the one in 1999
in Germany, of which I only saw the partial
phase from Italy. By a cosmic coincidence,
the “Great American Eclipse” belonged to the
same Saros cycle as the one in 1999. In other
words, it was a nearly perfect copy of the solarlunar-earth geometry of the one 18 years ago.
“I am currently living in Bolzano in Italy,
located roughly 90 km south of the Austrian
border. You might be interested to know that
since I live in the very northern part of Italy,
my first language is actually German, while
Planetarian				

Italian is my second language. And indeed
at our small planetarium in the midst of the
Dolomites (www.planetarium.bz.it) we offer
shows in two languages, as our visitors are
both German and/or Italian speakers.”
He continued, “On Thursday August 17,
very early in the morning, I hopped onto a
bus to Munich airport. From there, I first flew
to Atlanta. And even though I had ample of
time, roughly four hours to catch my connection to Denver, I nearly missed it.

Blame it on the jetlag
“Unfortunately for me, the jetlag hit
hard, which made me a) fall asleep and b)
at the wrong gate. Turns out, I erroneously
programmed the alarm clock of my phone
to a wrong time and just by pure luck I woke
up 20 minutes prior to departure. Luckily, I
found the correct gate in a matter of minutes
and arrived in Denver on time.
“Early in the morning, after an overnight
stay in Denver, I drove up to Casper with a
rental car because on the very same day I was
supposed to give a talk on “The Moons of the
Solar System” at the National Historic Trails
Center (NHTC) (nhtcf.org). One thing which I
noticed right away was how vast and empty
Wyoming was. No houses, no animals, just
prairie for hundreds of miles.
“I only learned later that Wyoming is one
(Continues on next page)
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of the states with the lowest population
density. In fact, while being nearly as large as
Italy in terms of area, only 585,000 people live
in Wyoming. Compare that to around about
61 million Italians.
“After arriving in Casper I was welcomed by
Cordell, Michele’s husband, who showed me
his house and my guest room and later drove
me up to the NHTC. Michele was, obviously,
very busy during the days around the eclipse.
This was also due to the fact that she and some
of her students volunteered to take part in the
citizen CATE project (http://eclipse2017.nso.
edu/citizen-cate/) which aimed to capture
images of the inner solar corona using a
network of more than 60 telescopes operated
by citizen scientists, high school groups, and
universities. The goal of CATE was to get highresolution images of the solar corona for up to
90 minutes.”
David was prepared to give two presentations, “Astronomy in the Simpsons” and
“Moons of the Solar System.” He explained the
reasons he chose these topics. “In some of the
over 550 episodes of The Simpsons, the writers
also included some astronomical references
and even dedicated entire episodes to space
and astronomy. Because many people know
(and like) this TV series, it is a perfect intermediary to educate the general public via entertainment about astronomy.”

Solary system’s great moons
And he chose the second topic after observing that students in Italy knew a lot about
the planets and very little about the variety
of interesting moons in the solar system. He
wanted to demonstrate how the attributes
of these bodies could be relevant to the daily
lives of the audience. This topic was especially appropriate because, as he explained, “I
concluded my presentation with the fact that
the Earth’s moon is probably the most special
one of all the natural satellites in space, simply
because only our moon can create perfect
total solar eclipse with its host planet.
‘The moons of Mars, for example, are
too small and/or too far away to cover the
complete disk of the sun, while Jupiter’s
moons are too big or too close and they cover
not only the sun but also a large fraction of
the corona. It is only here on Earth that the
angular size of both the moon and the sun are
the same as seen from Earth.
“I would even go so far as to claim that if intelligent extraterrestrial beings actually exist, the
only reason they have to visit Earth is to experience a total solar eclipse as they are so exceedingly rare, not only in time but also space.”
Michele reported, “David was able to adapt
both presentations to a variety of audiences,
making them very entertaining to a variety of
ages and interests.”
Eclipse day was very special for David as
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Would you like to be part of the excitement? Each year IPS seeks applications
from talented planetarians around the
world and host planetariums in the
United States. the deadline for applications each year is December 31. For more
complete copies of the reports and information about this contest, please go to:
www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=WeekinUS.
he exclaimed in his report,” Finally, it was
Monday, the day of the eclipse. Several days
in advance, I started to check and re-check the
weather forecast models. I was really afraid to
miss the eclipse due to cloud coverage, but it
turned out that my fears were unwarranted.
“Together with Michele, we drove to the
Casper Middle School, where the citizen CATE
project was set up and where NASA planned
to broadcast a live stream (www.exploratorium.edu/eclipse/). The planetarium of Casper
had a couple of tables set up, where I helped
with handing out some planetarium “swag”
(bumper stickers, key rings, etc.), explaining
the working mechanisms of a pinhole projector, and answering any astronomical questions the visitors had.

“First contact!”
“Time ran by super quickly and finally
someone yelled ‘first contact!’ My eyes went
back and forth between the sun and the cirrus
clouds which seemed to move towards our
location from the north. Well in advance, I
decided not to take any pictures during totality because I wanted to experience and soak up
the full 2.5 minutes as much as I could (besides,
I was sure that there would be millions of
pictures of this historic event anyway).
“However, I recorded sound using my
phone to eternalize another sensory input.
The reader can listen to it on Soundcloud by
following this link: soundcloud.com/user867188166/sonnenfinsternis-casper/s-MXXH4.
The audio recording starts about 2 minutes
before the third contact and, believe me, it is
impossible to miss the start of totality.
“It surely and without any shred of a doubt
was one of the most awe inspiring experiences I’ve ever had in my life. Where there should
be the sun there seemed to be a sort of black
hole in the sky. The temperature dropped
significantly. What began as a hot summer
day, felt like an evening in autumn. In addition, the colors of the surroundings looked
grey-ish, or somehow de-saturated.
“No image in the world can make someone
who never witnessed a total solar eclipse
understand what an eclipse is. It is a full body,
full sensory experience. Something I will
never forget for the rest of my life. I am and
Planetarian				

will be forever grateful to Michele and IPS for
making this possible.”

David’s conclusions:
“For me personally, ‘A Week in the United
States’ was a unique opportunity and I have
a lot to be thankful for to IPS and my host
Michele. Because the planetarium in Casper
is very similar to ours and because they have
many more years of experience compared to
us, there were many ideas and suggestions I
could take home with me, such as:
•• Which shows they run for which target
audience;
•• How often they run them;
•• How much and what sort of live presenting to use.
“One thing we may definitely try to do
in the future is the science fiction program
‘Theater of the Mind’ which the Casper planetarium does in collaboration with actors and
the community theater once a year.
“To me personally, getting to know (again)
the American culture which is similar in
many aspects, yet so much different in others
compared to my European heritage was an
important side effect. It always is interesting and it broadens one’s own horizon when
talking to and interacting with people from
another country. While the culture might be
different, we share the same passion for the
same night sky.”
Michele concluded, “I appreciated David’s
presentations and they gave me insight as to
how I can improve my presentations. It was
a wonderful professional development opportunity for me to see how my community
responded to David’s presentation.
“In addition to my opportunity to learn,
my family had a wonderful opportunity to
meet someone from Italy and ask about their
country and culture. I won’t be surprised if
they plan a trip to visit David in the future.
“Funding to help bring David to Wyoming
came from the Wyoming Space Grant and
IPS. Our state Space Grant is very supportive
of bringing guest speakers to our state.
“I appreciate the opportunity to be a part
of this exchange program and highly recommend that IPS continues to support this kind
I
of collaboration.”			
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American Planetarium Operator in Italy 2017 Report

Solar eclipses, comets, and the
bella night skies over Italy
Shawn Laatsch
Emera Astronomy Center
167 Rangeley Road
Orono, Maine 04469 USA
shawn.laatsch@gmail.com
It was a great honor and pleasure to be
selected as the American planetarium operator in Italy for 2017! Italy is a place where
I have many heartfelt connections, as my
wife Kim and I were married there in 2004
in Bordighera, and we have often spent our
holiday times there, especially when we lived
in The Netherlands and it was easy to make
our way there.
Over the years I’ve made deep connections
to planetarians there as well, and in particular Simonetta Ercoli from Perugia, whom
I consider to be my Italian madre. Kim and
I have stayed with her on numerous visits.
Starting the visit being hosted by Simonetta
was like coming home, and was the perfect
way to begin the adventure of presenting to
Italian high school students during my time
teaching there.

Lessons on solar eclipses…
The focus of my lessons was solar eclipses and the conditions for such events. I especially wanted to share information about the
one taking place in the United following my
Italy experience. My main goal was to excite
and inspire students to want to see a total solar
eclipse during their lifetime, as I consider it a
“bucket list” event.
Along with talks about solar eclipses, I was
asked to give an update on comet 41P (TuttleGiacobani-Kresak), which was appearing in
the norther sky in Draco at the time of my
visit, and of course, share the night sky with
the students. All of this had to be done in an
hour, in English, to students who were a year
or two younger than ones in previous years of
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Shawn at the telescope with Ivan Prandelli at Serafino Zani Observatory,
Lumezzane. Photo by Mario Benigna.

the APO program. This meant working hard
to slow down my speaking and really focusing on the critical points.
As with all lessons, finding a way to relate
the information to students and make it relevant to them was of the utmost importance.
Relevancy for the total solar eclipse posed a
greater challenge since it was taking place in
the United States, a world away from where
the students live. My approach was to share
personal stories about total solar eclipses I
witnessed, and stories of my wife Kim, who
is not from the astronomy field and her first
experience seeing totality.

…and comets and constellations
The other portions of the lesson, such as the
comet and constellations, were more standard
by comparison. Another slight challenge was
that in Assisi there was no access to a mobile
planetarium, which made showing where the
comet was visible a bit more difficult.
Arrival to Perugia on April 2 was by train, as
I flew into Florence (Firenze). Simonetta met
me at the train station and we travelled to her
home, which would be my base for the visit
to Assisi and one presentation in Perugia. After
a lovely dinner with her and her colleagues
Luca di Bitono and Abbe El Hilali from Starlight Association (an educational group
which provides astronomy lessons in Umbria
and beyond) we planned out the upcoming
days for the visit, which was packed quite full.
Each day I would present three hour-long
lessons to high school students in Assisi at
the Il Liceo Scientifico di Assisi, an historic
high school on a hilltop in the city. Simonetta had arranged to have two hula hoops at
my request available for showing the orbital
path of the moon and the ecliptic. Lessons
would begin at 8:30 a.m. and go until around
2 p.m. Classes typically were around 18 to 20
students, and many students seemed shy at
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the beginning but often warmed up when
I started telling them a bit about myself and
that I was married in Italy. This seemed a great
way to break the ice and get them to open
up a bit and be willing to ask questions. I was
pleased that students did ask me questions
after the lessons, not just about the eclipse or
comet discussed in class but also about my
background and interest in Italy.
The first full day of lessons also included
a separate teacher workshop that included
kinesthetic activities around moon phasing
and eclipses using styrofoam balls and an
incandescent light bulb. While this activity is
very rudimentary, it is one that really engages
students in discovering why phases take place,
and it was very appreciated by the teachers
who had not witnessed this approach before.
By the evening I was a bit spent, still recovering from a bit of jetlag, so we headed back
to Perugia for dinner and a relaxing evening
in the city, which is filled with beautiful sites.
The city is layered with history which dates
back to the Etruscan civilization. Sunsets are
some of the most spectacular I have witnessed,
and sharing one over dinner with planetarium colleagues like Simonetta make it quite
special!
On my second day in Assisi we had a
chance to explore a bit of the city after lunch
before heading to Perugia University to give
a seminar for faculty regarding the uses of
a modern digital planetarium. The city of
Perugia has been exploring the possibilities of
building a planetarium facility and is looking
to the university as a possible partner.
In my presentation I highlighted how
digital planetariums can teach both modern
astronomy with the use of astronomical datasets; branch out into multiple sciences such as
biology, chemistry, and earth science; and be a
place for artistic presentations as well.
That evening Simonetta took me up in an
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historic tower that overlooks Perugia and is
a place where Starlight Association might
conduct future public telescope viewings on
special occasions. The tower has been refurbished and offers stunning views of the city in
every direction.
Dinner with Simonetta, Luca, and Abbe
inside the city at Osteria a Priori was a wonderful way to conclude the evening. Italian food
is truly wonderful, and this tiny place has
some incredible dishes well worth trying.

Moving by train to Brescia
April 5 was a day of transitions as I would
start in Assisi with three lessons, and then
board a train to Brescia, which is in Lombardy in northern Italy, to meet up with Loris
Ramponi of the Union Astrofili Brescani. Loris
(a long time IPS Council member representing the Italian Association of Planetaria) is the
originator of the American Operator in Italy
project, along with Susan Button, Portable
Planetarium Committee chair for IPS.
There are not enough words of appreciation
and thanks that I can say to Loris and Susan for
this program and the special exchange opportunity it provides. It is a unique experience,
and I urge planetarians to consider applying
for the program.
The lessons in Brescia were to take place
at Liceo Scientifico Calini, which was a short
distance from the city center, using both the
Osservatorio Serafino Zani’s portable planetarium and my classroom presentation on
eclipses. The days in Brescia passed quickly, as
I did four lessons each day. After each lesson
Loris recorded students’ impressions, which
were very interesting to listen to. It was the
first time in a few years that I had used a traditional STARLAB projection cylinder, and it
brought back memories of some of my portable days in Nashville, Tennessee and Greenville, North Carolina.

Recording for “Voices” project
While in Brescia Loris had me record a
couple of clips for his Voices from the Dome
project. This is a great project to share our own
stories and planetarium experiences. See www.
ips-planetarium.org/?page=voicesintro
to
explore the resources, and do consider participating by sending Loris an audio recording.
Loris took me around Brescia to show
me the historic areas of the city, including
the wonderful cathedral at its center called
Duomo Vecchio Santa Maria Assunta with its
beautiful rotunda. We also explored the Capitolium of Brixia, which dates back to around
the year 70 AD and was the main temple of
the original city. Next to it lies the Roman
Theatre, which could hold 15,000, one of the
largest in Roman times. Following our exploration we had dinner with Loris’ family and
some lively discussion over which rice is

In the classroom and leading a teacher workshop. Photos by Simonetta Ercoli.

best for Risotto, a classic Italian dish I enjoy
cooking at home!
Following lessons on the second day, we
headed to Lumezzane for a press conference
and meeting with city officials there about
upcoming activities from Osservatorio Serafino Zani. It was great to see how active the
community is and the importance of the
observatory for it. I was able to see the old
planetarium in Lumezzane, which is still functioning and used for teaching some astronomy courses. After the planetarium it was off to
the observatory itself up in the mountains to
see the telescopes housed there.
My final day in Brescia gave me a chance to
do some walking in the city after the lessons.
It was wonderful to explore and take in the
many sights of the old city and to enjoy the
outdoor cafes. It was a nice way to finish up
and get ready for the final leg of the trip,
which was in Gorizia in Friuli, on the boarder
of Slovenia.
My train to Gorizia was delayed, but my
delightful host Luciano Bittesini patiently waited until 11:30 p.m. for its arrival.
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We dropped my bag at the hotel and then
headed to the observatory Astronomico di
Farra D’Isonzo to check in with Enrico Pettarin and Franco Bressan. These three musketeers (Luciano, Enrico, and Franco) would be
there for my presentations and also serve as
tour guides to the numerous sites we would
explore during my visit.
The observatory houses two telescopes that
have made numerous asteroid discoveries, a
multi-media lecture hall, and a fixed planetarium using a Digitalis projector. It was nice to see
the facility ahead of time and start preparing in
my mind how to maximize the lessons there.
The following day Luciano and Franco
took me to explore the Roman ruins at
Auqueleia and the National Archaeological
Museum there. It houses an amazing collection of artifacts, including some incredible
sundials, numerous funeral urns, and incredible sculptures.
Luciano and his wife Manuela invited me
to their home the next day for an Italian
barbeque with friends; my hosts were very
(Continues on page 40)
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2018 winner of American
in Italy announced
Congratulations to Kevin Milani, the winner for the 2018 A Week
in Italy for an American Planetarium Operator experience. He will
be teaching lessons in Perugia/Assisi from April 11-14; in Brescia, April
15-18; and in Gorizia, from April 19 to 21.
In his application, Kevin explained that he began his academic
career in 1986 as the assistant director of the Paulucci Space Theatre
on the campus of Hibbing Community College in Hibbing, Minnesota. The space theatre has a 40-ft dome that houses a Spitz 512 star
projector as well as an 870 widescreen movie projector.
During his time at the space theatre he ran many public and
school programs for audiences ranging from kindergarten to adult,
and assisted in the production of many planetarium multimedia
shows. He also helped develop a K-9 astronomy curriculum that was
used for many years by local schools.
He left the space theatre in 1997 to take over the chemistry department on campus, a move that provided him with much better job
security. Recently, he began teaching the introduction to astronomy course on campus, which has put him back into the planetarium once again.
He states, “While at the space theatre, I began researching Galileo
and Renaissance astronomy. This research interest has deepened
over the years and led me in 2006 to attend a week-long National
Science Foundation-sponsored seminar in Florence, Italy titled ‘Gali-

Kevin Milani

leo’s Genius Viewed in Craft, Engineering, Scientific, Artistic and
Political Context.’ Following that experience, I developed a course
titled ‘Galileo and the Revolution in Astronomy’ and also wrote an
unpublished manuscript titled Galileo, Astronomy and the Church.
“In 2008 I brought 12 students with me to Italy and we spent 6
weeks in Perugia, where I taught the above-mentioned Galileo
course through the Umbra Institute. It was during this trip that I met
Simonetta Ercoli when my students and I visited the Ignazio Danti
Planetarium in Perugia. While in Italy, my students used six Galilean
telescopes that I made to observe the night time sky.”
Kevin’s lesson proposal is titled Galileo’s Telescopic Discoveries
and the Revolution in Astronomy. 			
I
—Susan Button

(Week in Italy, continued from page 39)
gracious in sharing a number of recipes from
the evening which I have worked on replicating back here in my kitchen. Nothing
compares to the food in Italy, and you really
have to go there to experience it!
My lessons in Gorizia were slightly different from the ones in Assisi and Brescia as the
students were from an international school
in the region. Their level of English was a bit
more advanced than the previous classes,
which allowed me to go into a bit of depth.

Hey! I know that show
I started presentations in the multipurpose
room and then go to the dome to share the
night sky with Luciano driving the projection system. The lesson finished with Luciano
sharing the fulldome program Two Small Pieces
of Glass, which I collaborated on with Buhl
Planetarium, Koenig Films, and Mirage3D for
the International Year of Astronomy in 2009.
This meant that sessions in Gorizia lasted 2
hours, compared to single hour sessions in
Assisi and Brescia.
It was good to be prepared for this, thanks
to a discussion with Steven Case, the American Operator in Italy in 2016. Being flexible
is key, and as educators, we should always
be ready for the unexpected! In Gorizia, for
example, I was to have three days of presentations, but the school had a change in schedule
so we could only do two days. This did give
me an extra day to explore the area.
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While in Gorizia I gave a public presentation one evening at the observatory and had
a chance to share my experiences of eclipses and share a bit about my planetarium in
Maine. This sharing and discussion is so valuable, and it is really eye-opening to see how
other cultures view astronomy education and
outreach and how they approach it.
Franco, Enrico, and Luciano jumped in
with the change of my schedule and we spent
a day in Aiello de Friuli, which is the “City of
Sundials.” There are more than 100 sundials
in this tiny town, found on numerous public
buildings and in courtyards throughout the
area. From ancient to modern, self-correcting
styles, and more—I’ve never encountered such
diversity in sundial styles.
The Friuli library has a laboratory with
models that assist students in creating sundials and understating how position on Earth
and our motions change the shadows viewed
on the timepieces.
Another site Luciano and Franco took
me to explore was the star-shaped city of
Palmanova, which is on the UNESCO World
Heritage list. The city was built in the 1500s
by the Venetians as a fortified city commemorating the Christian forces’ victory over the
Ottoman Turks during the War of Cyprus.
The city has a nine-pointed design that maximizes its defense.
While in Gorizia, my host took me to visit
the Memorial of Redipuglia, Italy’s largest
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remembrance of the soldiers who died fighting in the Great War (World War I). This
incredible site hosts over 100,000 soldier
remains. It is overwhelming in size and in
shear emotion to walk along the Path of
Heroes and up to the chapel and museum
room at the top of this structure. The tomb is
a pyramid-shaped grouping of 22 large steps,
each containing row upon row of the names
of those who perished. It is a reminder of the
futility of war.
My last night there, my hosts decided we
should head across the Italian border into
Slovenia, where we explored the beautiful
countryside and a few small villages of this
neighboring region. Gorizia itself is a split
city, much like Berlin, and it even had a wall
during the Iron Curtain days. While I did not
get a chance to explore the other side of the
city, seeing the surrounding areas with their
natural vistas and breathtaking views was
well worth the drive. I highly recommend
taking some time to visit if you have the
opportunity to do so.
The next morning, with all my lessons and
touring complete in Gorizia, I hopped the
train to Venice (Venezia) for a day of exploration and to catch my flight home to Maine.
My time as an American Planetarium Operator had come to a close, but the friendships
and experiences will always stay with me,
and I’m eager to return to Italy to visit my
extended Italian families. 		
I
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Student project brings societal discourse
into a cultural hemisphere. Literally.

Cora Braun
Center for Cultural and Scientific Communication
at the University of Applied Sciences
Kiel, Germany
cora.braun@mediendom.fh-kiel.de
In the summer of 2015 Europe experienced the highest influx of refugees since
World War II. This topical subject has affected the society, which can be seen in the huge
amount of reporting and aid-oriented initiatives from volunteers and social discourses. These discourses should be included by
the works of cultural institutions, which also
includes planetariums.
Of course the origin of planetariums was
the fascination of the stars, but nevertheless
planetariums can be used as cultural hemispheres.
In February 2017, a long period of communication processes and hard work came to
a point of culmination: the premiere of the
student´s work FLUCHT–ein 360° Theaterstück
(ESCAPE–a 360° Theatreplay) finally took place
at the Mediendom in Kiel, Germany. The play
was a cooperation between the University of
Applied Sciences Kiel and the drama school
Kiel.
Four Multimedia Production students were
responsible for the media concept, the produc42						

tion of fulldome content, and the implementation in the dome. On the theatre side, there
were eight drama students and their training
staff, who developed the dramaturgy of the
play.
To create a fictional work that hits the spirit
of time, the students decided to make the
current refugee situation in Europe a subject
of discussion in the dome.
The play draws attention to the refugee situation without any direct political judgement.
It reaches the audience on a different level than
print or conventional audio-visual media.

Displacement, made fiction
To create a thrilling play that illustrates the
feelings of escape and displacement, the story
is based on a reversed situation: in 2030 Europeans have to flee to the south of the Mediterranean Sea. A nationalistic regime has
taken over and has led to the decomposition
of the European Union. An economic war
with unpredictable consequences flared up;
right-wing extremists of the military revolt
Planetarian				

and establish a dictatorial regime. Civil war,
displacement, and escape are ruling.
FLUCHT tells the dystopian story of eight
young refugees who flee from Germany to
the south. There no definitive closing to the
play. It is an open end, which is important for
the autonomy of decision, whether the play
moves you emotionally in a certain way. The
concept of the play is based on the assumption that the scenario must not be shown in
all details, it just has to convey a feeling for the
upcoming story.
For sensitization for the subject, the
students conducted interviews with several
refugees from Syria, Iran, and Iraq. These experiences and the book War, What if it Were Here
by Janne Teller formed the basis of the play.
FLUCHT was sold out before the opening.
This illustrated to us the need for cultural
events concerning current situations also in
planetariums.
The mere production period of creating
fulldome video and images, 3D audio collages and soundscapes and summarizing this
Vol 46 No 4 - December 2017

material in a Digistar script took about two
months, completed on top of full-time studies
for the students.
Fulldome scenes took place in a basement,
in a forest, and in Cairo, transporting the audience with them.
The most challenging part of the production were the transitions between fulldome
sequences and acting. This part demanded the
full attention of the team to prevent the play
from losing the immersive flow.

Using the immersiveness
It was important to have a concept which
used the benefits of the dome. Otherwise the
question arises, “which is the value of doing
a play in a 360° environment?” The action of
the play, in combination with the possibilities offered by the dome, “represented a new
perception. Suddenly the spectator is part of
the group and experiences first-hand what the
young refugees are going through.”
Developing the concept in cooperation
with the drama school took about eight
months. The dome in Kiel has 64 concentric
seats, therefor it was reasonable to concentrate on acting which is clearly visible from
every seat.
By using a 360° stage, the audience is wellintegrated into the scenes, apart from the fact
that you are not only confronted with the
actors but also with the emotions of other
audience members who sit across from you.
This intensifies the theatre experience.
The concentric stage was built out of a twofloored framework. Important plots were
happening on the upper level, whereas the
ground level was perfecting the scenes. The
upper level of the stage also provided the
opportunity to create natural shadows on the
dome. Due to the installation of the projectors, the actors accomplished a second semantic level with their shadows.

The fulldome
team, photo by
Matthias Pilch

Left, rehearsel in the dome with the concentric stage, photo by Nico Kuhn; Right, the play used monologues, dialogues, fighting, and abstract performance to stage the dramaturgic of the play, photo by
Olaf Struck

An intimate space
Due to the fact that eight actors and their
properties were in the center of the dome at
all times, the story became very intimate to
the audience. There were audience members
who were moved to tears, laughing a few
moments later, and shortly afterwards were
filled with fear and sorrow. The dramaturgy
of the play was profoundly touching the large
majority of the visitors.
The closeness to the audience was one of
the biggest advantages in Kiel. Nevertheless
the play was adopted to the Planetarium am
Insulaner Berlin, which is 20 meters in diameter. During the annual conference of the
society of German speaking planetariums
(GDP 2017), FLUCHT was shown there. At that
time the Planetarium am Insulaner was using
Powerdome, which caused the complete technical remake of the Digistar running version
in Kiel.

The full team: Multimedia production students and drama students, photo by Matthias Pilch

Although the dome in Berlin was twice as
big as the one in Kiel, the audience was very
impressed and affected by the play.
Creating a cultural up-to-date programme
for planetariums needs a sophisticated
concept. Therefor the technical implementation can be relatively modest because the
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emotional impact of acting comes on top of
the emotional impression of the 360° environment. The FLUCHT project showed that
there is a need for cultural planetarium
programmes. A cooperation with a skilful
partner can generate an effective idea which
the planetarium will benefit from.
I
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The origin of the line
that divided a nation
Locating stars helped
solve boundary dispute

Glenn A. Walsh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
SpaceWatchtower

On 18 October, 1767, 250 years ago, astronomers Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon
completed surveying most of the southern
boundary of Pennsylvania, separating it from
the colonies of Maryland and Virginia.
This became the most famous boundary in
U.S. history: the Mason-Dixon Line. Although
contracted to survey to what is now the southwest corner of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, local Native Americans prevented
the survey of the last 23 miles. Philadelphia
clock maker and astronomer David Rittenhouse headed a survey team which finished
surveying those last 23 miles in 1784.
The whole idea behind the Mason-Dixon
Line began with a colonial land dispute
between two influential British families. In
1632, English King Charles I gave a grant of
land, in the American Colonies, to Cecilius
Calvert. The grant for what would become
the colony of Maryland provided land north
of Virginia and south of the 40th parallel.
Today, the city of Pittsburgh is located at
the 40th parallel, so this land grant included

Originally posted October 28, 2017 at
spacewatchtower.blogspot.com;
used with permission
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Wikimedia

much of what is now southern Pennsylvania.
In 1681, King Charles II provided a second
land grant to William Penn for what would
become the province of Pennsylvania.
Although it did mention that the southern
boundary of this land grant would be the
40th parallel, much of the rest of the delineation of the land grant was convoluted and
confusing. Hence, the Penn Family interpreted the grant to include land north of the 39th
parallel.

So who gets Philadelphia?
The Penn and Calvert families both claimed
the land between the 39th and 40th parallels.
And, since the thriving city of Philadelphia
was within these two latitudes, this made the
dispute even more contentious.
Such land disputes were common in the
17th and 18th centuries, as there had been
little actual surveying in America and maps
and land grants were often quite vague.
The Penn and Calvert families tried to
convince the settlers of the disputed region
that they lived in Pennsylvania or Maryland,
respectively—and they should pay taxes to
the appropriate colony. Most colonists did
not care which colony they lived in, but, they
did not want to pay taxes to both colonies!
Planetarian				

After several decades, the dispute actually
led to war between Pennsylvania and Maryland! What became known as Cresap’s War
(named for Thomas Cresap, a Maryland partisan who had moved into what is now York
County, Pennsylvania, part of the disputed
territory) was a series of skirmishes between
the two colonies. Also known as the Conojocular War1, militias from both Maryland and
Pennsylvania fought for about a year or so,
until King George II enacted a cease-fire in 1738.
In 1750, King George II created a formal
truce between the two colonies and granted
most of the disputed territory to Pennsylvania. Because no one knew where the actual
boundary line between the two colonies was
located, the Penn and Calvert families agreed
to pay for a boundary survey in 1763. Wellknown English astronomers and surveyors Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon were
hired to conduct this survey.
Charles Mason had been employed by
the Royal Society in Greenwich, England
to observe the stars and the moo, and create
lunar tables that could be used to determine
longitude. Jeremiah Dixon was a surveyor,
trained by a renowned maker of high-precision astronomical instruments, John Bird.
1 Named for the Conejohela Valley.
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Mason and Dixon traveled through the
wilderness of early Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Delaware, and Virginia, using the stars to
create the boundary line now known as the
Mason-Dixon Line. The boundary began 15
miles south of the southern-most tip of the
city of Philadelphia.
The east-west, 233-mile line formed the
southern boundary of Pennsylvania with
Maryland, and for the area west of the beginning of the Potomac River, Virginia. During
the American Civil War this section of Virginia seceded from the Commonwealth of Virginia and became the state of West Virginia.
They also surveyed the 83-mile western
boundary of Delaware (then considered the
3 “lower counties on the Delaware” of New
Castle, Kent, and Sussex of the Province
of Pennsylvania), separating, what would
become the second smallest state of the Union
from Maryland.

Right: Pete Zapadka, a member of the
Amateur Astronomers Association of
Pittsburgh (AAAP), leaning on the cornerstone monument at the precise geographic location of the southwest corner of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania—the official end of the Mason-Dixon Line. Due to
Native American territory disputes, astronomers Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon
never saw this site; their portion of the
Mason-Dixon Line Survey ended prematurely 23 miles short of this site. Philadelphia
clockmaker and astronomer David Rittenhouse placed this monument and completed the Mason-Dixon Line Survey in 1784.
Photo courtesy Pete Zapadka

P and M marked the miles
At one-mile intervals, Mason and Dixon
laid mile-marker stones all along the surveyed
route. On the north side of the marker was
chiseled the letter P for Pennsylvania; on the
south side of the marker is the letter M for
Maryland. As a five-mile marker, the stone
included the Penn Family Coat of Arms on
the north side of the stone and the Calvert
Family Coat of Arms on the south side of the
stone.
Each stone was a huge block of limestone,
3.5 to 5 feet long, weighing 300 to 600 pounds.
These stones had come from a quarry in southern England. Mason and Dixon carried these
stones with them using a horse and wagon.
Many of these stones survive. Included
among the missing is one stone hit by a snowplow in January of 1996 and pushed down
into a farmer’s field. This particular stone now
sits in a barn.
As the surveyors entered the Allegheny
Mountains, they did not always lay stones
at one-mile intervals. Instead, they created
groupings of rocks or cairns as mile-markers.
Even in the 18th century, surveying was
not a new science. However, it was quite an
achievement to survey a new boundary line
in rugged terrain, often harsh weather, and
with the constant risk of attack from Native
Americans.
It usually took a couple of weeks, at least,
for each set of astronomical observations for
a particular mile-marker. They would spend
clear-sky nights (of course, they could not
work during cloudy nights) taking observations of stars, sometimes in very cold weather.
They would have to lie on their backs and
look through a 6-foot long telescope, measuring angles between stars and a north-south
meridian line.
However, they did use state-of-the-art

Left: A "crownstone" boundary
monument on the Mason–Dixon
line. These markers were originally placed at every 5th mile (8.0
km) along the line, ornamented
with family coats of arms facing
the state that they represented.
Wikimedia

equipment. Jeremiah Dixon’s mentor, John
Bird, developed the Zenith Sector they used,
which was the most advanced instrument of
its day for determining latitude. According to
John Bird, it was accurate to within 100 feet.
Scientists and geographers remember the
work of Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon
for two particular contributions to scientific
literature:
•• They measured the first degree of latitude in the Americas;
•• They made the first scientific gravity
measurements in the Americas.
The Pennsylvania land grant had extended 5 degrees of longitude west of the Delaware
River. Mason and Dixon had been commissioned to survey to the this southwest corner
of Pennsylvania. However, they never made it
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that far. Their Native American guides refused
to guide them into the territory of their
enemies, the Shawnee and Delaware tribes, so,
on Sunday, 1767 October 18, Mason and Dixon
made their final observations before returning to Philadelphia, 23 miles short of their
goal.
The following entry from Mason and
Dixon’s Journal, written by Charles Mason,
describes setting the final mile-marker of their
survey:
Note: The Sector stood on the top of a
very lofty Ridge, but when the Offset was
made of 3 Chains 38 Links it fell a little
Eastward of the top of the Hills; we therefore extended the true Parallel 3 Chains 80
Links Westward which fell on the top of the
said Ridge; there viz. at 233 Miles 17 Chains
45

48 Links from the Post marked West in Mr.
Bryan’s Field, we set up a Post marked Won
the West Side and heaped around it Earth
and Stone three yards and a half diameter
at the Bottom and five feet High. The figure
nearly conical.

Rittenhouse finishes the job
Philadelphia clockmaker and astronomer, David Rittenhouse (along with surveyor Andrew Ellicott) completed surveying
these last 23 miles in 1784. In addition to his
scientific pursuits, University of Pennsylvania Astronomy Professor David Rittenhouse
served as treasurer of Pennsylvania from 1779
to 1787, and on behalf of the Federal Government he founded the U.S. Mint in Philadelphia in 1792.
Although Mason and Dixon never reached
the southwest corner of Pennsylvania, this
was their contracted goal. Hence, the entire
boundary line to the southwest corner of
Pennsylvania is considered the Mason-Dixon
Line. Although the Mason-Dixon Line does
not follow an exact line of latitude, it is
geographically located at approximately 39
degrees and 43 minutes north.
Beyond the end of the Mason-Dixon Line,
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at the southwest corner of Pennsylvania,
the line continues west to the Ohio River,
forming the boundary line between Marshall
and Wetzel counties in West Virginia. This
county boundary line was formed by the
Virginia Assembly in the latter part of the
18th century and is not an official part of the
Mason-Dixon Line.
In 1786, Andrew Ellicott was commissioned
to survey the western boundary line of Pennsylvania (which came to be known as Ellicott’s Line), from the end of the Mason-Dixon
Line, north, to Lake Erie. Part of this boundary was between Pennsylvania and Virginia; the area of Virginia between Pennsylvania
and the Ohio River now contains four counties (Hancock, Brooke, Ohio, and Marshall) in
what is now the Northern Panhandle of West
Virginia.
North of the location where the Ohio River
leaves Pennsylvania, this boundary line codified the boundary between Pennsylvania and
the Federal Territory known as the “Ohio
Country,” part of the Northwest Territory.
This boundary line was important because
Pittsburgh and a small part of Western Pennsylvania had originally been considered
part of the Ohio Country (an area that had
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been roughly defined as west of the Allegheny Mountains, north of the Ohio River, and
south of Lake Erie). The vast majority of the
Ohio Country was admitted to the Union as
the State of Ohio on 1803 March 1.

The north-south division
The Mason-Dixon Line also has come to
be known as the dividing line between the
northern and southern United States. This
division began as early as 1790 March 1, when
the Pennsylvania General Assembly passed
legislation banning slavery in the Commonwealth.
As Maryland still allowed slavery (as did
Delaware and Virginia), by 1804 the MasonDixon Line came to be seen as the dividing
line between the slave states (in the south) and
free states (in the north).
The Mason-Dixon Line was mentioned
during Congressional debates leading to the
Missouri Compromise of 1820, which allowed
Missouri to enter the Union as a slave state,
while Maine entered the Union as a free-soil
state. At that time, politicians considered the
Mason-Dixon Line, and extending further
west along the Ohio River, as the boundary
line between slave and free-soil states.
I
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Planetário da Unipampa
Unipampa-Campus Bagé
Bagé, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
porteiras.s.unipampa.edu.br/planetario

By Guilherme Marranghello
Director of the Planetário da Unipampa
gfmarranghello@gmail.com
My name is Guilherme Frederico Marranghello and I’m the
director of the Planetário da Unipampa, a “pretty little planetarium” (as Sharon Shanks calls it) in the very south of Brazil. In fact,
we are almost closer to the Brazil-Uruguay border then to any
other city in Brazil.
Our planetarium was inaugurated during the last southern
spring equinox, but its whole story started in the International Astronomy Year of 2009. Unipampa is a pretty new public
university, founded in 2006, and I have been working here
since then. During the IYA we received financial support to buy
a small telescope, which we’ve used to start some activities for
astronomy popularization.
During our first years of activities, we felt that we were missing
something. Our telescope sessions were attended mostly by teenagers or adults. We needed something designed for younger kids.
And, also, it rained a lot those years and we had to cancel many
night sky activities because of the weather.
During that time, however, we had two clear nights that were
special. In the first one, a little girl, about 7 years old, was fascinated by Saturn’s rings (as everyone is who sees them through the
telescope), but on the second night, when she came back with
her older sister, we heard a sad story: her teacher didn’t believe
she have seen the rings and told her that she shouldn’t lie again.
That was our clue that we needed to be able to make everybody
know that it was possible to see Saturn’s rings—and much more.

We began with a mobile planetarium
In the beginning of 2013 we bought a mobile planetarium.
We’ve went to the schools, and the schools came to the university. Finally, we had an activity that could reach smaller kids, even
when it rains.
Dr. Guilherme Marranghello received his PhD in theoretical physics
from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul studying the emission of gravitational waves from a neutron star’s phase transition
in 2003. He spend a year as a postdoc at the Observatory of Nice,
France, before he returned to Brazil to the National Institute of Space
Research. In 2006 he accepted a position at the Universidade Federal
do Pampa (Unipampa), and in 2009 decided to focus his work on
science popularization.
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By the end of that year we received even greater news: our
project to build a planetarium was approved by the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development, the
Brazilian government support agency. We continued and even
intensified our activities with the mobile planetarium, reaching
10,000 kids per year while awaiting our building.
In the following years we saw the building start to rise and we
bought the projector, but we also watched the Brazilian political
and economic crisis crush our plans with currency devaluation
and severe cuts in the university budget.
Day by day we waited for the financial support to see our
planetarium ready to receive schools, and nothing arrived.
Every day I parked my car in front of the “half-planetarium” and
thought about it. Every day I asked about the financial support
and received answers like “call next month.”
In the beginning of 2016 I received a different answer to my
call: that there were no expectations to see that money.
We had some choices to make: 1) we could sit down and cry; 2)
we could forget the planetarium; or 3) we could raise our heads
and do something about it. Of course we chose option number 3.
The first step was to create a crowdfunding site and tell everyone about it. Then we started to look for more substantial
support from local enterprises. We organized parties and many
local rock bands played for the planetarium.

Constant thought: how to raise money
The year of 2016 was the year that I didn’t stop thinking how to
raise money to see the planetarium working. And, I was not alone;
a wonderful team was running by my side—some of them literally. We also promoted a 5-km street run. My knee didn’t like it.
We got media support from newspaper, radio, and television. I
think the apex of our activities was a concert in a theater which
has the roof and the walls painted white color. We put the planetarium projector inside the theater, created special programs
to follow the music, and filled the theater two nights when the
orchestra played, among its repertoire, some Star Wars songs.
Some professors of the university joined with our campaign
by coloring their hair or beard each time we reached a stipulated
amount raised. These hair paintings helped a lot to put us in the
media; I painted my beard in a different color each time a professor
painted his/her hair. People were loving the activities we proposed,
were seeing the efforts we were making to see this dream come true,
and the community responded: by the end of the year of 2016 we
had raised the money we needed to install the dome.
By other means we could buy the seats and the sound system
and install them. We were able to cut our budget doing some
installations by ourselves.
(Continues on page 53)
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Fulldome Matters

Carolyn Collins Petersen
Loch Ness Productions
Post Office Box 924
Nederland, Colorado 80466 USA
+1 303-642-7250
carolyn@lochnessproductions.com

About Fulldome & Immersive Media

Communicating controversy in the dome

We live in a time when science and scientific ideas are under attack.
Certainly in the United States, such topics as climate science are often
dismissed by deniers, usually politically motivated to deny anything
that invokes human activities as a source of climate change.
The fact that some of these wannabe “skeptics” are in positions of
power is disturbing. However, what’s more disturbing is the prevalence
of creationist beliefs, flat-earth believers, anti-vaxxers, and others who
insist on a variety of “junk” science (particularly when it comes to diet
and health).
These are not limited to one country; indeed, some very fervent
science deniers exist in Australia, Europe, and other places, and around
the world they contribute to an unhealthy disrespect for science and
the knowledge it offers. This has an effect on public attitudes toward
scientists and the work they do, not to mention science educators and
their work.
In light of current science denialism, many domers have wondered
aloud (in conversations and on social media) if there’s something we
should be doing to counter such ignorance through our own specialized programming. A discussion sprang up on the Facebook page Dome
Dialogues (www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues), which eventually led to the formation of a panel discussion at October’s Pleiades
National Planetarium Conference in St. Louis.

would be nice to think that we could all present controversial topics in
our theaters without repercussion or concern for audience sensibilities,
that’s not always the case. So, what can we do?

Getting the data to the dome

In the domed community, we have access to tremendous resources in the form of datasets that have been converted to visualizations.
The people at Spitz pioneered the use of Earth science data and overlays for teachers to use in their science coursework using their systems,
and early on, Sciss and RSA Cosmos had full Earth KML and WMS capabilities as well. It wasn’t long before every digital fulldome software
package began to import more than just star databases.
Nowadays, those of us with digital domes have access to overlays and
data sets ranging from planetary “skins” to NASA and NOAA visualizations that show climate data. Many of us use them in fulldome video
productions (Habitat Earth from the California Academy of Sciences,
Our Living Climate from the Melbourne Planetarium, and Dynamic
Earth from Spitz Creative Media, for example) and live lectures.
In the same way that the Science on a Sphere product graphically
displays NOAA datasets, we can use our domes to present actual science
via the information researchers are developing in their work. It doesn’t
just have to be distant exoplanets or binary stars or galaxies. It can also
be ocean temperatures, carbon dioxide accumulations,
greenhouse gas emissions, sea ice changes, and much
more. Those visualizations are incredibly powerful
tools that make their way into everything from live
lectures to pre-rendered shows.
Within the IPS community, the “Data to Dome”
conversations have resulted in workshops and tutorials on the use of massive data sets in our educational
outreach. IPS has a science and data visualization task
force which focuses on the pipeline from scientist to
the dome. After much work and collaboration with
the European Southern Observatory and major planetarium vendors, Data2Dome, a content distribution
system, was launched.
The Pleiades panel discussing controversial topics that can and should be
More information is available on the Data2Dome
addressed under our domes. From left: Carolyn Collins Petersen (co-moderaweb page at www.data2dome.org, and on the ESO’s
tor, standing), Michael McConville, Joyce Towne, Julieta Aguilera-Rodríguez,
site at eso.org/public/outreach/data2dome.
Dan Tell. Courtesy Pleiades National Conference.
The task force is continuing to develop standards
and guidelines for data use in our domes, and encour“Communicating Controversy in the Dome” was presented by me, aging scientists to think of domes as places in which to stage their data
Julieta Aguilera-Rodríguez, Michael McConville, Dan Tell, and Joyce and visualization. IPS has hosted Data to Dome workshops at a previTowne. The panelists’ ideas fell on very receptive ears in the audience, ous IMERSA summit, at LIPS (Live Interactive Planetarium Symposia)
and we spent a good part of the time talking about how we can, as fullmeetings, and in connection with affiliate meetings, and will continue
domers, reach out to our communities to communicate science propto be featured in the foreseeable future.
erly and honestly. (There are links to images and recordings on the
conference Web page at www.pleiades2017.com.)
The fulldome community is very diverse, existing in formal educaCarolyn Collins Petersen is CEO of Loch Ness Productions and Communitional facilities in schools and universities as well as the informal
cations Coordinator for IMERSA. She can be reached at carolyn@lochnessproductions.com and carolyn@imersa.org.
museum and science center theaters. Each has its outreach and educational philosophies, guided by curriculum and other rules. While it
50						
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Using our immersive environments to tell a story
Having massive datasets and stunning visualizations at our fingertips is incredibly valuable. Using them to tell stories effectively is an
ongoing project for all of us and can be challenging. This is particularly
true when it comes to communicating the science behind “controversial” topics such as evolution and climate change.
Controversial topics also have compelling stories to go along with
them. Who doesn’t respond to a horrifying medical story? Those are
the meat and potatoes of the anti-vax movement. Who hasn’t experienced someone demanding an explanation about a person’s personal
belief that Nibiru is coming, or that Earth is only 6,000 years old? Many
of us have had someone who is very religious come up and demand to
know our faith, as if it was required to know before accepting a presentation on astronomy.
At least one participant in the Pleiades discussion about controversy related that she had been asked that very personal question during
a presentation. Back when I taught in the dome, I would have teachers
from visiting evangelical schools demand that I not use the “E word”
when teaching about stellar evolution.
In both cases, the proper response was to remind the asker that in
the dome, we teach science in the language of science, and those words
are appropriate. I talked with the teachers ahead of time to foster a oneto-one conversation about the language of science. This allowed them
to prepare their students and themselves for the visit, and made it a
personal connection as well.
The topics we teach in our domes are large-scale, involving the
cosmos itself. That’s compelling enough, but the true education comes
when we take the science we teach and relate it to people on an individual basis. To take climate change as an example (it keeps coming
up), the science behind it is real and validated. Only a few immersive
videos have been made about it, however.
It’s a complex topic, for one thing, but the data are overwhelmingly clear about the causes and effects. Being able to convey those data
and what they mean is probably the most straightforward approach,
since it is grounded in real observations and measurements. But from
decades of research, we also know that “knowing the science” is not
enough to convince people.

When the controversial becomes personal
It’s one thing to know the data. It’s quite another to learn and tell the
stories of how life is affected by these phenomena. Yes, we know about
coral bleaching and the destruction of habitats due to climate change.
But, when does it become real for people? When it affects them personally. Or, when it is part of a narrative about someone else’s experience
told in an engaging way.
Many of us in the world are feeling the effects of climate change.
During the Pleiades panel discussion, Michael McConville related how
the story of increasingly strong hurricanes is now a very personal story
for everyone in Florida. He pointed out that time isn’t always counted
in generations of people; sometimes it’s marked by the highest intensity storms that people can remember. And they’re getting more intense
as time goes by, because the oceans are warming and the atmosphere is
affected by human activity.
In Colorado, where I live, the story of climate change plays out in
pine forests weakened by drought, attacked by pine beetles, and blackened by fire. However, it also manifested as flooding, a result of overly
wet conditions that overwhelmed the burned areas.
For friends in California, it’s the story of drought followed by flooding and fires, a tale of fish that people eat migrating away or simply
disappearing. It’s the plight of the mountain pika driven ever higher
by warming conditions, and bird and butterfly migrations that don’t
quite match up. Those, too, are part of climate change.
For me, it became very personal as I watched plumes of fire billow out
from forests not more than a dozen miles from my home. That was my
Vol 46 No 4 - December 2017					

Top: A sample visualization available through NOAA of sea surface temperatures over time. Made using NOAA Global View Data Explorer (www.nnvl.
noaa.gov/view/globaldata.html). Data sets outlining global changes due to
climate change can also be ported to the dome for immersive use. Courtesy
NOAA. Next: A frame from the show Dynamic Earth (Spitz Creative Media)
showing a visualization of Hurricane Katrina, based on computational data
supplied to NCSA. Courtesy Spitz, Inc. Next two: Still images from the California Academy of Sciences show Habitat Earth showing (top) bird migration routes superimposed on global net primary productivity and (bottom)
land use devoted to agriculture over the United States. Courtesy California Academy.

personal connection to climate change. The hurricanes were McConville’s personal connection. For another planetarian, increased
drought or flooding in their home country might be the connection.
Or perhaps more intense monsoon seasons or the migration of animals
to avoid killer conditions.
Equally compelling is the tale of light pollution, which not only
drowns out the night sky, but affects human, plant, and animal life
Planetarian		
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on this planet. While there is not a direct proven connection (yet)
between climate change and light pollution, their effects are engaging
tales we can tell in our immersive media.
The free short video Losing the Dark, available in both fulldome and
HD video (darksky.org/resources/losing-the-dark) I worked on with
the International Dark-Sky Association informs audiences about a
topic that was once considered controversial science. Light pollution’s
causes and effects are now better researched and understood, and are
commonly accepted as a problem by the lighting and construction
communities, as well as cities, towns, and rural areas around the world.

Using our domes to communicate
What we in the immersive community have in our data-enriched
facilities is a perfect venue for storytelling, using the power of personalizing the scientific data to clear away the controversies about perfectly good science. It’s not just limited to domes, either. The burgeoning
virtual and augmented reality communities can use these same datasets and new methods of storytelling to create compelling personalized
experiences that teach, touch, and affect.
Admittedly, conveying science is not so tough when the story is
stellar evolution, for example. A storytelling method for that might
not necessarily be “personal.” However, it can be made so engaging
that the audience members can become personally acquainted with
the language astronomers use to describe the lives of stars.
The same would be true for flat-earth theories that get asked about,
or the infamous UFOs or incoming rogue planet theories that crop up
from time to time. The point is to engage the audience in a way that
shares the correct science and doesn’t necessarily attack their view, just
the faulty knowledge they have.
As I and others have said over the years, the story is the most important experience we can convey. Good stories stir our intellects, pique
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our interests, excite our imaginations, and play on our emotions. Those
aspects make them memorable. Good visualizations in an immersive
environment also stir the emotions and create memorable experiences. Combine all those into a powerful story, and that may be our most
effective tool for reducing the controversy and bringing science to its
proper place in our audiences’ lives.
Special thanks to fellow panelists Julieta Cristina Aguilera-Rodríguez,
Michael McConville, Dan Tell, and Joyce Towne for their participation in the Pleiades discussion and audience participants who contributed their insight into the topic of teaching controversial science in
the dome, as well as thanks to Ryan Wyatt and Dan Neafus for their
thoughts on this topic.

Upcoming IMERSA summit news
The dates of February 24-27, 2018, have been selected for the next
IMERSA Summit, to be held in Columbus, Ohio, at the Center of Science
and Industry (COSI). Registration is open, and the summit committee is
finalizing plans for speakers, panels, and video highlights from international fulldome festivals.
Keynote speaker is immersive cinema visionary Doug Trumbull.
The fulldome and immersive realms continue to grow and expand,
creating a wealth of information about best practices in production,
audience assessment, business practices, and much more. In the past,
attendees have presented both short and long papers on such topics
as animation techniques, show evaluations, script development, crossplatform practices, and much more.
Join other IMERSA members for the tenth anniversary celebration that will bring together professionals who create immersive
digital experiences in the fulldome, themed entertainment, giant
screen, and VR communities. For more information about this annual
event, check out IMERSA.org or email to www.info@imersa.org.
I
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(One Dome, continued from page 49)
This past southern spring equinox we
opened the planetarium doors. It has 52 seats
in an 8-m dome. We are working with a Digitalis projector, using its remote control or an
iPad. We have already produced some scripts
on Nightshade, including small sessions to
explain the seasons, eclipses, and lunar phases,
and a 10-minute session for 5- to 9-year-old
kids about the colors of the universe.
Our main audience is composed of school
kids from 5- to 14-years old, but we are open
to all the public. During the week we receive
schools and are opened on the weekend for
everybody interested in the sky’s mysteries.
We start all sessions telling about the sky of
the week (live), then passing to a show and
closing with a musical clip.
When receiving school groups, we also
have a hall where there are some interactive
material to explain the properties of the light
and the solar system, plus a chance to wear an
astronaut suit and to take a picture in front of
an astronomical landscape.
It was pretty hard to see a dream of building the planetarium become a nightmare. I
confess some tears filled my eyes quite a few
times during 2016 and the beginning of 2017.
But this crusade has created an aura around
the planetarium and we have reached the
media in a way that no other planetarium may have reached in Brazil. People have
started to refer to the planetarium as their
own planetarium.
Certainly, there were some facts that
contributed to make this dream come true.
First of all, I have a wonderful wife by my side
all the time. When I told her everything was
going on, what I’d like to do and the risks (yes,
there were some measured risks), she instantly
said “let’s go for it!”
Second, I had a wonderful team that
worked as hard as myself to see the planetarium ready to receive the public. Third, I have
my kids. If I want a better world for them, I
must work to have a better world for all. I can

Top: Students and
colleagues, along with
one ill-looking stranger,
were enthusiastic supporters of the planetarium.
Below: the planetarium
at night, colleagues who
went above and beyond
for the cause, and participants of the knee-killing 5K run. All photos
provided by the author.

bring them to other planetariums (as I already
have), but now, I can bring a whole city to the
planetarium.
Finally, helping to make this dream come
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true, are the smiles of every kid I have seen in
the mobile planetarium. The feeling of doing
something good for the people, especially for
I
young kids, is priceless. 		
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From the Classdome
Jack L. Northrup
Sci-Tech Instructional Facilitator
Omaha, Nebraska USA
jlnorthrup@fbx.com

Planet moon star (planeta luna estrella, 行星月亮星, planète lune étoile, بكوكلا، ) رمقلا مجن
“Accommodations” can be a term that can scare some educators. I
was very fortunate that the planetarium worked with a team of special
education teachers to make astronomy accessible to all learners. So, in
this edition of Planetarian, I am focusing on a few easy ways to implement techniques that have a lot of bang for their buck. (But I’m also a
teacher; I try for free whenever possible.)
To prevent from being too vendor specific or tied down to one
specific lesson like “The Wondrous Man in the Moon,” I am going to
try to tie into live presentations, star talks, and planet tours. While
many of us use microphones in our presentations so that our voices fill
the dome, what happens if you have a language learner? In a midwestern school district with 50,000 students we had 53 languages spoken,
making the planetarium very crowded to try and provide translators
for everyone.

The work around for us was podcasts.
If you have never worked with podcasts before, think of it as though
you are just making another narration track for your show. This track
is then downloaded to the student’s device and they could listen to it
(one earbud style) during the show.
The first step is to pick your battle. Do you want to have the translator record the entire show or do only parts of it? The special education teachers pointed out that without key vocabulary, the stories and
concepts were going to be just tuned out. So I sent to the school district
translators only the key terms of the presentation, and summarized
version of any stories told with the instruction to count in their head
to ten at certain breakpoints to help with editing.
They had about a 6-week turn around and discovered that they love
projects over summer break. Instead of all 53 languages for translations,
I asked them to focus on interpreting my English text into Spanish,
Chinese, Karen, French, and Arabic.
When I got the audio files back, I used an audio editor to put breaks
between topics and stories to get them closer to in sync with the
presentation in the planetarium. The audio tracks were uploaded to
school-district-controlled file service for download back to devices at
a later time.
I only had three scripts entirely translated, and it took 12 weeks to
get each back. I also discovered with the fully-translated scripts that
keeping the kids synchronized with the dome was a bit of a struggle.
The differences in the amount of time needed for each language to
express ideas was a lot and was distracting.

A handful of sky
For students who need visual accommodations, I found that making
their tools really tapped into my craft hobby. To make an accessible
star chart, you just need to print a star chart on cardstock paper, then
trace the lines that are important with school glue. The glue does not
completely absorb into the paper and will dry with a raised relief. I did
find that it worked better if you limited the chart to four to five large
constellations, since that makes the overall diagram larger and easier

Jack L Northrup is an American Midwestern astronomy educator who loves
the dark skies from living in a flyover state.
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for the students to translate items from the sky to the paper.
If additional relief is needed to make it more effective and easier for
the student, then some puff paint from the craft store also works quite
well. Using a toothpick, the paint can be applied to the constellation
lines or to mark the location of important stars.
It is possible to make your own Braille labels using the glue or puff
paint options and a website translator (http://www.brailletranslator.
org/ ) It was working better to use the Class 1 alphabet instead of the
Class 2 contracted because some of the Greek letters in stars name had
to be spelled out.

Betelgeuse =
Through some trial and error (and some amazing students to test
prototypes), found that putting the name of star in Braille next to the
star was difficult because it would blend in with the marks for stars. I
also tried to put the constellations in reverse on the back of the page
and the star names on the front of the page. The students found them
more confusing than the first design.
Finally we settled on a shape-based system, with the stars marked
with a series of shapes that aligned to a legend that had the star names.
Figure 1 shows the example I made for Orion (chart courtesy of freestarcharts.com/orion.
The students also found that if the constellation name was written
on the chart, the Braille should be double underlined so it stood out
from the stars and constellations. I have used several NASA-sponsored
Braille devices, such as moon phases and Hubble pictures, and have
been pleased with how these homemade charts added to the collection.

Captioning a live presentation
I was very fortunate to have a student for four years do all of my
American Sign Language interpreting. He knew the presentations and
the shows, so all I needed to was to give him his LED rave gloves and a
10% red spotlight. I knew this wasn’t a permanent solution, however,
and that a new method was needed. A thought that also kept going
through my mind was all the times that a group leader didn’t mention
they needed an interpreter.
My inspiration came from being asked to cover a section of “Safety
on the Internet” for an ill teacher. Her class was an experimental one
that allowed students to use their own devices or check one out for the
day from her.
The lesson I was presenting was based on an online presentation
program that the students logged into and interacted. I noticed that as
I was advancing the slides the student screens were doing a very good
job of keeping up, and that is when the light bulb lit for me. During
all of my live presentations I have notes on an iPad just in case the
“random question monster” strikes and the presentation gets derailed.
“Mr. Northrup, they have methane collectors at the landfill, is it blue
underground like Neptune?”
After doing some research I found that a site called nearpod
(nearpod.com) was the best fit for my needs. I started converting my
notes into their slide format, but I began to second guess myself about
overwhelming the students in the audience. How much information
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Figure 2
Figure 3

is enough, when the goal is for them to look at the sky, not
their screens? I met with several teachers at the Iowa School
for the Deaf about this problem and I left with some powerful
guiding philosophies:
“Effective summarizing is best, each paragraph of a story
can be summarized to a sentence.”
“Follow the rule of four: Four bullets, four sentence fragments, or four terms per slide.”
When I got back to my office I started redoing about 90%
of my slides. Using the guiding philosophies, it was pretty
quick getting it moved over from notes to slide.
Figure 2 shows an example of the teacher side of the interface. The letter sequence in the upper left corner is the code
the students enter to synchronize with my presentation.
Figure 3 is the student side on an older iphone, (I didn’t want
to test on the newest technology as my standard because the
students coming in may not have that).
As I go through the presentation I just advance the slide as
I move to a new topic and the students using their devices
keep right up. I added the code for that day’s presentation to
the pre-flight video so students can log on as soon as they sit
down. I also asked them to take their screens to the lowest
brightness because in the dark it would be very evident they
were on their devices. Since all of my slides use a black background and red text, a bright blue of Facebook or Twitter was
easy to spot.
About 90% of students chose to use their own device
instead of borrowing an ipad from the planetarium. Also,
after the first few tests, I had several English language learners
ask for ipads to see how some of the constellations are spelled
and to practice pronunciation.

Figure 1

Conclusion
This experience really reaffirmed to me that accommodations aren’t just a good thing for the special needs student, but
for every student. Scaffolding and support are the tools that
make instruction safe so students feel comfortable enough to
experiment and use inquiry skills.
An anecdotal story from an elementary special education
teacher I met with really stuck with me. “For every student
who qualified for an IEP and special education services, there
are three who did not. They may have missed a cut off on examinations by only one point. Their parents may deny testing so
that they can avoid being labeled and get a chance to outgrow
this behavior. And those who are struggling with an aspect of
their education but not yet identified.”		
I
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Visit Businesspartnerships@calacademy.org
for more information on the latest production
by the California Academy of Sciences.
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Seeking What Works

Jeanne E. Bishop
Westlake Schools Planetarium
24525 Hilliard Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145 USA
+1 440-871-5293
jeanneebishop@wowway.com

The IPS Education Committee

Welcoming other disciplines to the planetarium
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A long history of cross discipline teaching
At the first planetarium conference, held in 1958 at the Cranbrook
Institute of Science, Cranbrook, Michigan, John Rosemergy described
how Ann Arbor High School in Ann Arbor, Michigan, used their Spitz
Model A projector to present programs for their high school meteorology, world geography, and solid geometry classes. He noted that solar
relationships were covered for meteorology and world geography, and
map projections for solid geometry.
When I taught in the Penn Hills, Pennsylvania, High Planetarium
some years ago, and now at the Westlake Schools Planetarium, I, too,
have offered programs for a wide variety of secondary school subjects
beyond a high school astronomy: history, geography, literature and
creative writing, music appreciation, art, physics, chemistry, and insect

Jeanne Bishop is a past president of IPS and chairs the Education Committee. She is retired from full-time planetariums work and teaching, but
maintains the position of Westlake Schools Planetarium director.
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and animal navigation for biology. Sometimes teachers approached me
with an idea and together we prepared a collaborative program. Other
times I offered programs that match material covered in the classroom.
But it seems that the age group that makes best use of planetariums
is elementary. I have about 10 times more elementary classes visiting
my planetarium than high school classes. How do we get high school
teachers to make better use of planetariums?
At the October Pleiades Conference in St. Louis, Missouri, Education
Committee members Sue and Buck Batson and I discussed problems
related to use of the planetarium by secondary teachers. Buck had initiated this
concern at our Education
Committee meeting during
IPS2017 in Warsaw.
Of course, if a planetarium
is located in a high school,
there is a lot more incentive
for its use than if a class must
be bused to another location.
Whenever a class can walk
through the same building to
the planetarium, teachers do
not have to request that their
students, who probably are in
a number of separate classes
at other times during the
school day, be released from
these other classes. Also, they
do not have to find a teacher
to substitute for them in classes they teach during other periods. In
other words, the planetarium visit is not a “field trip” when the planetarium is in the high school.
Even so, teachers, particularly advanced placement (AP) teachers,
often do not like to give up classroom time. AP teachers are committed
to covering a certain amount of content prior to the time the students
take AP tests. Of course, there may be financial reasons for teachers not
attending, such as school districts not providing buses, and building
principals may be unsupportive, which makes rearranging student and
teacher schedules more difficult.
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Planetarium programs that combine astronomy with other topics
can be found in many places. Large public planetariums and producers
of immersive shows feature everything from biological sciences (trees,
anatomy, insect and mammal migrations) and physics to a variety
of historical topics, music concerts, and art. The STARLAB Projection
Cylinders (created by Learning Technologies) feature many cultural
ideas. And a variety of interdisciplinary topics are regularly presented
at LIPS workshops, conducted by Karrie Berglund.
There are a number of reasons for incorporating multi-discipline
offerings. For public planetariums, not
only do they educate audiences in a
variety of topics, but they also attract
people with different interests and
therefore enlarge the potential population that is motivated to attend the
planetarium.
For school-based planetariums and
planetariums that serve school groups
(which almost all planetariums do),
school curriculums and science, technology, engineering and math requirements in many subjects open up a wide
range of possibilities for meaningful
programs. The spatial environment
offers visualization experience related
to both astronomy and other subjects
not fully possible with online material
©Can Stock Photo/VectorPot
and video.
From the earliest years of planetariums in high schools, some planetarians
were presenting programs for secondary courses (i.e. grades 7-12) other
than astronomy, although astronomy often became a high school
subject after a planetarium was installed.

Prepare content to match the standards
Today there are very clear STEM, STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics), and other subject standards or benchmarks in U.S. state curriculums. Although students still can learn much
from a planetarium program that is generally matched to a course, it
is more fruitful to study the detailed points of course standards and
prepare specific content and processes that teach those items.
I believe that showing the step-by-step match to what students are
expected to learn in a course and what the planetarium can do to help
teach those ideas is the first step in attracting secondary subject teach(Continues on next page)
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Gearing up for IDP 2018
The planetarium at the Madison Metropolitan School District, Madison, Wisconsin.

A special shoutout for portable domes
The International Day of Planetariums is set aside each year to spotlight the good works of domes—big and small, fixed and mobile—all
around the world. The next day for us to shine is 11 March 2018.
In 2018, an extra shoutout is being made for portable domes. To
encourage participation by portable planetariums, prizes are being
awarded. The IPS Council, during its meeting in October in St. Louis,
Missouri, approved making cash awards and giving free two-year
memberships in IPS as the top prizes.
Friends of portables attending the Pleiades National Conference also
came together to award another cash award, and several vendors also
have made donations.
•• First place: $500, given to the planetarium that best meets the
spirit of the competition in location, uniqueness, and partnering.
•• Second place: $300, the dome that does the bet in two of the three
categories.
•• Honorable mention (2 awards): IPS 2-year memberships (value:
$100) for outstanding achievement in one of the categories.
•• The Pleiades Prize: $100, for outstanding achievement in one of
the categories and the best photographs.
The categories upon which the prizes are being awarded are:
•• The most unusual or remote (underserved) location
•• Children participating in unique lesson inside and/or outside the
dome
•• Partnering with one or more other planetariums
Prizes will be awarded based on submitted photos and videos and
the text of the narrative on the entry form.
Images will be compiled and mixed as a tribute to the importance
of the mobile dome world, where live interaction reigns, and put on
the IPS webpage and presented in our individual IPS affiliate meetings.
Select photos also will be printed in Planetarian.

For complete details, the link to the entry form, and a description of
vendor prizes, check the IPS website page at ips-planetarium.site-ym.
com/?page=IDP2018.
Entry deadline is May 1, 2018.
In the meantime, don’t forget that the IDP is for all planetariums.
The goal of IDP is to involve the international planetarium community in a collaboration that promotes knowledge of planetariums to
the public. All planetariums, regardless of affiliation, are invited to take
part. Facilities that typically have an admission charge are urged to
make the day a “free” day for their communities.
Specific Goals of the International Day of Planetariums are:
•• to inform the public about planetariums: what they are and why
they exist;
•• to educate the public about the problem of light pollution;
•• to promote international exchanges and collaborations between
planetariums of different countries;
•• to highlight the important work of the International Planetarium
Society.
To help promote the international exchange and collaboration
between planetariums, IDP now included a suggested partnership
program. Just as every nation is joined under the vault of the stars overhead, planetariums are joined in spirit and purpose under one dome. To
celebrate this fact, planetariums taking part will partner with another
facility elsewhere in the world. For example, a planetarium from an
Italian city will work with a planetarium in a city from Africa, another
country in Europe, Asia, or the USA.
Complete details and partnership suggestions can be found
at ips-planetarium.site-ym.com/?page=IDP. You can also volunteer as a partner planetarium through Facebook at www.facebook.
com/PlanetariumDay.					
I

(What Works, continued from page 56)
ers to bringing students to the planetarium. In other words, the planetarium is going to help the classroom teacher do his or her job. Offering
special demonstration times for teachers at the planetarium might
inspire a number of teachers to bring classes.
But more is needed. I also think that we should search for ways to
make it easier for teachers to release students and rearrange their own
schedules. Special planetarium demonstrations, letters directed to
specific people (not “Dear Sir or Dear Madam”), phone calls, or faceto-face meetings with secondary principals and curriculum specialists
could help.
Supportive administrators, who are knowledgeable about particular building schedules, can prepare easy-to-follow plans for planetarium program visits. And if convinced that planetarium visits are a good
idea, they can encourage them with teachers.
We still may never get as many high school classes as elementary
classes, but with supporters we are bound to get more.
So planetarians need to sell the value of visits to their facilities to
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administrators. Giving some details of what we might do for different
subjects in the curriculum that are matched to specific standards, either
written or in an after-school demonstration (perhaps with refreshments), will help. However we work with administrators, we have to
project great enthusiasm, knowledge (of both astronomy and educational methods applied to the planetarium) and concern for those in
school situations. Familiarity with the body of planetarium research
and mention of some key findings in planetariums could help. An
extra quality that might win over supporters is creativity.
I

”Life, for ever dying to be born afresh, for ever young
and eager, will presently stand upon this earth as upon a
footstool, and stretch out its realm amidst the stars.”
H. G. Wells, The Outline of History, 1920
spacequotes.com
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International News
Lars Petersen
DK-6630
Rødding, Jels, Denmark
lpsd@jels.dk

Dear fellow planterians
Astronomical events can be of great importance for us to attract new
audience to our domes and to let people know that we exist in the first
place. Across the USA hundreds of planetaria did a very good job of
communicating the solar eclipse of 21 August to the entire society in
many different and innovative ways. Many of us in other parts of the
world witnessed on-line. Read much more below.
The Italian Association of Planetaria propose a new idea to make
more readers in non-English-speaking countries benefit from the
magazine you hold in your hand. Maybe you can contribute to that?
Find more information in the IAP section.
But let’s start this tour around the globe in Russia.

Russian Planetarium Association
Novosibirsk. A scientific expedition to the Zhamanshin meteorite crater in the Aktyubinsk region of Kazakhstan took place on 29
April-12 May. Professor of Russian Gubkin State University (Moscow) P.
Florensky, Director of the Aktyubinsk Planetarium K. Bolekov, Director of the Omsk Planetarium V. Krupko, and employee of the Novosibirsk Planetarium O. Kashin took part.
The crater is more than a million years old. Acording to the hypothesis, it was formed as a result of the fall of a meteorite with a diameter of
200-400 meters, which evaporated during the explosion. The temperature at the time of the explosion reached 1700°C.

RPA. Expedition
to the
Zhamanshin
crater: Top,
planning before
going on to
collect samples;
below, the
actual collection process;
and an
impactite
(inset). All
photos courtesy
of Oleg Kashin.
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The crater now is a lowland, surrounded by an inner ring about 7
km in diameter and a less noticeable outer ring. Various samples of
minerals and rocks of meteoric origin, as well as other evidence of the
existence of the ancient crater on the site, were collected during the
expedition.
Sanct Petersburg. Cosmonaut Oleg Artemyev visited the Petersburg Planetarium on 3 June. He brought a film from the cosmonauts’ preparation for the 2014 flight, on a Soyuz TMA-12M to the International Space
Station, and commented on it. Everybody, children and adults, could ask
questions after the show, take a photo with the
cosmonaut, and get an autograph.
August was rich in astronomical phenomena. Observations took place on the night of 7-8
August in honor of the Perseid Meteor Shower
and a partial lunar eclipse. Numerous sessions
also were held also on the night of 11-12 August.
The audience observed double stars and clusters besides meteors; in the second half of the
night, the moon; and, before dawn, Venus. A
spectacular panorama of St. Petersburg was in
the center of attention in the clouds.
Vladimir. The Vladimir Planetarium celebrated its 55th anniversary on 26-28 April.
The forum Together to the Stars! was timed
to coincide with this event. Educators of preRPA. Visiting
school educational institutions, teachers of
cosmonauts
primary and secondary schools, colleagues,
O. Artemyev (top)
universities of the Vladimir region, lecturers,
to Sanct Petersmethodologists, technical workers of Russia’s
burg and A. Ovchinin
planetariums, and representatives of the
to Vladimir.
Russian Academy of Sciences all took part in
the forum.
Lecturers of the planetarium acquainted the teachers with the
history of planetariums and their immersive productions. The information about the value of a natural science education with the help
that the planetarium provides to educational institutions, as well as
the subject of lecture-sessions, is especially important now by taking
into account the return of astronomy to the school curriculum since
September.
Colleagues from planetariums also made presentations in which
they talked about their specialties, shared their experience about methodological findings, and explained new forms of work.
In addition, Tribune of the Scientist was held. For example, the
Lars Petersen, PhD, is an astrophysicist and science communicator. From
1997-2016 he was director of Orion Planetarium, Denmark. At present he
is engaged in various astronomy communication projects. He is a fellow
of IPS.
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technical features of the planetarium, modern
approaches and problems of creating fulldome
content, and legal subtleties in its production
and distribution took place at the conference.
Well known Russian researchers of space topics,
scientists of the Institute of Astronomy of the
Russian Academy of Sciences delivered lectures
on astrobiology and galactic local history, the
origin of planetary systems, the peculiarities of
the history of the solar planetary system, and
asteroid-cometary danger. D. Belonozhko, professor at the Yaroslavl Demidov State University, continued the topic by presenting the book
Starlight Nights by American astronomer Leslie
Peltier in his own translation.
The III International Festival of popular
RPA. Participants for a press conference in Yaroslavl, from leftL D. Semenov (Irkutsk), M. Gavrilov
science’s fulldome program Reflection of the
(Moscow), Z. Sitkova (Nizhny Novgorod), E. Tereshkova (Moscow), S. Yazev (Irkutsk), An. Ivanishin
Universe was held on 16-18 June. A press confer(Star City), and T. Kraupe (Hamburg). Courtesy of Yaroslavl Cultural and Educational Center.
ence was held prior to the opening of the festidoctor and co-chairman of the Astronomical Society N. Samus gave val. Answering questions were E. Tereshkova, vice-president of the
Charitable Foundation V. Tereshkova; A. Ivanishin, pilot-cosmonaut
the lecture “Variable stars: a view from the Earth and from space.” He
of the Russian Federation; S. Yazev, professor and director of the Astrois the editor-in-chief of the General Catalog of Variable Stars for more
than twenty years. The planetarium also hosted cosmonaut Aleksey nomical Observatory of the Irkutsk State University; Z. Sitkova, chairOvchinin. He showed a documentary about his work on the ISS as part man of the board of the Russian Planetarium Association; T. Kraupe,
former president of the International Planetarium Society and current
of the 48th expedition and spoke about the specifics of cosmonaut
director of the Hamburg Planetarium; and L. Mueller, project manager
training and work in orbit. There was no end to the questions.
from Carl Zeiss.
Yaroslavl. The International Planetarium Week was a success for
More than 50 films and programs from Russia, Argentina, Germany,
the third time at the Yaroslavl Cultural and Educational Center named
after V. Tereshkova. The week has traditionally consisted of two parts: Greece, Italy, India, the Netherlands, USA, Thailand, Poland, France, and
Belarus were announced this year for the competition. The internationthe III International Conference Planetarium of the XXI Century and
al jury recognized as the best a number of competitive works to date.
the fulldome festival Reflection of the Universe.
Taking part were representatives of the scientific community and Chairman of the jury, S. Yazev, announced the final results of the competition at the closing ceremony. (For a list of awards, go to festival.planebusiness circles, individual creative workers, producers of fulldome
content for planetariums, representatives of enterprises, media and tariums.ru/_en/files/Awards_2017_eng.pdf). All the participants of the
festival received, in addition memorable diplomas, letters of gratitude
public organizations, as well as companies producing innovative
signed by the Hero of the Soviet Union Valentina Tereshkova.
equipment and fulldome content from Russia, Belarus, Germany, Italy,
Greece, Argentina, and Japan.
During the conference on 14-15 June, more than 60 participants evaluat- Nordic Planetarium Association
1-3 September, around 50 participants from six Baltic and Nordic
ed and discussed a wide range of issues affecting the answers to the challenges of the 21st century. Seminars and master classes on the design and countries, England, and Germany and many vendors met for a great
biennial conference at Vattenhallen Science
Center in Lund, Sweden. The conference
included talks, planetarium demonstration,
hands-on astronomy workshops, tour of Lund
University’s Department of Astronomy, and
much more. At the general assembly, President
Aase Jacobsen was re-elected for another two
years period.

Italian Association of Planetaria

NPA. Group photo from the conference in Lund in September. Conference host is Anna Arnadottir is
standing at the right. Courtesy of Vattenhallen Science Center.
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The total solar eclipse of 21 August was
chased by collaborators and teachers of Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory. They were
located in different area of the United States.
The teacher Anna Barucco, during the classic
trip on the road through the west, observed
the eclipse in the area of Salt Lake City. Marco
Casali was in Saint Clair, Missouri, and, finally,
Ivan Prandelli, with a group of sky photographers, participated in the trip organized by
Pierluigi Giacobazzi of Modena Planetarium.
The location of the last group was Casper,
Wyoming, where also David Gruber from the
staff of the Planetarium Sudtirol, Alto Adige,
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participated in the solar eclipse observation as winner of the first Week in
United States competition. In the same
city, Michele Wistisen, one of the past
American teacher winners of the Week
in Italy, was involved in a web interview. She also was David’s host.
The Exploratorium science museum
in San Francisco organized a web
program during the spectacular sky
phenomena. On web the eclipse was
seen two times, one in connection with
the staff of the Exploratorium located
in Oregon and the second through
images available on the web captured
by a second staff of the museum situated in Casper.
All these experiences, under the real sky and through the web, have
been shown in a public evening at the Science Museum in Brescia.
Among the images projected, one captured not only the attention
of the audience but also the curiosity of the American visitors of the
open-air stand set up by the Italian group in Casper. The image shows a
safe way to follow the solar eclipse through a large slotted spoon. The
spoon has been used to project pinhole images of the sun, partially
covered by the moon, above a screen.
The StarLight, a Handy Planetarium Association ran a workshop for
schools called Hunters of Constellations, for which some exhibits were
made for work with blind students. As it was too difficult to explain all
of the sky, the staff chose to make the exhibit just for the main circumpolar stars. They were incised on a metal panel, in which the stars and
the connecting lines could be identified by touch.
After this first approach, the students worked on wooden blocks
(one block for each of the main circumpolar constellations), in which
stars were represented by small nails. Experts guided the students to
connect the stars with a thread, so they were able to make a figure of
the constellation.
After the eclipse of 21 August, the Association added to the number
of exhibits for the blind, thanks to material received from NASA for
this special phenomenon. On this occasion StarLight organized an
event in Perugia, which was also open to blind people. The event

IAP. Top: The solar eclipse observed
using a large perforated spoon and
spatula as pinhole viewers. Courtesy
of Ivan Prandelli. Center and bottom:
The Reggio Calabria Planetarium.
Courtesy of Rosario Borrello.

consisted of two workshops, one on the phases of the moon, with
material produced by themselves, and the other on the eclipse, where
the specific material from NASA was used. The “homemade” material
consisted of six discs attached to an A3 sheet of Bristol
card stock. Each disc was made of a different material
Sharing Planetarian in many languages
so that participants could feel the difference between
The Italian Association of Planetaria (Planit) promotes an original project calling
the light and dark sides of the moon.
for the preparation of audio comments, in different languages, of each issue of the
The Planetarium of Reggio Calabria is a permanent
IPS journal Planetarian. English continues to be a barrier in some countries, like
non-profit institution, at the service of the society and
Italy. The idea is to create audio comments (3-5 minutes each, mp3 format) about
of its development. Open to the public, it provides
the magazine that can be easily listened to while skimming through the pages of
research activities about mankind and its material and
the journal. The audio would be available on the web and can help non-English
immaterial values, with the aim of spreading knowlreaders.
edge of science and didactics.
Planit is looking for colleagues, from different countries, available to bring a
It works in agreement with the City of Reggio
microphone and to comment, freely, in different languages, on one or more artiCalabria and its most important activities are realizacles of the magazine, or only some parts of the publication or the summary of each
tion of didactic activities and their scientific diffunumber.
sion both for the students of the province of Reggio
There are different ways to collaborate in the project and it isn’t necessary to
Calabria and every interested citizen; activities of
produce a detailed translation. Any kind of contribution can help the readers and
research and formation for young people or interested
could promote the magazine among planetarians of non-English-speaking councitizens; organization of events in the field of science
tries. In fact, the purpose of this idea is to promote new subscriptions to IPS (received
and in particular of astronomy; organization of trainwith membership).
ing and high professional courses, also residential, for
The preparation of the audio become a way to share with other colleagues’
teachers and young scholars; and activities linked to
comments and facts suggested and promoted through the reading of Planetaristudents’ future work experience.
an. The idea will also be discussed during the next Italian Planit Meeting (20-22
The date of 28 February 2018 is the deadline of
April, 2018, Infini.TO Planetarium, Turin) and presented also during the IPS
the prize Premio Planit (first prize: ¤500) devoted to
I
Conference in Toulouse in 2018.					
a video production, in particular a fulldome show.
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The participants must be members of Planit. The association is open to everyone in any country. The subscriptions
are always open (member fee: ¤50). For more information
write to premio@planetari.org.
Also in Italy 11 March 2018, is the next Day of Planetariums. The issue of 2018 will be devoted in particular to itinerant planetaria. Contact person: sbuttonq2c@gmail.com.

European/Mediterranean Planetarium
Association
In September, the Eugenides Planetarium in Athens,
Greece, upgraded its projection system. Sky-Skan installed
a set of the new super bright laser–phosphor Barco F90
projectors and the upgrade also included an auto alignment
system and a new set of LED cove lights. On 19 September,
the planetarium celebrated the autumnal equinox with 2
free-of-charge screenings of Polaris, the Space Submarine and
the Mystery of the Polar Night, produced by the Planetarium de Saint-Etienne, an excellent digital show for younger
audiences that has received many awards.
On 23 October, the Eugenides Planetarium premiered its
latest digital production The Future in Space, with two freeof-charge screenings of the show, introduced to the audience by Dr. Nikos Sergis, research associate in the Office of
Space Research and Technology of the Academy of Athens
and adjunct researcher in the Institute for Astronomy,
Astrophysics, Space Applications and Remote Sensing of
the National Observatory of Athens.
On the same day, an illustrated guide-book with the same
title, expanding on the theme of the show, was uploaded to the Eugenides Planetarium’s webpage and is freely
available to everybody. After a short introduction of the
massive effort to “conquer” the moon, The Future in Space
attempts to answer certain intriguing questions related
to the future of space exploration. Will we ever construct
bases on the Moon and Mars? How close is the first manned
mission to the red planet? Will we ever escape the confines
of our Solar System, or will interstellar travel remain in the
realm of science fiction forever?

Southwestern Association
of Planetariums
At the Pogue Planetarium, Grand Prairie, Texas the staff
is busy preparing for lots of visits from students in the
Grand Prairie ISD. Already the high school students have
SWAP. Top and center: Images from Project Stratoclipse. Courtesy of Jake Vaught and
come for their first visit of this school year. There is a new
Beau Hartweg. Photo montage of the solar eclipse as seen from Grand Prairie, Texas (76%
eclipsed sun). Courtesy of John Pogue.
list of programs for Planetarium Community Nights, and
six Hispanic Community Nights are scheduled.
A team of educators from the district went to Lake Barkley, Kentucky tian University, and other individuals, Project Stratoclipse hosted
to view the August 21 total eclipse. They tried to stream the experimany events related to the 21 August eclipse. Prior to the eclipse, Beau
ence back to Grand Prairie for their students, but the available band
Hartweg worked with summer camp groups, preschools, and teacher
width would not support it. They did collect lots of images, however, professional development programs to provide training on how to
and interviews with other eclipse visitors that are now being edited for
properly view the eclipse and how to use it as an educational opportupresentation to the students and the community at large.
nity. Over 2,000 solar eclipse glasses were distributed.
The Frontiers of Flight Museum in Dallas hosted quite a gathering on
For the eclipse, Jake Vaught, Beau Hartweg, and Nathan Eaton trav21 August. Over 1,000 guests attended the Eclipse Watch Party, buildeled to the path of totality in Marshall, Missosuri. The goal was to
ing pin-hole projectors, watching NASA’s live feed, viewing Beau Hartlaunch a weather balloon to capture footage of the eclipse from an altiweg’s Countdown to Totality in the Planetarium, and observing the tude of 100,000 feet, as well as on the ground. The balloon mission was
eclipse through free viewers and solar telescopes. In the gift shop, solar
a complete success, capturing video of the eclipse using a GoPro Hero 4
eclipse T-shirts quickly sold out. For five hours the party raged to celeand reaching a burst altitude of approximately 110,000 feet.
brate the rare cosmic event, all the while educating and inspiring the
The footage from the ground was not as successful due to thick
people of Dallas. Plans are already being made for an even bigger event clouds moving in, but 25 minutes before totality there was a clearing
in 2024!
in the clouds to the south. After a mad dash, the group got to a point
With funding from the Frontiers of Flight Museum, Texas Chris- where they could witness all 2 minutes and 38 seconds of totality just
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as it was happening. Video footage documenting the trip as well as the
eclipse can be found on YouTube by searching “Project Stratoclipse.”

Southeastern Planetarium Association
SEPA hopes you’re already making plans to attend the 2018 conference. The dates are 5 to 9 June. The host institution will be the Pink
Palace Museum in Memphis, Tennessee, site of the newly-renovated
AutoZone Dome at the Sharpe Planetarium. The conference hotel is
the Holiday Inn, University of Memphis. Planetarium Director Dave
Maness has an experienced staff and promises a conference to rival past
events.
But wait! Suddenly the 2018 Conference has grown to include WAC.
WAC is the alliance of western planetariums in the U.S. and includes
the Great Plains Planetarium Association, Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association, Southwest Planetarium Association, and the Pacific
Planetarium Association. Because of the proximity of Memphis to the
western regions, a large turnout is expected.
For updated conference information, please refer to the SEPA Journal
Southern Skies, the SEPA Website, sepadomes.org, and the next issue of
Planetarian.

SEPA: The Southeastern Planetarium Association reserved the entire Lake
Barkley State Park in Kentucky for the August 21 total eclipse. The site was a
perfect choice and the skies were clear, allowing Phil Groce to capture the
above images. “Because I didn’t want to miss the eclipse looking through a
camera, I just shot the entire eclipse using a remote trigger and shot all of
the photos at the same camera settings at 1/250th of a second at ASA 200
using an 8” f/4.9-1000mm astrograph. Shooting raw file format allowed
me to have enough latitude to change the image settings as much as 3.5
f/stops, effectively allowing me to change the camera settings in post
production. The partial phases were taken using a Thousand Oaks Solarlite
filter and removed for the totality photos.”

At the Cernan Earth and Space Center, Planetarium Educator Johnathan Nelson organized their first ever Rocket Camp, which was enjoyed
by enthusiastic campers and their families in late June.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at Parkland College in Champaign celebrates 30 years of existence this fall. Their World of Science
Lecture Series began in October with first-Friday talks. The SkyLase
rental system returned for Halloween, and the staff will offer the
Artemis Space Bridge Simulator game in the dome in early December.
The staff at the Dome Planetarium at the Peoria Riverfront Museum
had a busy summer promoting the total solar eclipse. Planetarium
Curator Renae Kerrigan spoke to 15 different community groups, and
Great Lakes Planetarium Association
the team worked with an intern from Bradley University’s animation
Illinois. The Adler Planetarium spent the summer making sure
department to create a video explaining and promoting the eclipse. On
Chicagoland was #EquippedToEclipse. Giant eclipse glasses moved
21 August, the staff hosted a viewing party for the partial eclipse visible
around the city, increasing awareness and inviting people to #LookUp.
in Peoria.
More than 250,000 free eclipse glasses were distributed through librarIndiana. The Koch Immersive Theater in Evansville recently used
ies, parks, and gardens around the community. Galaxy Ride, Adler’s
Audio Visual Imagineering to provide equipment for its laser light
traveling science roadshow, visited a number of southern Illinois’
shows in August. The planetarium had over 250 people signed up to
communities. On 21 August, Adler hosted Chicago’s Eclipse Fest, an
either drive their own vehicles or ride in a charter bus to view the total
all-day sun celebration. Unrelated to the eclipse, Adler hosted a presolar eclipse in Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Guests signed up from all over
release screening of The Farthest, a documentary celebrating the 40th
the midwest, Colorado, and California, and from as far away as Japan
anniversary of the Voyager mission, on 8 August.
and Hong Kong.
Michigan. The University of Michigan Museum of Natural
Association of
History in Ann Arbor will close this New Year’s Eve. MeanBrazilian Planetariums
while, four layers of insulation are complete on the external
The association is very sad
structure of the new dome, and the external stainless steel
to inform the planetarium
shell started going on in August, only about six weeks behind
community of the death of
Juan Bernardino Marques Barrio
schedule. The projection dome will probably be installed in
on 6 August 2017 in Goiania,
November, and the technology will follow in 2018.
Brazil. Juan was the president
Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing is undergoing its own
of the Association of the Brazilupgrade,
specifically of its software, to Digistar 6. It closed
ian Planetarium and had been
down for shows in August and reopened in mid-September with
director of the Goiania planetarium for more than 20 years.
the new Digistar software.
With his passing, Brazilian planAlthough closed for the summer, the Vollbrecht Planetaretariums have lost a colleague
ium
in Southfield hosted several private group and school
who enjoyed the respect and
programs. On the day of the solar eclipse, the planetarium
appreciation of everyone in
the community. Please see his
held an open house, with streaming of NASA’s Eclipse Live in
tribute on page 82. He is shown
conjunction with safely observing the eclipse.
here in front of his beloved
In addition to the August solar eclipse, the Longway Planestar projector. He will be sadly
missed. Courtesy of ASCOM.
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Jeff Bowen
Bowen Technovation
7999 East 88th Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46256 USA
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jeffb@bowentechnovation.com

Lighting control explained: It‘s about universes
DMX. DALI. Art-Net. 232. Contact Closure.
When upgrading or designing your new facility, lighting and lighting control will always be a major topic of the discussions with architects, engineers, administrators and facilities staff. The focus of this
column is to help you understand all the words you will hear and how
they relate to your project.
We are not going to dig into how actual LED chips are controlled
within fixtures via PCM, PWM, current reduction, etc, but rather this
should help you understand how all your various lighting systems
work together.

DMX 512
DMX512 was conceived at the 1986 United States Institute for
Theatre Technology Annual Conference in Oakland, California. Before
DMX512, most manufacturers had their own dimmer control protocol that were proprietary and incompatible with other manufacturers’
equipment.
As a result, now any equipment that is DMX controllable can communicate with any other DMX gear. For the first time, DMX enabled us to
mix and match equipment from
various manufacturers, including lighting control board (desks),
lighting
fixtures,
smoke/fog
machines, blowers, and anything
else with DMX input or output.
DMX 512 is digital and provides
one universe of 512 channels
of control. A DMX address, also
called an ID, is set on the device so
it recognized control commands
sent on that channel. You can have
Figure 1
many light fixtures controlled
from one address or each light fixture can have its own individual
address or, in the case of motorized and cove lighting, multiple channels on multiple addresses; in some cases as many as 40 or 50 channels.
DMX is daisy-chainable so you can connect DMX to one fixture and
then loop out to any number of fixtures on a chain. In concerts and
theater, one DMX cable often feeds dozens of lights with short jumpers
between them.
USITT spec states that DMX certified data cabling (not audio,
not electrical) should be used for all DMX. The most common DMX
connector is 5-pin XLR (Figure 1). This is used instead of 3-pin so people
do not mistake a DMX connector for audio.

Basic house lights
Most architectural lighting provided by electrical contractors has,
for some time, been based on DMX. A DMX control signal from the
control system feeds a DMX input on a wall-mounted dimmer panel
(Figure 2). The electrical contractor sets the DMX addresses for the
Jeff Bowen has worked worldwide as a planetarium and exhibit specialist
since 1985 and has been named a Fellow of GLPA and IPS.
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dimmers inside the panel. The
planetarium system contractor them changes the control
system to match those addresses.
Typically there are addresses for:
•• Foot/step lights
•• Vestibule lights
•• Work lights
•• Theatrical lighting fixtures
Figure 2
•• Dimming for exit lights
Common mistake: Contractor forgets to add the DMX input module
to their panel. Architect forgot to include in bid spec.
Common Mistake: Contractor forgets to give planetarium contractor the addresses they need to control.

The wow! lights
With motorized lights, you sometimes need at least four addresses
per fixture. With hi-resolution DMX cove lighting you need at least
two addresses per color per zone. The entire ring of your cove lights can
be one set of addresses, such as two for red, two for green, two for blue.
Add at least two more for white. In this set up all your lights will be the
same color…this is one zone.
Most of us want to see fancy effects with cove lights and want
control over each individual segment. So, in a 30-foot dome, this means
about 90 zones with each fixture serving as a zone. So here is the typical
DMX math for RGBW:
90 fixtures x 4 colors x 2 addresses per color = 720 addresses.
Wait!!! Isn’t DMX limited to 512
addresses? Yes, so…
Special control software and
hardware is needed that can
provide more than the 512 addressFigure 3
es, or more universes. If a hardware
solution is used, this means DMX
splitters and programmable routers, which are not inexpensive (Figure 3).

Changing of the guard: Art-Net
While DMX has been upgraded a bit through the years, it is still DMX
and still requires specialized digital cable, DMX splitters/routers, etc.
and has a limitation regarding how many channels can be transmitted per cable.
The new control standard for theatrical and specialty lighting
has been Art-Net since about 2006. Art-Net transmits very advanced
DMNX over Ethernet. Read about it at http://art-net.org.uk/
Almost any lighting company has Art-Net capability in their products. For those that are still only DMX, converters are available in both
directions.
Art-Net has many advantages over DMX as method of distributing
control:
•• Art-Net uses very low cost CAT5/6 cable and connectors.
•• Art-Net is software based, so changing and setting up routing is
easy and fast.
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LIP Service
Karrie Berglund
Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc.
Bremerton, Washington 98337 USA
karrie@digitaliseducation.com

Summary of the Pleiades US National Planetarium Conference
As I am writing this, it has been only a few days since the end of
the Pleiades National Planetarium Conference, which took place in St
Louis, Missouri from October 10-14. A huge thank you to the organizers and our host, the McDonnell Planetarium at the St Louis Science
Center! It was the first national US planetarium conference in 40 years,
and I sincerely hope it will not be another 40 years until the next one.
This conference was professionally valuable and also personally
gratifying, as it has become obvious that the LIPS movement is gaining
speed and making a real difference. I will include my thoughts here,
and I welcome comments and feedback from all of you as well.

A Mini LIPS at Pleiades Conference
I organized a Mini LIPS prior to the conference. This was very similar
in style to the GLIPSA days I started organizing before the Great Lakes
Planetarium Association (GLPA) conferences back in 2013, except that
it was open to all of the regional associations.
The Mini LIPS was hosted by Seiler Instrument at their
headquarters, about a 25-minute school bus ride from the
conference hotel. We had access to a 9.1m fixed dome,
the recently installed Pearl Reilly Planetarium, as well as
a room used for trainings at Seiler. The dome access was a
nice bonus, as we are typically limited to only classroomstyle presentations.
Because the Mini LIPS was open to all of the US regional planetarium associations, we increased the attendance cap from the standard 40 for a GLIPSA to 60 for the
Mini LIPS. We actually ended up with 62 attendees plus
a waiting list of several people. This was the largest LIPS
group ever, and it was interesting to note the different feel
created by the extra 20 or so people.
My gratitude to GLPA’s Janet Beckstrom, registrar
extraordinaire, for the extra work of compiling and maintaining the waiting list! Although I would have loved to have everyone who wanted to participate actually attend the Mini LIPS, the space
available simply would not have held all of the interested people.
We kicked off the Mini LIPS day with a storytelling workshop led
by Jean Creighton and Robin Mello of the University of WisconsinMilwaukee. Jean is the director of the Manfred Olson Planetarium at
UWM, and Robin is in the Department of Theatre; they work together frequently, and it was wonderful to have both of their perspectives.
Jean and Robin split us into groups of four to five people, and then
each person had two minutes to share a personal astronomy/planetarium story with the small group. After each person had shared his/
her personal story, each small group chose one member’s story to turn
into a whole group presentation. We were encouraged to find ways to
involve the audience as well as to share some science. The stories were
presented in the Pearl Reilly Planetarium, and Seiler’s Brian Wirthlin
took requests for sky projection to help enhance our stories.
Karrie Berglund is the director of education for Digitalis Education Solutions, Inc. and leads the Vision 2020 initiative on professional development. She is a former director of the Willard Smith Planetarium at Pacific
Science Center in Seattle, Washington, USA.
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It was fun to see and hear what the groups came up with in a really
short amount of time, and holding this exercise at the beginning of
the day contributed to a positive, energetic atmosphere for the remainder. The feedback about this workshop on the evaluations was overwhelmingly positive, with such comments as:
•• Interactive and engaging!
•• The storytelling workshop was great. It started out difficult, but
ultimately having a goal of telling a story as a group gave us focus.
•• [Distilled] what’s really important in presenting a narrative.
•• I loved working together to storytell. It was hilarious but also
moving.
After the storytelling workshop, Derek Demeter of the Emil Buehler
Planetarium presented on some non-astronomy collaborations that he
and Michael McConville have coordinated with artists-in-residence at
Seminole State College in Sanford, Florida. These presentations must
be performed live for a planetarium audience, and topics have included art and neural pathway imaging
from various audience members. This
certainly gave me new ideas for dome
presentations, and I heard several other
people make similar comments.
I led the first session after lunch, an
application of the storytelling workshop to current science communication. I started with a brief overview of
IPS’s Data to Dome initiative, followed
by a short recap of the Data to Dome

Top: Two of our intrepid Seiler Instrument hosts, Chuck Rau (left) and Ken
Yager. Photo by Susan Button. Below: From left, Mary Holt, April Whitt,
and Ian McLennan share a story in the Pearl Reilly Planetarium while Seiler’s
Brian Wirthlin controls the projection. Photo by Jean Creighton.

workshop at LIPS 2017 at Ball State University. Following that, participants broke up into groups of about six to eight people each, and chose
a data set upon which to base a story.
I had nine sample data sets if groups needed ideas, and people could
also choose their own data set to work with if they preferred. Although
we did not have time to hear what every group came up with, the
stories we did hear were impressive. What a creative group this was!
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Left: Small groups working on
their stories before presenting them in the Pearl Reilly
Planetarium at Seiler Instrument. Right From left, Susan
Button, Kathy Michaels, and
Bonnie Sturdivant work on their
presentation. Photos by Jean
Creighton. Below: Jon Elvert
led a group through kinesthetic moon phase and planetary
motion activities. Photo by
Susan Button.

One of the challenges of Data to Dome for the LIPS audience
is figuring out how to use data to tell a story, and this was a good
first attempt at tackling that issue. The morning’s storytelling workshop made this session much more successful than it
would have been without that recent experience.
Following the Data to Dome Storytelling session was a demonstration of kinesthetic moon phase and planetary motion activities led
by Jon Elvert of Baton Rouge, Louisiana, our IPS 2012 host. Since we
did not have enough space for the entire group to participate at the
same time, we split the group in half; half stayed with Jon while the
others toured Seiler’s mini museum of microscopes, surveying equipment, etc., and then we switched. Although I was somewhat familiar
with these activities, attendees made suggestions for enhancing them
that gave me ideas for using them in different ways.

Contributing to doctoral research
Sara Schulz of Minnesota State University-Moorhead then led a
session on research that she and fellow doctoral students Keith Turner
and Ken Brandt are working on. They have not fully narrowed down
their dissertation topics yet, but they are planning to study live, interactive planetarium programs. Part of this involves collecting recordings of various live presentations; the recordings can be audio only or
audio and video. Contact me if you would like me to put you in touch
with Sara et al.
The final session of the day was led by April Whitt of the Fernbank
Science Center in Atlanta, Georgia. April demonstrated two low-tech
activities: One was a “cootie catcher” from NASA1 the other was a
“personal constellation.” The “cootie catcher” featured a star map with
several constellations and reference lines. April walked us through
folding these and introduced how students could use them.
The personal constellation allowed people to create a graph of “stars”
using the letters of their names. People could then make up a story
about their constellation. Either of these would make good activities
for an exhibit hall or supplementary classroom lesson.
The Seiler staff could not have been more welcoming. Chuck Rau,
our lead host, sent some of the best pre-meeting messages I’ve ever
received: clearly communicated and yet fun to read. The food and
beverages were plentiful and delicious, and Seiler staff made us feel at
home. A huge thank you to everyone at Seiler for all of your hard work
on making the Mini LIPS such a success!
1 spaceplace.nasa.gov/starfinder/en; an origami “fortune teller” also called a
chatterbox, whirlybird, or salt cellar.
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All in all, the Mini LIPS was
a fun and valuable day. I hope
to get the materials onto the
“Past LIPS” webpage by the
time this article is published. I
really enjoyed the energy that
everyone brought, and I’m
excited for future workshops
(read below).
There were several LIPSstyle sessions that took place
during the Pleiades conference
itself, although I had to put on
my vendor hat and staff the Digitalis booth rather than attend sessions.
I was able to get to one session, which focused on hiring and training
live presenters and was led by Tom Arnold of Science Museum Oklahoma. This is an immensely important topic, and Tom’s session was
a great starting point. I look forward to revisiting this topic down the
road at other conferences.

Some upcoming LIPS-style events
Here are some 2018 LIPS-style events in chronological order that you
might want to add to your calendar:
Derek Demeter and I will work together on a LIPS day to take place
immediately before the joint Southeastern Planetarium AssociationWestern Alliance Conference in Memphis, Tennessee from June 5-9.
Thank you to SEPA-WAC host Dave Maness of the Sharpe Planetarium
for his willingness to assist us with this!
Several of us have proposed LIPS-style workshops to take place at
IPS 2018 at Cité de l’Espace in Toulouse, France from July 1-5. Since the
conference theme is “Planetarium Live! In and Outside the Dome,” I
expect that the majority of sessions will appeal to the LIPS audience.
The main LIPS will be hosted by my alma mater, Pacific Science
Center’s Willard Smith Planetarium in Seattle, Washington, from
September 12-14. We hope to offer an add-on Data to Dome day on
Tuesday, September 11. Planetarium director Dave Cuomo and I will be
working with Mark SubbaRao to determine the feasibility of the Data
to Dome day.
I will be organizing and running another GLIPSA, to take place immediately before the GLPA conference scheduled for October 10-13 in East
Lansing, Michigan. Thank you to host Shannon Schmoll of the Abrams
Planetarium at Michigan State University for her help with this!
I hope to see many of you at any or all of the LIPS-style events listed
above! If you have comments, suggestions, or questions, or if you want
to find out how you can organize a LIPS-style event, feel free to contact
me any time.
Thank you once again to all who participated in the Mini LIPS, and
to everyone who helped make the Pleiades so successful! This conference was a huge undertaking, and it went really well overall.
I
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Outside Space

Planetarium Design and Operations Committee

Tim Barry
Architect
Austin, Texas USA
+1 512-987-3858
ktimothybarry@icloud.com

Having fun gathering data
Design Brief: Analysis + Concepts
Last quarter, in the first installment of the new Design+ Operations
Guide, we concluded at the point in the design process where you have
defined your vision and goals, hopefully in a fun and momentumbuilding workshop! The next task in the Design Brief step is to consider many design concepts that could achieve your goals, and then begin
to comprehensively analyze those concepts.

Data gathering
After defining the vision with your whole team, you will need to
dig a little deeper to understand the needs of all the individual stakeholders and staff members. You may also want to hold customer focus
groups to understand what is important to your audience.
To understand specific needs, functions, spaces, and systems, hold a
series of 1-hour, one-on-one interviews with each contributing person
or small group. Include everyone: your board, executives, management,
development, fundraising, customer relations, planetarium operations,
show production, exhibits and collections, ticketing, retail shop, food
service, security, IT, housekeeping, repair and maintenance, and so on.
Ask interviewees what works, what doesn’t, and discuss challenges and
opportunities. Be sure to talk about cool and creative concepts; ask what
would inspire and excite both your planetarium team and visitors.
If you have an existing planetarium or program such as a mobile
teaching dome, then you already know your current spaces well and
have a first-hand understanding of operations so you can also supplement the data from the interviewees. Since these interviews begin
the detailed analysis for your design, ideally your architect, engineer,
project manager, or technology provider will lead them and the postinterview analysis, and tour the existing spaces with you.

A warning and an apology
In the inaugural column of Outside Space last quarter, I noted
that Outside Space can be a bit scary. In this issue of Planetarian, I would like to supplement that note with a warning and an
apology.
You all know about time, the fourth dimension. In the
inside space of your dome, you can peer deep into the origin of
the universe, or spin the stars backwards in time. You are very
comfortable as the master of the past in the present. But people
from Outside Space may seem odd, out-of-place, distant, as if they
are not in the present. Because they’re not. Out-spacers are from
the future. Be warned.
And please accept my apology, for I am one of them. Architects, designers, planners, engineers, movie-makers, animators,
artists, and other folks from Outside Space live in the future. I
dream of spaces that first exist only in my imagination, and then
I draw them, and build them. So, if you want to build a planetarium, talk to some out-spacers from the future! They’re over on
the outside of your thin aluminum enclosure. Dreaming. Carpe
posterum!
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If your team is not yet fully assembled, from this point forward in
the process you should have your design and construction professionals on-board as you move to the next steps in Analysis + Concepts.

Site + Building Analysis
The analysis of your site and building should start from the big
picture and zoom in to the individual spaces. Many planetarians have
this capability already in their digital software, like the Powers of 10,
but we don’t need to start at Andromeda or go down to an angstrom.
The big picture should just include understanding the context of
your site, i.e. what is your neighborhood like, who is across the street,
and how will visitors get to your planetarium—on foot, by auto, or
public transportation? The level of detail at this point should be sufficient to make sure all the building spaces will fit on your site, and are
affordable within your budget. More detailed analysis will come later
in the design process.
In parallel, your design professional should analyze the technical
variables: how should the planetarium building fit into the neighborhood and site, how much land is available, where should the parking
lot be? They should analyze the “unseen” technical variables: e.g.
where should the loading dock and dumpsters be located, where are
the underground utilities, how will the building be accessible to the
disabled, what are the code requirements?
As a planetarian, you are keenly aware that the visitor experience
begins long before someone takes their seat in the dome. You should
analyze the whole experience sequence: what is the impression from
the street, where is the front door, how do you come into the building
lobby, where do you purchase tickets, what activities can you do while
you wait for show time, or what can you do if you want to stay afterwards? Is it too hot or too cold, is the sound too quiet or too loud, can
you see everything? And afterwards, will visitors think they received
a great experience for their time and money? As you go through the
design process, always remember your customer first!

Best practices research
In talking to IPS members to update this guide, we heard lots of
comments like: “I wish I had those 47K-Kryptonite projectors,” or “That
new Stjärnalek software is so fast.” An essential part of your homework
is to identify the best practices from around the world that you would
like to see in your new planetarium. Search for great examples of buildings and systems, and look for great programs and operations, too. Your
design professionals should similarly research planetariums to understand the technical aspects of the building.
The IPS Design and Operations Committee is creating an additional
resource for this research, an online best practices database which will
go live in 2018 and continue to grow over time as more case studies are
added. This will include information about planetariums, their design
and operations, their technology, and most importantly, about the
people who make these wonderful places successful!
A final awesome place to learn about best practices is from our
technology providers. The IPS Resource Directory has a wealth of
information organized by companies, products, and countries, with
connections to websites and people. This document is dated and will be
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updated soon, but it is still valuable. Please follow this link:
c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.ips-planetarium.org/resource/
resmgr/pdf-dir/2-RD_company_list.pdf.

Concepts brainstorming workshop
Now that you have finished your tedious analytical
homework and been star-struck by the amazing stuff
you have researched, it’s time again to have fun! Bring
your team back together for a 2- to 3-hour brainstorming
workshop, with all participants. Start by reviewing the
data you’ve collected and then jump to imagining new
ideas and opportunities.
This workshop is intended to think outside-the-box,
and develop as many interesting concepts as possible.
As a wise patent clerkFN once said, “Imagination is more
important than knowledge.” Let your imagination rule!
On the next page is a starting Checklist of Design Concepts and a link to download the Checklist. Bon chance!

In next Planetarian installment
In the Spring of 2018, we will continue publication
of the IPS Design+ Operations Guide with more on the
Design Brief step, specifically, the third task, the Feasibility Test. Is your project feasible? How much space is
required? How much time and money do you need? This
will be a really important part, where the rubber meets
the road, or as they say in inside space, where the photons
meet the aluminum! See you next quarter!
The first installment, this second one, as well as
all future installments and checklists, will also be on
the IPS website at this link: www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=2017DesignGuide.
		
I

Visualizing the concepts
Since Design Concepts may sometimes be difficult to visualize, diagrams or images or photos can
be used to illustrate concepts. We are going to
include several concepts in this and future issues
of the Planetarian, which you are welcome to use
in any way you like that will help your project. The
data will also be posted on the website. We also
welcome everyone’s ideas, so if you have cool
Concepts please send them to us and we will put
them out for distribution.
As the first illustration of diagrams, images and
photos, we have included three possible options
which address the very last question on the Design
Concepts Checklist: Should the dome geometry
be expressed in the building from outside, or be a
surprise?
There are fantastic domes hiding inside large
squarish volumes, such as museums or academic
buildings. These domes just need some clues on the
outside to intrigue visitors.
Retailers and theaters are experts at this, so think
about how your planetarium will have to compete
with shopping!
If your site has good pedestrian visibility, a
window into to the building can enhance visitor
curiosity. This could range from a simple glimpse to
complete transparency. Here again, retailers know
how to make this successful, as you may have seen
strolling down the Ginza, or on Bond Street, or if
your planetarium has to be more cool than a certain one1 on Central Park West at 79th
Street.
Expressing a round form on the exterior of the building needs no explanation. Next time
you’re Roman around in outside space, stop for a visit at the Pantheon, a building designed
1900 years ago for experiencing light inside!
1 Referring, of course, to the Rose Center of Earth and Space at the Museum of Natural History in New
York, New York.

Visualizing the concepts: Top left, photo of Pantheon d’Agrippa in Rome
by Fratelli d’Alessandri; below left: cross section of the dome showing how
a 4.3-m sphere fits under its dome. At far right, interior of the Pantheon in
the 18th century, painted by Giovanni Paolo Panini. All images from wikimedia.
org. Bottom right: aerial view of the Pantheon (on left) with Vittoriano in the
center. ©Can Stock Photo/emicristea. Top center: cover of the June 2015 Planetarian that featured the occulus. Photo by Marzia Spinelli.
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CHECKLIST: Design Brief: Design Concepts				
Dome Concepts (Inside Space)
•• What magnitude of immersion would you prefer: 180o, or higher?
•• Will your dome be flat or tilted? If tilted, at what angle?
•• Will your floor be flat or tilted? If tilted, at what angle?
•• What viewer orientation is preferred: concentric or directional seating?
•• Should seating be fixed or moveable/flexible?
•• What seating types will work best: bench, individual, reclining, ergonomic?
•• Will you need an interaction area up-front for a stage or performance, for a narrator,
teacher, individual, or a group?
•• Do you want to showcase your projection technology inside the dome (e.g. see the
starball all the time, or raise and lower it on an elevator)?
•• What type(s) of ambient lighting are needed: cove or specialty lights, or general house
lights?
•• Where should the control booth be located: inside the dome, or directly outside the
dome?
Systems Concepts (Outside Space)
•• What control equipment is needed in the control booth, or immediately adjacent to
the control booth?
•• Projectors? How many would you like, where are the best locations and what are the
ranges of projection angles?
•• Projector support? How much power do they need? How much do they weigh? How
much heat do they generate? How loud are the projectors (especially from fans)?
•• Speakers? How many, best locations, orientations, power, weight, heat?
•• Acoustics? What sound control is needed for the customers within the dome, and to
the spaces outside the planetarium?
•• How will the building systems be integrated: heating, air conditioning, environment,
lighting?
•• What building structure is needed to hold the dome framework and screen? What
vibration and seismic control is necessary?
•• What provisions should be made for energy-efficiency and sustainability?
•• What are the local codes and regulations: fire protection, sprinklers, emergency
exiting, signage?
•• What accessibility provisions will you make for those who are disabled: wheelchairs,
mobility, vision, hearing?
Building Concepts (Outside Space)
•• Will you provide a light transition space for visitors’ eyes to adjust from bright-todark?
•• How will visitors flow into the building and dome? Will you have a lobby, foyer,
kiosks or a ticket counter? How will they queue at the entry? How will they exit after
the show?
•• What complementary experiences for visitors would you like to have: exhibits,
collections, classes, workshops, demonstrations, hands-on activities, lunch room, cafe,
retail shop?
•• What support functions and staff spaces should there be for operations? Where
should those spaces be located for convenience and efficiency?
•• Will the building be constructed all-at-once, or phased over a long-range timeframe?
•• Will the planetarium be a free-standing structure, part of a larger building, or housed
within an existing building?
•• Will there be outdoor spaces: observation decks, gardens, plazas, courtyards?
•• Will students or visitors arrive in school buses or private coaches?
•• Is there a mass-transit train station or public bus stop nearby?
•• How much auto parking is required, for visitors and staff?
•• What is the visitor experience sequence as they come to the planetarium site and
building?
•• Should the dome geometry be expressed in the building form outside, or be a surprise?
Download from c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.ips-planetarium.org/
resource/resmgr/Design_Guide/DesignChapter2.pdf
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(Sound Advice, continued from page 66)
•• Splitting is via very low-cost standard
Ethernet switchers.
•• Practically unlimited universes over a
single cable.
•• A “star” wiring methodology means
more reliability than daisy chaining.
•• A lighting console’s video screen monitors can be transmitted over Art-Net to
allow remote monitoring in, for example,
the dimmer panel room.
•• Art-Net can be run from very remote
locations over a building’s existing Ethernet network.
So, what are the negatives? The only one
is that a lot of architectural lighting dimmers
still use DMX or 232, so you have to add a
converter at the panel.

And some others
We have discussed the two most common
lighting control protocols. Here are some
others.
Serial/232/485. Some architectural dimmer
panels still use these for their control. To
avoid this, make sure your designer specifically states that DMX512 or Art-Net are required
by the lighting contractor.
Switch or contact closure. There is still
some of this out there, but it is a passive nonintelligent way to control lighting and other
devices. This method only lets you switch
between pre-programmed scenes or turning
lights on and off. It offers no real-time control
over fading or levels. About the only time I
still see this is on door openers/closers.
DALI. Digital Addressable Lighting Interface is becoming very popular for work lights,
office lighting, hallways and other building
lighting. It has not worked its way into significance in theatrical or specialty lighting, but
I am now seeing DALI specified for exhibit
lighting such as track lights. DALI uses five
wires to every fixture, with two for control
and three for power. Computers let you
remotely control each fixture independently
or in zoned groupings. All the dimming takes
place in the fixture so no proprietary splitters
or routers are needed.
Question of the month: When I connect
my Apple computer to my system I don’t get
a picture, just a green screen or fuzz.
Answer: I see this very often. This is because
Apple computers have HDCP compliancy
built into the hardware, so it doesn’t matter
what content you are viewing, the computer is still looking for a device (monitor, projector, switcher, etc) that handshakes with HDCP
compliancy. You can read details about this
in my June 2012 Sound Advice “The Trouble
IS in your Set…Why Your Video May Not
Work after 2013.” Contact me directly if you
I
want a copy.			
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Mobile News

Susan Reynolds Button
Quarks to Clusters
8793 Horseshoe Lane
Chittenango, New York 13037 USA
+1 315-687-5371
sbuttonq2c@gmail.com
quarkstoclusters.wordpress.com

Mobile dome in Costa Rica, a darling dome, and another winner
I very recently received a wonderful email from the only
portable planetarian in Costa Rica. It was from Marco Avalos,
multimedia producer and operator for Planetario Aventura
(mavalos@amtec.cr), who wrote:
“I wanted to let you know that we are willing to participate in
International Day of Planetariums (IDP) 2018. We have used an
original STARLAB planetarium since 1992 here in Costa Rica, and
we have just invested in the digital model now. We have reached
half a million people here in Costa Rica and some in Nicaragua,
designing our own programs and equipment inside the dome.
“I think our experience can be shared with others around the
world. We have learned a lot about carrying a portable planetarium around, designing the presentations, and have a set of good
practices about it.”
Marco followed up with an excellent article about his experiences, which you can read starting on page 16.

New cardboard dome from GOTO
While attending the Pleiades National Planetarium Conference in St. Louis, Missouri this year, I was astonished to see a small
cardboard dome in the vendor hall! GOTO, Inc. was displaying a
dome with a diameter of 1.8m (5 ft 11 in) and a height of 2.0m (6
Toshi Yasuda demonstrated a new product for GOTO Inc., this clever little dome
ft 7 in ). It was so cute! The entrance was 1.28m (4 ft 2 in) high and
that was decorated for Halloween. Note the hat covering the projector, which is
74cm (2 ft’5in) wide with a cloth curtain closure.
aimed through the side of the dome! Photo by Susan Button
As I questioned the vendor, Toshi Yasuda explained that you
can custom order your own design and size with doorways
have at least reintroduced live segments to their programs as the techthat are square, rectangular, round, arched, or even triangular! GOTO
produces domes in various colors and configurations with a dome nology becomes a tool again, not the focus!
diameter of up to 3m (9 ft10 in) and a height of up to 2.3m (7 ft 7in).
Students can easily put the dome together and decorate it too! American planetarian in Italy
Be sure to check out the story on page 40 about Kevin Milani, the
What a clever invention! Contact GOTO Inc. for more
winner for the 2018 A Week in Italy for an American Planetarium
information: show-sale@goto.co.jp
Operator experience. He will be teaching lessons in Perugia/Assisi from
April 11-14; in Brescia, April 15-18; and in Gorizia, from April 19 to 21.
Domes vs movie theaters
I know Kevin will enjoy this opportunity to work with students,
An increasing number of mobile domes have come down with the
teachers and the public in Italy and I also know that his three hosts
same affliction that many stationary domes did when digital technolwill be thrilled to learn a great deal from this experience too.
ogy first arrived. Sadly, they have become movie theaters. Predictably,
Take note that July 31 is the new deadline for applications, changed
those domes are becoming failing businesses in large numbers.
To many poor individuals with zero science background, this to give the winner more time to plan for time off from work.
Each year, in the spring, three planetariums in Italy host an Amerscheme seems like a fast way to “make a buck,” but it was short- lived
ican
planetarium operator, whose native tongue is English, to work
for most of the mobile domes going that route.
with
high school students of English. Applications are requested from
This is happening in many countries around the world and even
educators or astronomers who work with any of the various models of
with some entrepreneurs in wealthy countries. They are finding that
movies alone do not fill the need of schools and other venues. After a planetariums.
IPS endorses this initiative as an excellent opportunity for profesbrief romance with the technology, people are just not hiring them.
sional
development and cultural exchange. Learn more at www.ipsNow one company is touting “Goodby portables, hello virtual
I
reality!” This company is trying to remove even the shared experience planetarium.org/?page=italy. 			
under the dome! VR is cool, but not a replacement at all for a well-run
educational planetarium.
I hope this trend dies a natural death while the push for the return
to interactive presentations increases through efforts like LIPS conferences and presentations. Thank you Karrie Berglund and all those who
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Susan Button is a past president of IPS and has chaired the Portable Planetarium Committee since 1988. She is a retired portable planetarium director for the Onondaga Cortland Madison BOCES in Syracuse, New York,
USA.
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Book Reviews
April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

Eclipses, through mathematics and history
American Eclipse: A Nation’s Epic Race to Catch
the Shadow of the Moon and Win the Glory of the
World

David Barron, Liveright Press, 2017
Reviewed by Mark Lancaster, Fernbank Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia,
USA
This book does a unique job of combining the history of American technology with the awe-inspiring total solar eclipse of 1878 that
encouraged scientists to branch out and truly begin
the technology revolution in the USA. At that time
the United States was still a young nation, recovering from a brutal civil war, with vast western territories not yet in statehood.
The author does a fantastic job of painting the
picture of witnessing a total eclipse, of becoming
an “umbraphile,” and of inspiring even non-scientists to seek totality. His richly detailed descriptions
of the three scientists racing for the Rocky Mountains—James Craig Watson, Maria Mitchel,l and
Thomas Edison—set the stage.
The author discusses how important many female
scientists were becoming, and how the eclipse was
used to dispel the notion of Planet “Vulcan,” which for a short time
was believed to be orbiting the sun inside the orbit of Mercury. The
works of scientists Maria Mitchel and Thomas Edison are discussed,
and how they were vying to be first and best in their fields.
This book was an easy read and has a great deal of historical value as
well as scientific fact about the rarity of a total eclipse.
The 2017 eclipse is now past. Maybe someday it will be memorialized in a book. Until then, this one is a great resource, in terms of both
history and science.

Chasing Shadows: Mathematics, Astronomy,
and the Early History of Reckoning

Clemency Montelle, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2011
Reviewed by Francine Jackson, University of Rhode Island, Providence,
Rhode Island
This book is not to be read quickly. It is to be read very slowly, with
possibly a notepad by your side.
Chasing Shadows is not a simple book written to introduce the
reader to the calculations of eclipses. It is the history of several ancient
cultures and their trials and tribulations in determining the mathematical concepts involving eclipses.
Although beginning with the rudiments of eclipses, including the
ways in which they occur, the patterns and frequency of their appearing, the author then continues with individual chapters highlighting
several ancient cultures and their mathematical attempts to explain the
where, when, and how long each will be sighted. The author introduces
many of the important astronomers of the particular cultures, and tries
to explain, often by giving the concepts in both the original language
76						

and its translation, why the writer did what he did.
Included are the Mesopotamians, the Greeks, the Indians (who encompass the largest chapter in the book), and the Arabic reckoning, including
the Islamic Zij and such luminaries as Ulugh Beg and Jamshid Al-Kashi.
When it comes to information on eclipses, this book certainly runs
the gamut of the observations from time immemorial to the necessity
of various peoples doing their best to understand and explain rationally and mathematically this wonder of nature.
It is written to follow along with paper and pencil or calculator,
taking readers back to the early days of astronomical computation and having them realize the painstaking work involved
in putting such a beautiful phenomenon into the world of
mathematical language.
It is truly a work which involved many years of incredible
research on the part of author Montelle. For its best readership,
Chasing Shadows should be required for a
graduate level astronomy class. The student,
after reading this, should have a better
appreciation for today’s world and the relative ease in producing answers to complex
problems.
Let the student go back in time and see
what was involved thousands of years ago
to complete what our modern-day computers can accomplish in the blink of an eye.
Although it did take longer to
finish than the average book of its size,
Chasing Shadows is a worthwhile trip
back in time, if only to learn how much
more we can appreciate the tools we now have to work with in
explaining astronomical phenomena as opposed to our ancestors’ trials and tribulations. It is a real eye-opening journey.
I
April Whitt is an astronomy instructor at Fernbank Science Center in
Atlanta, Georgia, USA. She shares that she is so old that she has flown on
both the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO) in 1995 and the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) in 2015.
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Ulteria - Derived from the word Ulterior,
meaning hidden or invisible.
Ulteria perfectly describes Astro-Tec seams
under projection conditions. All of Astro-Tec’s
seaming processes are virtually invisible under
projection, but none more so than the new
Ulteria Seam.

Unsurpassed Strength
Flush Horizontal and Vertical Seams
One Row of Rivets on Both Axes
No Shiney Edge Lines from Trimming
No Unsightly Gaps or Buckles
High Quality Installation
5 Axis CNC Precision Cut Panels
Larger panels than the competition resulting in less overall seams
Superior performance under the most advanced & brightest projection

Astro-tec.com

(330) 854-2209
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A Different Point of View

Ron Walker
The Star Barn Planetarium
P.O. Box 161
Cave Creek, Arizona 85327-0161
thestarbarn@gmail.com

A tear-inspiring eclipse
For those of you who have just torn your copy of Planetarian out of
its plastic/paper (I wonder what it is actually made of) envelope and
immediately thumbed to this page to find out what I did with the
melted glob of plastic that was once a slide projector, I must disappoint.
The final saga of the August total eclipse must take precedent.
The key moment in the time warp that plagued me last issue has
come and gone. August 21, 2017 was a day that started for me with a
heavy fog, after a 1,200-mile drive cleared for the most fantastic totality I’ve ever seen. (I’ve only seen one other, in 1970, and had forgotten
much of that moment.)
Yes, I skipped out of my little planetarium, leaving those striving
for enlightenment to stumble around in the darkening cloudiness
to satisfy my selfish lust for totality. But only partly, as my wife and
daughter had never seen an eclipse. My daughter called the light just
before totality looking like “a bad day for night movie making,” but
seeing my dear wife on the verge of tears as she first viewed totality
convinced me my decision was the proper one.
Now I’m not one to dredge out the argument of staying or going to
totality that plagued Dome-L in late August, but everyone who has a
chance to see totality should go. It is certainly an undefinable experience. For those left behind, I have no pity. For those who e-mailed The
Star Barn on Monday morning wondering if I was giving a show and
where could they get eclipse glasses, I have less pity; where were they
when I offered three programs on the eclipse the weekend before?
I planned on taking no photographs and just enjoying the shear
beauty of the eclipse, but after a minute in I succumbed to my “take
a picture of everything philosophy” and grabbed a hand-held camera
with a 300 mm lens and shot away. While no words nor picture can
come close to seeing the event with the naked eye, one image came
out. I offer it to you today.

Photo by author

Fan mail, sort of
Well, two columns published and I received my first piece of “fan”
mail. I know now that at least two people read my offering (three if
you count my editor). It appears that I gave credit where credit wasn’t
due. Those great quotes “the things kids say after visiting a planetari-
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um” where actually collected by Keith Johnson and offered to April
Whitt, not April White as I erred (where was my editor when I really
needed her1) to use in her column. Actually April gave proper credit,
but I neglected to see it.
Anyway, Keith very kindly sent me nine pages of student quips
about their visit to his planetarium so I can quote the good stuff. I must
admit they are fun and can see why April uses them. They’re so much
fun that I will add “Keith’s Captured Quips” for you to enjoy as well.
Spelling from original source.

Keith’s Captured Quips-Chapter One
“I learned that Roy and the Squaripan are on oppisite sides...” (This
refers to Orion and the Scorpion, which are indeed in opposite sides of
the sky, hence never in the sky together.)
“I wish I was there but I got a craton stuck in my ear. By Becky”
“It was fun because we did not have to do any work.”
“Thank you for making the char’s cumfey.”
“I liked space so much that I want to go to real space now.”
OK, five at a time is enough. Thank You again Keith for offering
these gems. Five more next time.

Ten years ago
December 2007: It appears that attendance at planetarium conferences has been dropping off and what, if anything, should be done?
This is an age-old problem that I’m sure has been visited continuously since the beginning of the organization. I, and I would guess others,
just can’t afford the expense. At least the hotels at the Pleiades conference kept things manageable at about $100 per night, not like some
hotels that were asking and receiving $1,000 for the night before the
August eclipse.
How many remember when Motel 62 was $6 a night? Anyway, I
watched the Pleiades conference on the Facebook website. No interaction, but much more affordable, and I for one would like to thank the
powers that be for making it available.
Back now to 10 years ago. There was an interesting dialog on what
constitutes dome size (does it matter? I thought content was king.)
From a law point of view, Christopher Reed tells us that spam can be
stopped if you have the time to jump through all the hoops set up to
help us. My question is that if spam is obviously unsolicited material,
then can we keep it and use it in any way we like?
A look at the digital frontier and some interesting tests from Paul
Bourke’s HD camera tests. Cutting edge was 2K just ten years ago.
Now 8K is the new norm. I get the blue screen of death working with
720x240 video. I love optical/mechanical more and more each year.
Dating back some 3600 years, the “Sky Disc of Nebra” presents
1 The editor humbly apologizes for missing that one. –ed.
2 Motel 6 is a chain of budget motels in the United States and Canada.
After 40 years as a commercial, industrial, and feature film maker, for Ron
Walker controlling the universe in his "Star Barn Planetarium" was a natural
step
forward.
Heapologizes
reports that
surprisingly,
viewers
1 The
editor
humbly
for missing
that one.
–ed. actually enjoy his
shows,
unfortunately
forces in
him
toUnited
write new
ones
2 Motel
6 which
is a chain
of budget motels
the
States
andbetween
Canada. naps.
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us with a look at a most intriguing and accurate astronomical clock
connecting the solar and lunar calendars.
How about a planetarium (well, the seats anyway) out under the
open sky. That gets you to the most realistic view possible. I probably
wouldn’t be very happy with this, as how do you turn off the clouds
and how do you speed up the diurnal motion?

Twenty-five years ago
December 1992: This issue marked the last issue of Planetarian
where English measurements will be allowed. Alas, a blow to my ego.
While small, my dome sounded reasonable at 30 feet, but now it’s
reduced to 9 meters (that’s single digits!). Well, 9.1 to be exact (every
fraction must be captured). Oh, the deflated feeling! I do note that both
English and metric measurements are still used today; thank you from
the older crowd.
Ernst Deike, a Zeiss tech, made a 17-inch model of the Zeiss II projector. No picture, darn. The ad for the Minolta on the following page
showed the Japanese were happy making a half scale model.
An article on the bulging tide and its relation to the moon’s gravitational pull kind of reminded me of what my stomach does when I sit
down in a hard chair.
“Help Us Save The Stars” is an interesting article that not only touches
on light pollution but on material pollution as well. How many out
there know that a paint chip about the size of a postage stamp hit the
window of the space shuttle Challenger on her maiden flight, leaving
a 6.5 mm deep pit? Would you believe more then 3.5 million pieces of
junk are floating around up there? And this is 25 years ago!
No doubt about it, we are a bunch of slobs. Did you ever think of the
problems created for land-based telescopes as this junk flies by in front
of your scopes? A lot of observations could be ruined.

Forty-five years ago
December 1972: By now you know it’s straight to Jane’s Corner
for me and she doesn’t disappoint. From the “digging out the Christmas program,” this gem, which works for me year round, appears: “Try
and recall in which carousel tray the Crab Nebula slide was last seen.”
I understand this as I have
two or three slides that I
tend to use over and over
again in different programs
and then must find for my
intro show. The more things
change, the more they stay
the same works for me and
I bet a few others out there
with older technology.
How about the fellow
who went to an eclipse only
to have the moon get in the
way?
Stephen Berr comments
on the planetarium sky,
is but a reduced size “road
map” of the real night sky
and could be confusing to new visitors.
In this day of shorter and shorter shows, especially for the younger
set, I find interesting an article from the Strasenburg Planetarium about
their Magic Sky program for preschoolers. Not only did they want more
then the 30-minute program offered, the picture of them intently
looking at the dome should give us all pause. This in the day of a star
projector and a couple of slide projectors, real interest in the sky.
O. Richard Norton continues his technical discussion with building
a device to reproduce elliptical motion, and the Abrams Planetarium
talks about how well your planets move.			
I
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GLPA. Big Horn Medicine Wheel, Wyoming. An ancient native American
observatory. Courtesy of Dale Smith.

(International, continued from page 64)
tarium’s other “big thing” was their Queen light show in late September. That, along with a Christmas light show, is filling most of the staff’s
time.
Ohio. The Ward Beecher Planetarium at Youngstown State University is proud to announce that they have installed a laser-phosphor 4K
Sky-Skan definiti projection system with Dark Matter software.
Buck and Sue Batson of Pleasantville, Pennsylvania (adopted by
Ohio), now retired from the North Hills Planetarium, are looking
forward to a house sale that will potentially fund their traveling planetarium and science show. They hope to take their 6-meter inflatable
dome to schools, community centers, county fairs, senior centers, fire
halls, and festivals in an effort to share science and astronomy with
rural communities.
Dale Smith from the Bowling Green State University Planetarium visited the Big Horn Medicine Wheel in July. The Wheel contains
alignments to the summer solstice sunrise and sunset directions and to
stars whose heliacal risings occur 28 days before and after the summer
solstice. The Wheel is composed of a central cairn, 28 stone spokes to
an outer ring of stones, and cairns along the ring that anchor the solstitial and heliacal alignments.
There is a new planetarium being built for The Ohio State University-Newark at The Works Museum. It is a collaboration between the
two organizations in Newark, Ohio, should be completed in about a
year. It will be called the SciDome Planetarium.
Wisconsin/Minnesota. In early August, the Charles Horwitz Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin installed a 4-K, Digistar-6 fulldome
sky system and 7.1 surround sound. School and public presentations
began in mid-September.
The Forestview Planetarium in Brainerd, Minnesota is back in business after 10 years of limited usage. New permanent seats were installed
last October and a ChromaCove lighting system was installed this fall.
The Marshall W. Alworth Planetarium continues to present weekly
shows as well as plan for a brand new show about neutrinos.
The Minnesota State University Moorhead Planetarium had a busy
summer that featured training about Uniview and dome-warping software World Viewer. In July, Director Sara Schultz and four undergraduate students attended and presented at their first-ever Live Interactive
Planetarium Symposium (LIPS) at Ball State in Muncie, Indiana. Finally,
after several years of uncertainty and determination, the director position was advertised with a probationary-to-permanent assignment.
Sara Schultz, acting director for the past three years, has been chosen
to fill this position.
The Soref Planetarium in Milwaukee is presenting a new original
production titled Sky Wars: Battles of Discovery. The show complements a new museum exhibit called Weapons: Beyond the Blade. Their
live show Wisconsin Stargazing features special fulldome treats for the
Halloween season.
The UW-Milwaukee Planetarium just ended a play titled Sun’s Disappearing Act that combined scientific, historical, and cultural aspects
of eclipses and premiered a new program, Moons and Myths, in early
September.		
I
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Waxing New

An eclectic collection about planetariums, products, and people
Compiled by Sharon Shanks

Women of NASA set becomes reality
The Women of NASA LEGO® set described in the March 2017 Planetarian and featured on the cover went on sale on 1 November and,
according to reports, jumped quickly to best-selling toy on Amazon.
com. From a press release from LEGO headquarters in Denmark:
Under the headline ‘Ladies rock outer space,’ LEGO fan designer
Maia Weinstock presented her idea for a Women of NASA LEGO set to
the LEGO Ideas crowdsourcing platform. Here
it gained lots of support
from other fans and
was selected for production for its inspirational value as well as build
and play experience.
As a science editor
and writer, with a
strong personal interest for space exploration
as well as the history
of women in science
and engineering, Maia
Weinstock’s Women of NASA project was a way for her to celebrate
accomplished women in STEM professions.
The final design of the figures and set was done by LEGO designers Tara Wike and Gemma Anderson. In the original proposal, five
NASA women were included but the set include just four, as Katherine
Johnson chose not to be part of the set.
Tara Wike got to visit the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to
present the final Minifigure designs to Maia Weinstock and Margaret
Hamilton, who is one of the scientists immortalized in LEGO shape.
“It was a great experience to give these amazing women their new
LEGO identity and a great honor to personally present Margaret
Hamilton with her very own Minifigure,” said Wike. “What they have
achieved is truly inspiring to me, and I hope it will inspire children to
make their dreams come true.”
To celebrate great achievement and inspire all children to become
what they most dream of, a challenge titled Breaking Boundaries will
soon be launching on LEGO Life, a safe social network for children

From left: Maia Weinstock, Margaret Hamilton, and Tara Wike. Photo courtesy LEGO.
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under the age of 13. The campaign asks children to build their dream
job and share their creation on LEGO Life using the four role models to
remind all that the sky does not need to be the limit.
Learn more at www.lego.com/en-us/life.

Free time-lapse eclipse video
You can share the beauty of the 21 August total solar eclipse on your
dome and through your speakers, thanks to the generous sharing of a
time-lapse video and original music composition.
The video was taken by amateur astronomer Joe Woolbright and
the music composed by David Fogel. The video has been featured in
Sky & Telescope and requested by more than 20 planetariums across
the U.S. and Australia to date. You can enjoy it on YouTube at www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zzXWPciTcAI.
An HD digitally remastered mpg4 of the video is available by request
to Fogel at david@davidfogelmusic.com.
They also are interested in transforming the video into a fulldome
presentation and are seeking a planetarium willing to work with
them on the project.					
I

Donald R. Garland
March 24, 1954-October 10, 2017
Donald R. Garland of Fort Worth, Texas, long-time member of
the Southwestern Association of Planetariums, passed away on
10 October, 2017 from complications due to
diabetes.
He ran the Charlie M. Noble planetarium
at the Children's Museum in Fort Worth for
decades. He was a fixture helping out at Dallas
area planetariums and worked for many of
them creating effects and also helping with
maintenance on school planetariums.
One of the first members in SWAP, Don
Don Garland
inspired so many people in the planetarium
world and the amateur astronomical community. He was one of
the founders of the Texas Star Party.
He is survived by his wife Shelly, a daughter, and a son.
Memorial services were held in North Richland Hills, Texas.
The family suggests tributes to the Texas Astronomical Society,
the McDonald Observatory, the International Dark-Sky Association, or your local astronomy club.			
I
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have a blast with physics

.

Coming soon to SciDome: 3D physics, with interactive environments that let you
manipulate conditions in a fulldome virtual world. Modules include kinematics (motion),
dynamics (forces), oscillations, fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, electromagnetism,
quantum mechanics, special and general relativity. It’s one of many multicurricular
applications designed specifically for the teaching capabilities of SciDome.
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Tributes
James Paul Hughes
January 15, 1961-October 7, 2017

Juan Bernardino Marques Barrio
February 2, 1955-August 6, 2017
Juan Berardino Marques Barrio, director of
the Universidade Federal de Goiás Planetarium and president of the Association of Brazilian Planetariums, passed away on 6 August,
2017.
Juan Barrio was a UFG professor since 1991.
A physicist and astrophysicist, he worked
tirelessly in the diffusion of science, making
the UFG Planetarium one of note in the
country. He received a bachelor’s degree in
physics with specialization in astrophysics in
1980 from the Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, and his master’s degree in physics in
1996 from UFG. He continued on to receive
his doctoral degree in Didactics of Experimental Sciences in 2003 from the Universidad de
Valladolid in Spain. He was a dual citizen of
Brazil and Spain.
Director of the UFG planetarium since 2003,
he served in a number of officers for ABP,
including director of heritage and finance. He
was director-president of the ABP from 2015
until his death. He also was vice president of
the South American Association of Planetaria.
Juan spent three terms as coordinator of
the post graduate program in Science Education and Mathematics, and also was vice-coordinator of the post graduate Specialization in
Astronomy Education at UFG.
In October of 2015, when the UFG Planetarium turned 45, Professor Barrio was interviewed by Journal UFG , when he spoke of
his passion for work. "The Planetarium is a
constant fantasy, a dream. It is a utopia. I will
not reach the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow ever, but I want to walk there. At the
collective level, I want to give people what
I think is fantastic, what makes me happy."
jornalufgonline.ufg.br/n/84495-entrevistajuan-bernardino-marques-barrio-contemplaro-ceu-e-preciso.			
I
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James Paul Hughes, former show producer at the Buhl Planetarium at the Carnegie
Science Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
died October 7, 2017 in Las
Vegas, Nevada.
Born January 15, 1961,
he was the son of Roy and
Frances Hughes. He was
a graduate of Shaler Area
High School and received
an associate degree in
communications
from
the University of PittsJames Hughes
burgh.
Because his father worked as a technician at
the Buhl Planetarium and Institute of Popular
Science, James literally grew up at the planetarium. He began working there as a “star
pilot” in 1985. When the Carnegie Science
Center opened in 1991, he was instrumental
in ushering in the newer digital technology at
the Buhl Digital Dome.
That era brought opportunities for James
to use his creative skills to write and produce
original planetarium shows that were then
sold and distributed internationally. Between
1991 and 2010, James distributed more than
450 planetarium shows to universities,

museums, and other planetariums around the
world.
Buhl became a major show producer and
distributor to the field. The first originally produced sky show by James was in 1991,
Venus: Earth’s Fiery Twin. Then he produced
the Buhl’s first blockbuster, Through the
Eyes of Hubble, with Gates McFadden of Star
Trek narrating. Other original productions
followed: Search for Life in the Universe, narrated by Leonard Nimoy; The New Cosmos; and
perhaps one of his favorite achievements, The
Sky Above Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood. In 1995
a partnership with Carnegie Mellon University led to Journey Into The Living Cell and
Tissues Engineering For Life. In the late 1990’s
the Buhl Planetarium upgraded to fulldome
digital equipment, when James produced A
Traveler’s Guide to Mars.
He also entertained Planetarian readers
with his eclectic Gibbous Gazette column, for
which he was editor from 2000 through 2009.
James is survived by his children, Andrew
and Veronica, both of Pittsburgh; his former
wife, Dorinda Sankey; two brothers, Roy Jr.
and Robert Hughes; and two sisters, Diane
Hughes and Shirley Bentley. 		
I

Arthur Henry Maynard, Jr.
July 16, 1934–August 20, 2017
Arthur Henry Maynard Jr., long-time
astronomy educator for the West Islip (New
York) High School died
peacefully on August 20,
2017 in Poinciana, Florida.
He attended Lindenhurst High School in
Lindenhurst, New York,
and followed a career in
teaching, receiving his
Art Maynard
degree from Brockport
State Teachers College
(now part of the State University of New
York network). He taught at Whitesville, New
York, and Amityville, Long Island, before
being selected as a National Science Foundation Scholar in 1962, which allowed him
to complete his master’s degree at Michigan
State University.
Following graduation in 1963, he accepted
a position representing NASA in their Public
Relations/Education Division. There, he was
a member of an initial core group of science
educators whose focus was to enhance our
nation’s schools and universities by expanding the knowledge of space science.
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In 1966, he returned to teaching as the director of Astronomy and Space Science Education curriculum at West Islip High School.
Over 23 he developed and implemented a full
and detailed educational space science and
astronomy program for the entire West Islip
school community.
Art loved Barbershop singing. He was a
45+ year member of three barbershop chorus
chapters, the Honor Society of the Mid-Atlantic District, and was a “Barbershopper of the
Year.” His singing would take him on to sing
in Red Square in Moscow, Tiananmen Square
in Beijing, and Carnegie Hall in New York City.
He is survived by his life partner, Phyllis
M. Williams, a daughter, four sons, and
eight grandchildren.		
I

”This is the goal: To make available
for life every place where life is
possible. To make inhabitable
all worlds as yet uninhabitable, and
all life purposeful.”
Hermann Oberth, Man Into Space, 1957
spacequotes.com
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Planetarians’ Calendar of Events
2017
1-3 December. IFF 17Immersive Film Festival, Espinho, Portugal.
www.facebook.com/immersivefilmfestival
5-8 December. Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP), 129th
Annual Meeting, Beyond the Eclipse: Engaging Diverse and Underserved Communities in Astronomy and STEM, Moonrise Hotel, St.
Louis, Missouri, USA. www.astrosociety.org/education/asp-annual-meeting
7 December. Deadline of the Stratoscript Compendium Ring, a scripting competition open to everybody by LSS-Planetarium. Contact:
lionel.ruiz@live.fr; www.lss-planetariums.info/index.php?lang=en
&menu=compendium&page=compendium2017
31 December. Deadline of the prize “Page of Stars” organized by IPS
Portable Planetarium Committee in collaboration with Serafino Zani Astronomical Observatory. Contact: Susan Reynolds Button, sbuttonq2c@gmail.com; www.ips-planetarium.
org/?page=pagesofstars
31 December. Deadline for the contest “A week in United States.”
For information and applications requirements go to: www.ipsplanetarium.org/?page=WeekinUS

2018
8-12 January 2018. American Astronomical Society, 231st AAS
Meeting, Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center, National
Harbor, Maryland and Delaware, USA.
24-27 February. Imersa Summit 2018, Columbus, Ohio, USA. www.
imersa.org
26 February - 2 March 2018. XI Planetarium Presenter School, hosted
by Russian Planetariums Association, Moscow Planetarium,
Russia. Contact: School secretary Andrey Lobanov, lobanov1971@
gmail.com
11 March. International Day of Planetariums, public initiatives
between 10 and 11 March. Special focus this year on the work of
mobile domes. Contact: sbuttonq2c@gmail.com; www.ips-planetarium.org/?page=IDP
24-28 March. CAP 2018, Communicating astronomy with the public,
Fukuoka City Science Museum, Japan. www.communicatingastronomy.org/cap2018
26 March. New deadline of PlanIt Prize for an original video production, organized each year by Italian Association of Planetaria
(PlanIt), Italy. The prize is open to everyone. First prize 500 euro.
www.planetari.org
20-22 April. Italian Association of Planetaria (PlanIt), XXXIII National Conference, Infini.TO Planetarium, Torino, Italy. Contact: osservatorio@serafinozani.it; www.planetari.org
28–30 April. Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger Planetarien e.V., (GDP),
Annual meeting of the German-Speaking Planetaria, Planetarium
Laupheim, Laupheim, Germany. www.gdp-planetarium.org
1 June. Deadline to submit bids for 2024 IPS Conference.
June 2018. Japan Planetarium Association, annual conference, Fukui
City Museum of Astronomy, Fukui, Japan. www.shin-pla.info
5-9 June 2018. Southeastern Planetarium Association (SEPA), annual
conference, Pink Palace Museum, AutoZone Dome, Sharpe Planetarium, Memphis, Tennessee, USA. www.sepadomes.org
6-8 June. IPS Fulldome Festival Brno 2018, Brno Observatory and
Planetarium, Kravi hora 2, Brno, Czech Republic. The festival is
supported by the International Planetarium Society. Contact: Jiri
Dusek, director@hvezdarna.cz; http://www.fulldomefestivalbrno.
com/
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7-9 June. European Network Science Centres & Museums (ECSITE),
2018 Annual Conference, Museum of Natural History, Geneva,
Switzerland. www.ecsite.eu
27-29 June. IPS Fulldome Festival, Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse, France.
June 30-July 1. International Planetarium Society Council Meeting,
Toulouse, France.
1-6 July. 24th International Planetarium Society Conference, Cité de
l’Espace, Toulouse, France. Contact: Marc Moutin, m.moutin@citeespace.com; www.ips2018toulouse.org
9-14 July. ESOF, Euro Science Open Forum, Cité de l’Espace, Toulouse,
France. Contact: Marc Moutin, m.moutin@cite-espace.com
31 July. Deadline for the applicants of "A Week in Italy for an American Planetarium Operator," in collaboration with IPS Portable Planetarium Committee. ips-planetarium.site-ym.com/?page=italy
29 September–2 October, 2018. Association of Science-Technology
Centers (ASTC) Annual Conference, Connecticut Science Center,
Hartford, Connecticut, USA. www.astc.org

2019
4-6 May. Gesellschaft Deutschsprachiger Planetarien e.V. (GDP),
Annual Meeting of the German-speaking Planetaria, Mediendom,
Kiel, Germany. www.gdp-planetarium.org
1-7 September. ICOM 2019, 25th General Conference, Museum as
Cultural Hubs: the Future of Tradition, International Council of
Museums, Kyoto, Japan. icom.museum/events/general-conference/icom-kyoto-2019

2020
June. International Planetarium Society Council Meeting, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
21-25 June. 25th International Planetarium Society Conference,
Tellus World of Science, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. www.ipsplanetarium.org/
For corrections and new information for the Calendar of Events,
please send a message to Loris Ramponi at osservatorio@serafinozani.
it. More details about several of these upcoming events is included in
the International News column in this issue.
The most up-to-date information also is available online in the IPS
Calendar of Events at www.ips-planetarium.org
How to organize an eco-friendly planetarium conference:
www.scienzagiovanissimi.it/best-practices.
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Last Light

April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

Wit and wisdom from the Pleiades Conference
Congratulations to Anna Green and St. Louis Science Center staff on
a great conference in St. Louis, Missouri this past October. The Pleiades gathered sisters (and brothers) under the stars. Plenty of fun, great
learning opportunities, amazing new programs and technology—this
was one of the best conferences in a long time.

Overheard:
Technology glitches: “Whoever has the voodoo doll for the PowerPoint, please stop sticking the pins in.”
Christophe Bertier of RSA Cosmos, on the challenges of shipping to
conferences: “We don’t have a dome, but we have an espresso machine.”
“So the teacher had told the students that gravity was turned off in
the planetarium dome, and they were all afraid to go inside.”
Paul Schenk of the Lunar and Planetary Institute spoke about Pluto. At
its discovery, the planet was thought to be too small and getting smaller. It
would disappear in 1984. “An ominous year back then, like today.”
The Venetia Burney Student Dust Counter on the New Horizons
spacecraft “doesn’t actually collect the dust of students.”
As New Horizons hurtled past Tombaugh Regio at 15 km/sec, the
message was to come back: “Hi! I’m here! Everything works (or not)!”
When asked about the millibars of Plutonian atmosphere that stain
Charon’s north polar region, Dr. Schenk replied that, “I don’t deal in
atmospheres, except to breathe them.”
Dayna Thompson’s presentation about fostering a questioning public
suggested that “a scientist is someone who knows how to ask really good
questions.” When asked about the hardest questions she’s fielded, she
answered that the “Do astronauts die in black holes?” one is difficult.
Dealing with death and dying is not popular in American culture.
Rather than a lengthy explanation about spaghettification, etc.,
someone suggested the phrase, “They’re frozen for all eternity.” Some
chuckles greeted that alternative to “dying.”
The Burke Baker Planetarium in Houston suffered during this year’s
hurricane season. Insurance companies labeled the destruction “an
excessive fresh water event.”

Job security
When discussing the astrology/astronomy question, Dave Dundee
said that when a reporter asked, “So the stars don’t influence the Earth
at all?” his reply was, “Without the stars, I wouldn’t have a job.”
Sheldon Schaefer reported that the board of his museum was so
happy with their lucrative sales of eclipse glasses this summer, they
asked him to organize another eclipse next year.
Geoff Holt’s presentation of infrared outreach programs based on
his SOFIA teacher experience started with a view of the audience in IR.
“See?” he said, “You’re the brightest thing in this room. It’s what your
parents have always told you.”
Dr. Ron Kaitchuck’s usual excellent astronomy update presentation began with a quote from Stephen Wright: “To steal ideas from
one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research. And here’s my
research.”
“Students think we get upset when we don’t get what we want in
our research. No! We celebrate it! It’s grant money!”
Comparing the polar regions of Saturn and Jupiter: “Jupiter looks
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No, it’s not the latest Jedi padawan class. Teachers of primary students in a
local school embedded their eclipse glasses in paper plates so there was no
peeking at the sun. Photo by Angela Hamby.

nothing like Saturn. The hexagon? There’s no hexagon. The aliens
didn’t get to Jupiter to build one.”
On the media’s misquoting of science: “They’re saying the Juno
spacecraft is beaming microwaves to Jupiter. No! How much power do
they think that thing’s packing?”

Laughs from the banquet speech
David Hurd’s inspiring banquet speech was a delight. His description
of a new student looking for Room 161 in Cooper Hall was a gem.
He noticed a new student wandering in his building, looking for
“room 161 in Cooper Hall.”
“Room 161?” Dr. Hurd said, “I don’t know where that is. Let’s ask the
secretary.”
“Room 161?” the secretary said. “Well, DOCTOR Hurd, that’s the
planetarium.”
He didn’t know it had a room number.
And Terry Johnson shared a story about how you never know who
you’ll influence, as a teacher and planetarian.
While he was teaching a high school physics demonstration, a
student was accidentally zapped with a jolt from the Tesla coil. Right
in the sternum. The student was flat on the floor, and Terry was terrified that he’d killed the lad. Fortunately, all was well, and the student
went off home undamaged.
Several nights later, while at a restaurant, Terry heard a voice in his
ear, hissing, “D—n you!”
Turning, he saw the student’s mother, glowering at him.
“He could have been a CHEF,” she snarled. “He could have been a
LAWYER. But no—he wants to be a SCIENCE TEACHER!”
And the student, J. Lusk, was the first engineering professor hired for
that new department at the central Arkansas university where Terry
now teaches.
See? You never know.				
I
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